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As the proof of a pudding is in the eating, 
so the proof of a teacher is in the achieve-
ments of his pupils . The measure of the 
success of Professor Kleene's instruction 
is attested by the fine records hi s students 
have made in graduate schools and in busi-
ness. Dr. Kleene has applied thorough 
scholarship to th e study of economics. The 
Class of 1939 regrets th e retirement, after 
h is many years of service, of this respected 
leader. 
GUSTAV ADOLPH KLEENE 
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A llistory of Trinity 
THE HISTORY of Trinity College is a chronicle of continual change 
and development in the academic world. From a group of nine students in 1824, the 
college body has grown to over five hundred; from limited quarters and grounds on 
the banks of the Hog River, the college has moved to adequate lodgings on a more 
spacious campus. Toward the end of the nineteenth century, when other colleges began 
their development into large universities, Trinity chose to remain a small college; before 
and since then it has been recognized as among the foremost small colleges in the East. 
Trinity College owes its existence to the dissatisfaction of Connecticut Episco-
palians with Yale College and their desire to have a college of their own. Soon after 
his consecration Bishop Brownell, aided by other prominent churchmen, took the initial 
steps toward establishing a new college. 
In May r823 a petition for a college charter was presented to the General 
Assembly, and soon the Act of Incorporation of Washington College was passed and 
signed by the Governor in spite of opposition by Yale. Though the college was 
founded by Episcopalians and has usually had Episcopal ministers for presidents, the 
charter provided that there should be no discrimination because of religion, and there 
have always been men of all sorts of religion in the faculty and student body. The 
trustees of the new college were authorized to locate it in any town in the state as 
soon as thirty thousand dollars should be secured for its support. The money was soon 
raised and the erection of buildings began in June 1824 on a site of fourteen acres in 
Hartford, where the state capitol now stands. At first only two halls were put up: 
Jarvis and Seabury; the former from plans by Solomon Willard, of Boston, who had 
designed the Bunker Hill Monument, and the latter from the design of Professor 
S. F. B. Morse, more generally known through his connection with the electric tele-






Bishop Brownell was elected the first President. On September 23, 1824, the 
college opened with nine students-one s~nior, one Sophomore, six Freshmen, and 
one partial student. Professorships were established in belles-lettres and oratory, 
chemistry and mineralogy, agriculture, ancient languages, botany, and political economy, 
this latter being the first of its type established in this country. During the next few 
years chairs were established in mathematics, natural philosophy, Oriental literature, 
and law. 
Some of the early rules of Trinity seem strange to us today. No student might 
attend any "festive entertainment in the City of Hartford or vicinity." Students must 
not sleep in their rooms or lie dmYn on their beds during study hours. In summer the 
first recitation was at 5 A.M.; in winter at 6 A.M. Tutors and professors had authority 
to punish by admonition and by fine not exceeding one dollar. Bedtime was 10 P.M. 
and after ten-thirty no student might leave his room. 
In time students of the new college became much interested in boating. Trinity, 
with Yale, Brown, and Harvard, assisted in the establishment of the College Union 
Regatta at Worcester and for several years sent crews, but the removal of the college to 
its present site prevented the men from getting the necessary practice and the college 
withdrew from the Union. 
In 18+5, under President Silas Totten, the institution of Washington College 
become known as Trinity. This change was to avoid confusion arising from the fact 
that there were other Washington Colleges in the United States, but President Totten 
and the alumni weren't such good prophets, for there are now almost as many Trinity 
Colleges as there are Washington Colleges. 
In 1840 tuition was thirty-three dollars annually; board for the thirty-nine weeks 
of the year was eighty-five dollars; and the room rent was nineteen-fifty. The number 
of students did not increase greatly, but many fine me!l were graduated. In 1845 the 
Connecticut Beta Chapter of the venerable Phi D: ta K:tppa fraternity was established 
at Trinity, the membership consisting of the upper third of the class. 
Among the customs of Trinity students at this time may be mentioned the "Burning 
of Conic Sections" and the "Burial of Analytics ." The feelings of those who burned the 
conics may be appreciated by modern students who celebrate the end of Chem 6, ·Math 3, 
or Physics 3 on Bottle N ight. For many years a mo::k trial was given to Analytics after 
the completion of that much-hated subject by the Sophs. It always resulted in the crimi-
nal being found guilty and worthy of death. The Lemon Sq ueezer started on its 
exciting career back in the sixties. It was supposed to be presented by the graduating 
class to the next class worthy of tl:e honor, but it was often kidnaped on its way to 
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class day exercises. The 
present s~nior Class 
could tell much about 
the latest abduction if 
they wanted to. "Pres-
entation to Professor 
Jim," the old Negro 
janitor, was a neces-
sary part of every class 
day. The Seniors al-
ways gave a purse of 
money to this old 
Cloisters 
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friend of theirs who had been connected with the college as messenger, ringer of bells, 
and guardi an angel for more than fifty years. 
Under the presidency of Abner Jackson the site of the college was changed, and 
he secured elaborate plans for new buildings from England. In 1872, after much 
deliberation, the trustees accepted the offer of the city of Hartford, which wished to 
buy the college campus as a site for the new state capitol. In 1873 the present site 
a mile from the old campus was purchased. 
The original plans made by Mr. Burgess, an eminent English architect, were in-
tended to supply the needs of the college for all time. The design was to have a great 
quadrangle flanked by a smaller one for students on the north and one for professors 
on the south. 
In the autumn of 1873 two blocks of buildings were dedicated. They bear the 
names of two of the old buildings, Jarvis and Seabury H alls, and were erected as part 
of the west quadrangle. In 1882 Charles H. ortham, of Hartford, gave a fund to 
the college, part of which was used to build T ortham Towers in the same year. The 
Alumni Hall and G ymnasium was built in 1887. Jarvis H all of Science, given by 
George A. J a rvis, of Brooklyn, was erected in 1888. Twelve years later the Boardman 
H all of Natural History was built. The Williams Memorial Lib rary was given m 
19q. in memory of Bishop J ohn Williams by the late]. Pierpont Morgan. 
Preceding and during the period of the Great War, Trinity did not continue to 
make the same rapid strides in development which had marked its past history. But 
since the war, under the very capable leadership of Rev. Remsen Brinckerhoff O gilby, 
who became President in 1920, the college has progressed and is still moving forward 
with remarkable speed. An addition of five new buildings to the college and a great 
increase in facilities to accom modate a large student body are only a few of the major 
developments. The period beginning with the completion of the war might be termed 
the "Era of Expansion" of Trinity. But this period still exists and is far from com-
pletion. 
At long last Trinity's hopes of add ing a new unit to the gymnasium facilities was 
realized when the co rnerstone of the Trowbridge Memorial was laid in 1929. Almost 
at the same time construction on a new dormitory began. 
Perhaps the greatest achievement in the last few years of the life of the college is 
the erection of the new Chapel, built through the generosity of William Gwinn 
Mather, ' 77. When all but the tower of the building was completed it was found that 
there was not enough money for the completion of the building; but this temporary 
threat was offset by the determination of the workmen, w ho joined together and out of 
their own personal savings contributed the remainder of the needed money. The newest 
addition to Trinity's campus is the Chemical Laboratory w hich was given by an 
anonymous donor and was opened for classes at the beginning of the academ ic year 
1936-37· 
This new "Era of Expansion" in the history of Trinity is yet in its infancy. Future 
plans for the college drawn up by the President and the trustees, when carried out, 
will endeavor to complete the original plan of Burgess. Judging from the progress made 
within the last ten years, it is safe to predict that this will be accomplished in the 
near future. 
Main building projects now under consideration of the trustees are three in 
number. The first plan involves the connection between the present ad ministration 






and office accommodations. This unit also includes an addition to the Williams 
Memorial toward Summit Street. 
The second plan will provide for an increase in athletic facilities for the college, 
particularly for the winter term. Architects have under consideration a group of build-
ings to be connected with Trowbridge Memorial. There will be a large field house, 
one half of which will consist of a dirt fl oo r for baseball and track practice. The other 
half will have a wooden floor for basketball and tennis. 
Finally, provision has been made in the plans for increased dormitory space. There 
will be two units, one to connect Cook with the Chemistry Laboratory, and the other 
to stretch south from " C" section of Cook. 
ew buildings, though they are bad ly needed , are not the essential part of a 
college. A good faculty is most important. Trinity's instructors are an excellent lot 
and are constantly improving. And in spite of groaning students scholastic standards 
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SAo to rel ate, this year Dr. Ogilby has had few opportunities to swing 
out on the carillon after Trinity football victories. 
But at least he could go to town on " F air Harvard" after the Yale-Harvard fray 
at C ambrid ge. Even the greenest of Freshmen know and like Dr. O gilby, with his jokes, 
his laugh and his half-mast pants. But much as we appreciate his musical ability and 
his humor, he will be remembered for other things when the next history of Trinity is 
written. 
When he took charge eighteen yea rs ago, the college was just recovering from the 
World \Var, during which it had been more officers' training camp than college. Since 
his inauguration the number of students has grown to five hundred. In his administra-
tion many new buildings have been built to accommodate the increased number of 
students. 
More important than the construction of new buildings, the quality of instruction 
has been improving steadi ly. ow Trinity ranks among the best of small colleges. As an 
example of outside opinion, some corporations give jobs to a larger proportion of 
Trinity's grad uating class than they do to the Seniors in other colleges. 
Although the college has been expanding and improving since 1920, Dr. O gilby 
is careful to keep the expansion within bounds. Trinity has always been a liberal arts 
college and , under his administration, will continue to be one. 
Remsen Brinckerhoff Ogilby 
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Departments 
THE purpose of a college of liberal arts is to establish a proper sense 
of values throughout its entire fellowship. Founded upon the premise that intelligence 
is the prope r guide for human action, it should help those within its fellowship to bring 
about a proper adjustment between the material fabri c in .which we live and the whole 
realm of ideas." Trinity has always been a liberal arts college, followin g these ideals. 
This yea r the I vy is trying to show, in a few pages, the work done by the different 
departments in ed ucating Trinity students. W e regret that because of lack of space 
many important things have been omitted. 
English 0 0 0 
No group of studies in the college curriculum is more difficult to 
define, whether with regard to content or purpose, than the group somewhat mislead-
ingly known as "English." Including as they do not only the theory and practice of 
reading or writing, and of public speech, but also the stud y of language, of aes thetic 
and crit ical ideas, and of litera ry masterpieces both in English and in foreign tongues, 
these studies are more va rious in nature and more ex tensive in range than those brought 
together in any other department of learn ing. 
If English studies seem as vague in purpose as in content, this is chiefl y because 
they are more conce rned with the development of personality in its intellectual and 
emotional aspects than with the direct inculcating of information. Large acq uisition of 
fact, in these studies, is merely the necessary means to such higher ends as critical and 
creative thinking, enlarged and dispassionate feeling, disciplined self-expression and the 
shaping of character. They instruct not at secondhand but by immediate exper ience, 
bringing the student directly before the central problems of actual life. Thus they are 
"practical" in the highest degree. Their value is not of the second rate, on the level of 
livelihood, but is of the first order because it enriches the intrinsic worth and happiness 
of the individual. 
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While holding these ideals steadily in mind , the English Department does not 
ignore matters of the lower utility. It wishes to se rve the entire college by training 
students to read with acute and full comprehension, to write and speak with grace and 
clarity and persuasive power, and, above all , to think accurately, independently and 
with trai ned imagination. 
Members 
Odell Shepard, Ph.D. , Litt.D. ; James J. Goodwin, Professor of English Litera-
ture; Arthur Adams, Ph.D., Professor of English, Librarian and Registrar; Morse 
Shepard Allen , Ph.D.; Thurman Lasson H ood, Ph.D. ; J ack Trevithick, M.A.; Daniel 
Bond Risdon, D A.; D onald Albert Dumont, B.S. ; J oseph Grafton Merriam, B.A. 
Philo§ophy and Psychology ... 
PHILOSOP HY presents the history of great intellectual problems and a 
survey of present tendencies for the purpose of resolving these questions for individual 
needs. Throughout these studies the aim is to develop logical thinking and thus to 
formulate a set of values for the student himself. 
In the elementa ry courses logic and the outlines of psychology are introduced. A 
wide range of historical matter is offered in the study of ancient, medieval and modern 
philosophies; the examination of English and American contributions; and the history of 
great scientific ideas. The department not only presents contemporary problems in the 
realm of social ethics and sociology, but also gives the tudent an acquaintance with the 
more universal aspects of thought, ethics, aesthetics and the philosophy of the state. 
P sychology is a relati vely new study. Although it is new, any subject which deals 
with the human mind and human behavior is bound to be interesting and important. In 
spite of the lack of funds for equipment the department is doing excellent experimental 
work. 
il1embers 
H arry Todd Costello, Ph.D., Brownell Professor of Philosophy; Robert Bines 
Woodward Hutt, Ph.D., Professo r of P sychology; Carl Lewis Altmaier, Ph.D.; 
Blanchard William Means, Ph.D. 
History and Economics . . . 
THE stud y of history has always been considered an essential part of a 
liberal ed ucation, but in recent years it has become vitally important that college gradu-
ates know as much about history as possible. To understand current events or make 
fairly accurate pred ictions, a good knowledge of past histo ry is needed. 
Trinity College is well equipped with courses to supply its students with the his-
torical backgro und they need. Important as the facts gained in these courses are, some-
thing more important is learned: the art of acquiring information. Assigned and volun-
tary reading and reports give students practice in using all the tools of the library. 
Instructo rs point out the virtues and defects of various authorities and encourage their 
students to quote authorities and sources on every occasiOn. Thus even when Trinity 
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graduates have forgotten the facts they learned, or when the facts are outdated, they 
will know where to look for needed information. 
Members 
Edward Frank Humphrey, Ph.D., ortham Professor of History and Political 
Science; Charles Edgar Cunningham, B.A.; William Osgood Aydelotte, Ph.D.; Irwin 
Alfred Buell, Ph.D. 
Anyone who wishes to perform properly his duties as a citizen should have some 
knowledge of economics. The Economics Department at Trinity gives this knowledge 
through a course covering the general principles of economics and others going more 
intensively into different fields of economics such as insurance, banking or labor 
problems. 
At Trinity it is recognized that economics is actually a difficult subject, so difficult 
that there is room for differences among economists on important points. Therefore 
no attempt is made to simplify it so that any moron can pass easily. Anyone who has 
survived Economics 1 has acquired not only a good knowledge of orthodox theory, 
but an idea of some of the difficulties orthodox economists side-step. 
Members 
Gustav Adolph Kleene, Ph.D., Profe sor of Economics; Philip Elbert Taylor, 
Ph.D. 
Language§ . . . 
THE modern language departments perform two services. In a 
cultural way they give students the same opportunity to appreciate foreign literature 
that the English Department gives with their own language. For more practical reasons 
they are of great aid to men planning to travel abroad or enter the foreign service of 
the government or fore ign branches of banks and other corporations. 
In the Romance Language Department there is a wide range of courses ranging 
from general survey courses in French literature to studies into the movements behind 
it in the realm of critical thought. Elementary courses in Italian and Spanish are also 
offered, together with studies in the literature of these languages. During the past 
year special attention has been paid to the presentation of oral practice in French. There 
has been no decrease in emphasis on literature, but a wider recognition of the value of a 
speaking knowledge of foreign languages. 
Members 
George Baer Fundenburg, Ph.D., Professor of Romance Languages; Louis Hast-
ings Naylor, Ph.D.; Robert Palmer Waterman, M.A.; Howard Greenley, M.A., 
F.A.I.A. 
The German Department is prepared to aid the general student wishing funda-
mental courses in writing and speaking German, as well as those who wish to pursue 
the subject further into the field of general literature. Fine courses in Goethe and the 
drama are offered, together with studies about the life and thought of the Germanic 
peoples. 
A1 embers 
Archie Roy Bangs, Ph.D., Professor of Germanic Languages; Arthur Howard 
Hughes, Ph.D.; Howard Peter Winter, B.A. 
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Last year a linguistics course was inaugurated to teach a "feeli ng" for the English 
language which used to be gained through the study of the classics. So successful has it 
been that the Carnegie Corporation has appropriated $10,000 to continue the experi-
ment. 
Members 
Edward DeLos Myers, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Linguistics. 
The classics as an integral part of a college education have rapidly been eliminated 
from mo t college curricula. But here at Trinity the aim of a fully rounded education 
still includes the wisdom of the ancients as a basis for the interpretation of the present. 
Aside from their practical value as aids in understanding the English language, the 
classics have a disciplinary value for the formation of logical thinking. 
Among the courses of which Trinity is proud are its elementary courses in Greek 
and Latin. Here the fundamentals are taught so well that Trinity students are usually 
better prepared for advanced work than are most other college students. The emphasis 
on these and higher courses in literature and philosophy is not upon grammar or details, 
but on the larger conception of education, the production of literae lmmaniores. 
Members 
Le Roy Carr Barret, Ph.D., Hobart Professor of the Latin Language and Litera-
ture; William Clark Helmbold, Ph.D.; James Anastasios Notopoulos, M.A. (Oxon.). 
Fine Arts and Music ... 
IN spite of the fact that the study of fine arts is, almost by definition, a 
part of a liberal arts college, it has suffered from the implication of being one of the 
luxuries of life w hose possession is limited to museums and millionaires. But it is, never-
theless, a luxury, from the point of view of education, that everyone should be able to 
afford . In actuality there is no hard and fast division between artist and layman. As far 
back as the Middle Ages it was regarded as a fundamental truth that the artist is not 
a specia l kind of man, but that every man is a special kind of artist . 
It is the task of the Fine Arts Department to remove any initial prejudices, intro-
duce the students to the best of ancient and modern art, and try to induce in them an 
appreciation of the beautiful. The resulting higher standard of taste is refl ected not only 
in their creative activities but in the selective ability and judgment they exercise in the 
choice of their possessions. 
Members 
A Everett Austin , Jr., B.A.; Howard Greenley, M.A. , F.A.I.A. 
The l\1usic Department at present serves a single purpose: namely, the develop-
ment among college men of a true appreciation of the musical masterpieces of the last 
three hundred years, and of the art of composition as practiced by outstand ing com-
posers of the same period. To that end are devoted the activities of the classroom, the 
Glee Club and the organists, who from time to time present recitals upon the magnificent 
chapel organ. 
All work in music courses proceeds upon the theory that a thorough understanding 
of great music is attained only by arduous mental processes. The course in music 
appreciation is in practice a course in history and analysis. In this, as in the more technical 
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courses, m harmony, counterpoint and structural analysis, the work is based upon an 
inquiry into the methods and techniques of acknowledged masters of the art and science 
of musical composition. 
11-fember 
Clarence E. Watters , M.Mus., Organist and Assistant Professor of Music. 
Mathematics 0 
THE study of mathematics offers to the college student an opportunity 
to develop his powers of reasoning, to acquire the language of quantitative ideas, and to 
pursue a fine art. By the study of mathematics the student develops the habit and 
acquires the technique of analyzing given data and drawing correct conclusions. This 
training is of great value to the student in whatever vocation he may find himself after 
graduation. 
As a language mathematics has no peer. Through it quantitative ideas may be 
expressed with great precision. Reasoning processes can be carried out with greater 
speed and assurance than by any other language. Without modern mathematics the 
great strides made by science and industry would have been impossible. As science and 
industry advance, our dependence on mathematics will become progressively greater. 
Members 
Haroutune Mugurdich Dadourian, Ph .D., Seabury Professor of ilathematics and 
I atural Philosophy; Alfred King Mitchell, Ph.D.; Thomas Luther Downs, Jr., Ph.D.; 
John Franklin Wyckoff, M.A. 
Sciences 0 0 • 
THE science departments at Trinity have three functions . First, they 
provide adequate training for men planning to enter professional schools or technical 
work in industry. This training is so good that Trinity men rank highest in post-
graduate schools and good science majors never lack jobs. Second, they give a good 
knowledge of science and a training in the scientific method to arts students who need 
something to balance the more traditional arts courses. Third, they advance scientific 
knowledge. Even with the inadequate equipment Trinity has had until recently, her 
faculty have been leaders in the scientific world. With the addition of the new Chem-
istry Laboratory, research should go ahead much more rapidly. 
The main purpose of the Biology and Physiology departments is to prepare students 
for medical schools. So successful is the preparation that some medical schools claim 
Trinity gives the best premedical training in the country. In spite of the work required 
to keep up these standards, time is found to work on breeding experiments which have 
made Trinity famous. 
Members 
Horace Cheney Swan, il.D. , Professor of Physiology and H ygiene, Medical 
Director; Thomas Hume Bissonnette, Ph.D.; J. Pierpont Morgan, Professor of 
Biology;]. Wendell Burger, Ph.D. 
Chemistry has always been important at Trinity, but the recent gift of the Chem-
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istry Laboratory has made it possible to do even finer work than in the past. The record 
of Trinity-trained chemists is as good as that of Trinity medical students, which means 
that they are the best. 
Members 
Vernon Kriebel Krieble, Ph.D., Scovill Professor of Chemistry; Sterling Bishop 
Smith, Ph.D.; Edward Redmond Atkinson, Ph.D.; Robert Lemmon Burwell, Jr., 
Ph.D.; Frank Schneider, Ph.D.; Edward Colton , B.S.; William John McCarthy, 
Jr., B.S. 
The courses in civil engineering at Trinity a re not intended to turn out finished 
engineers. But they do give good training either for men who wish to go to technical 
schools or for those who plan to continue work in engineering offices. 
Members 
Charles Edwin Roge rs, M.C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering; H oward Ca rter 
Wiley. 
The Geology Department gives students an idea of the structure and history of the 
planet they live on. Aside from the classwork, valuable work has been done on a Con-
necticut River flood control stud y. 
Members 
Edward Leffingwell Troxell, Ph.D., Professo r of Geology. 
The Physics Department has had more room in Jarvis Laboratory since the 
Ch!!mistry Department moved out. Trinity was one of the first colleges to offer instruc-
tion in physics and ever since has remained near the top in quality of instruction. 
Jill em ben · 
Henry Augustus Perkins, Sc.D., J arvis Professo r of Physics; Arthur Pehr Robert 
Wadlund , Ph.D.; Howard Daniel Doolittle, Ph.D. 
Physical Education 
THE aim of the Physical Education Department is to spread the 
benefits of sports to as many students as possib le. Though intercollegiate sports are not 
neglected , nearly everyone is engaged in some intramural sport in one of eight fra-
ternity and four neutral teams. Sports, such as squash and tennis, which can be played 
after graduation are encouraged. 
Members 
Ray Oosting, M.Ed., Director of Physical Education; Joseph Cornelius Clarke, 




THE SENATE-During the past yea r the Senate has been very active in college 
affairs. The first and most important thing it did was to abolish the paying of class dues. 
Up to this time each man in college had to pay one dollar each semester to help cover 
his class expenses. This system complicated matters for dance chairmen who were re-
quired to have one third of their budget before they could get any appropriation from 
the Senate. Under the new rule the class dues are to be taken from the tuition. 
Now class day chairmen can figure how they can have beer without stealing it from a 
brewery. 
The Senate did not confine its attention to college acti vities but was acti ve in civic 
affairs as well. Through the efforts of our Senators, the college contributed its sha re to 
the Community Chest of Hartford. 
One of the most noticeable improvements made on campus this yea r was brought 
about through the efforts of the Senate. This was the rebuilding of the U nion. In the 
old Union, buyers of candy and stationery, men writing in the last line of German , 
ping-pong players, checker players, and other inmates of our institution were always 
getting under each other's feet. Under the new Senate management the different classes 
of students have been separated a bit. The old Union room was divided into two parts, 
one a study room, the other a game room where ping-pong and checker tournaments go 
on all day long. The barbershop was taken out and turned into a store. The new arrange-
ment has been much appreciated by the student bod y, while the ending of nion deficits 
has cheered the Senate no end. 
The first of two Senate dances was held October r6 after the Hobart football 
game. The second was held on W ashington's Birthday directly after a Glee Club 
Seco nd Row: McKee, Truex, Hagarty. 
First Row: Armstrong, O'Ma lley, Jackson, Motten. 
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Armstrong, O'Malley, Jackson, Motten. 
concert in the Auditorium. lVIusic on this occasion was furnished by Bud Welch and 
his Dons. 
The Medusa had to come to the Senate for help with their campaign for less noise 
in the sections. This only added to the problems of the Senate, but it did a good job in 
curbing overexuberant Freshmen. 
This year brought the return of Freshmen rules to Trinity. It fell to the Senate to 
try to enforce them. Frosh "clinks" were in evidence until after the Norwich game, 
when the Senate decided that the Freshmen had suffered enough. 
1\tlany other matters came up this year, such as omitting the Junior Prom, financing 
trips for the Glee Club, and giving a larger appropriation to the Jesters for their 
production with Vassar, all of which they dealt ''"ith in a manner befitting a body which 
rules a college. 
THE MEDUSA-Each sp ring the Medusa, Trinity's only Senior honorary society, 
taps four or five of the many Juniors gathered hopefull y around the Bishop. Member-
ship in the Medusa is an honor given only to the most distinguished men in college. It 
is their duty to maintain discipline and traditions at Trinity. 
This year's members constitute a ve ry impressive body. Robert D. O'Malley was 
captain of the football and baseball teams, President of the Senate, member of the 
Committee on Student Organizations, and an outstanding scholar. Clement G. l\1otten 
was a Captain of track and swimming, Treasurer of the Senate, President of the 
Commons Club, ·Managing Editor of the Tripod, and a Dean 's List man. L. Moray 
Armstrong was College Marshal, Editor in Chief of the T1·ipod, member of the Ivy 
Board , Senator, and Manager of baseball. Francis Jackson was the number-one squash 
player in his years here, played baseball and football three years, and was a Senator. 
PHI BET A KAPPA-This year, as in most yea rs, the Juniors voted Phi Beta 
Kappa the greatest honor at Trinity. The Beta Chapter at Trinity, founded in 1845, 
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was the eighth chapter of the fraternity and has standards which are much higher than 
those of most chapters. T o be chosen, students must have at least ten As and ten Bs or 
better. The members elected in 193 7 were: 
EDWARD ROBERT BARLOW, '38 FRANK ANDR EW HAGARTY, '38 
]AM ES oo rAN EGAN, '37 WILLIAM JosEPH LAHEY, '38 
ERNEST SHERMAN GRISWOLD, '38 PETER Jos EPH ifAY, '38 
ARON LEON :MIRSKY, '37 
HONORS AND PRIZES FOR THE YEAR 1936-37 
HONORS IN THE CLASS OF 1937 
DANIEL ALPERT, T1 aledictorian GEORGE JosEPH LEPAK, Salutatorian 
PRIZES 
THE GOODWI GREEK PRIZES 
First: OT AWARDED. 
Second: ]AMES NOONAN EGAN 
THE FERGUSON PRIZES IN HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIE CE 
First: PHILIP FRANCIS DowNES 
Seco nd: RoBERT DoDGE O'MALL EY 
THE ALUMNI PRIZES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION 
First: NoT AWARDED. 
Secoud: ]AM ES NooNAN EGAN 
Third: CLEMENT Gn.E MOTTEN 
THE FRA IK W. WHITLOCK PRIZES FOR PU BLIC SPEAKI NG 
First: CLEMENT GILE MOTTEN 
Second: GEORGE JosEPH LEPAK 
THE F. A. BROWN PRIZE FOR PU BLIC SPEAK! G 
PAUL CAYAYA LAUS 
THE PHI GAMMA DELTA PRIZES IN MATHEMATICS FOR 
FRESHMEN 
First: WILLIAM J oHN WoLF 
Second: TaRMAN Cu TON MILLER 
Third: STEPHEN MICHAEL RILEY 
THE EDWARD S. VA ZILE PRIZE FOR COMPOSITION IN 
ENGLISH VERSE 




DuRING its last days at Trinity the staid and prim class of the 
college, the Seniors, has attempted to absolve itself of the heinous offense -committed 
last June when, in an unguarded moment, the Lemon Squeezer was stolen from the 
Class of 1937. The Seniors are now almost on a par with the present Junior Class, 
which rightly deserved this memento in token of its superiority. When the Class of 
1938 learned that it was not to possess this Tom Collins implement for the next year, 
certain members passed it to a waiting ,car in fire-brigade fashion and then carried it off 
to an unknown repository. The criminals were aided by the fact that one of the more 
important officials of the graduating class was not in complete possession of his faculties 
while acting as guardian of the treasured possession. 
The year 1937-38 found the Serious Seniors settling down to the books-grinding 
away every night. (Or was it before class?) nlike the general run of scholars who 
do not let their studies interfere with their college education, five members of this 
glorious band gained Phi Beta honors at the end of their Junior year: Barlow, Gris-
wold, Hagarty, Lahey, and May. The athletic laurels were largely monopolized by '38, 
with O'Malley, Kenney, Truex, and Jackson taking top positions along with the 
Trinity great. 
The Seniors showed a flair for business when they combined with the Juniors for 
the Spring Dance. Thus they assured themselves of ending their school days with a 
surplus instead of the usual red figures. They will probably be in a good position to 
start contributions for the Class of 1938 Field House. 
The Ivy appreciated the thoughtfulness of the Class of 1938 in re-electing the 
officers of the Christmas Term for the Trinity Term, as it saves space. O'Malley con-
tinues as Class President, Jackson as Vice-president, and Anderson as Secretary-
Treasurer. 
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ERIC ARTHUR A DERSON 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Engineering; Class President ( 2) ; 
Class Secretary-Treasurer (4); Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Junior Prom Committee; Sophomore 
Dining Club; Engineering Club (3); Varsity Club 
(2, 3, 4); Freshman Football; Swimming (I, 2, 
3, 4). 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
LoRE zo 1oRAY ARMSTRONG, ]R. 
Rhinebeck, N.Y. 
1\'Iajor Subjects: History and Economics; Medusa; 
Senate; College Marshal ( 3) ; Tripod Board (I, 2), 
Assignment Editor (3), Editor in Chief (3, 4); I vy 
Board; Flying Club (I) ; Political Science Club; 
Athletic Advisory Council; Varsity Club; Manager 
of Baseball (3); Swimming (2); rrrM ; KB<D; 
~KE. 
Prepared at H olden1ess School 
JosEPH GusTAV AsTMA 
Hartford, Con11. 
Major Subject: German; Table Tennis Club; Var-
sity Club; Cross-country (2); Football (3, 4); 
Track (I , 2, 3, 4). 
Prepm·ed at Hartford Public High School 
EDWARD RoBERT BARLOW 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Economics and Classics; Junior 
Prom Committee; Political Science Club (3), Sec-
retary (4); Freshman Football; Track (2, 3, 4); 
Cross-country (3); rrrM; ct>BK. 
Prepared at Loomis Institute 
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PHILIP BAYER 
Man chester, Conn. 
Major Subjects : English and Philosophy. 
Prepared at Ttf/eaver High School 
SAMUEL N ICOLL B ENJAM IN 
Garrison-o n-Hudson, N.Y . . 
Major Subject: English; Sophomore Hop Commit-
tee; Junior Prom Committee ; Interfraternity 
Council; Chairman of Sophomore Dining Club; 
Athenaeum (2, 3); Jesters ( I , 2, 4) , President 
( 3); Varsity Club; Captain of Freshman Football; 
Football (2, 3); Swimming (I);~'¥. 
Prepared at St. George's School 
THOMAS DILLINGHAM BENSON 
New Yo1·k , N.Y. 
Major Subject : Premedical; Comanager of Track 
(3, 4); Squash (I, 2, 3, 4); ~KE. 
CARL ]OHN B ERG 
Ttf/est Hartford, Conn. 
Prepared at Choate School 
Major Subject: Chemistry; Chemistry Club, Presi-
dent (4); Freshman Football. 
Prepared at 11/illiam Hall Hig h School 
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WrLLTA 1 FABENS BoLES 
Marblehead, Mass. 
Major Subject: Greek; Glee Club (r, 4); Junio r 
Jester (2, 3, 4); Manager of the Union (4); Com-
modore of Trinity Yacht Club (4); 'I'Y. 
Prepared at Kent School 
JoHN DANIEL BRENNAN, ]R. 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Philosophy; Varsity 
Club; Track (r, 2, 3, 4); IIrM. 
Prepared at East Hartford High School 
Major 
nrM. 
FRANCIS HENRY BuRKE, ]R. 
Hart ford, Conn. 
Subject: English; Freshman Football; 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
W ESLEY ADOLPHUS CARCAUD 
Hm·tfo1·d, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; Athenaeum (3); ATK. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
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]AM ES FRANCIS CARTY, }R. 
Newington, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Senate; Athenaeum, 
Secretary (I), Vice-president ( 2, 3), President ( 4) ; 
Howard Key (4); Chemistry C lub; Political Science 
Club; Rifle Club; LN. 
Prepared at St . Thomas' Seminary 
LUDMIL ADAM CHOTKOWSKI 
Newington, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Varsity Club; Football 
(3, 4 ); Track (3, 4); ATK. 
Prepared at New Britain High School 
DuDLEY } EWELL CLAPP, }R. 
Wethersfield, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Spring 
Dance Committee; h •y Business Board; Athenaeum, 
Vice-president ( 3), Executive Board ( 4) ; Political 
Science Club, Secretary (3), President (4); Soccer 
(r, 2, 3, 4); nrM; T.C.C. 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School 
FREDERICK RoB ERT BIRCH CoNNAR 
New York, N.Y. 
Major Subject: Histo ry; Glee Club ( 1 ) ; Jesters 
( 1, 2, 3, .J.); Political Science ( .J. ); In tramural 
Athletic Counci l (3, 4); Varsity Club; Freshman 
Football; Junior Varsity Swimming ( 1) ; Swim-
ming (2, 3, 4); AXP. 
Prepared at George Washington High School 
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ERNEST SHEAGREN CoRso 
Hart ford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Economics and Philosophy. 
RoswELL McLEAN CRANE 
Bloomfield, Conn. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
Major Subjects: Premedical and Psychology; ATK. 
Prepared at Rockville High School 
EVERETT THOMAS CROSS 
New Britain, Conn. 
l\ I ajor Subjects: Civil Engineering and Physics; 
T.C.C. 
Prepared at New Britain High School 
GEORGE WILLIAM CULLENEY II 
TFilmington, D el. 
Major Subject: Greek; Choir ( r , 2, 3); Glee Club 
(I, 2, 3, 4); J este rs (3, 4); Freshman Football; 
Track (I) ; KB<P; 'I'Y. 
Prepared at St. A nd1·ew' s School 
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HARLEY THOMPSON DAVIDSON 
West Hartfoul, Conn. 
Major Subject: Civil Engineering; Intramural 
Athletic Council (3); Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4); Track 
(l);ATK. 
Prepared at fiVilliam Hall High School 
]OHN RALPH DEMONTE 
Hm·tford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry; II Circolo Dante (2), 
Vice-consul ( 3), Consul ( 4). 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
DoMINIC ANTHO r y DICORLETO 
1-Im·tford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Political Science and Economics; 
Athenaeum (3); Political Science Club (+); Var-
sity Club; Comanager of Track (3, +); Freshman 
Soccer. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
TIMOTHY 0' ElL FANNING 
Hm·tfod, Conn. 
l\Iajor Subjects: History and Economics; Tripod, 
Advertising Manager ( 3), Assistant Business l\1an-
ager (.~); Business Manager of Ivy; Swimming 
(r, 2 , J, 4). 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
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HENRY MELVILLE FULLER 
Manchester, N .H. 
l\1ajor Subject: E nglish; German Club (2, 3); 
Pol itical Science Club (I, 2, 3); 'l'Y. 
TransfetTed from Harvard 
Prepared at St . Paul's School 
ROB ERT ALL EN GILB ERT 
Ridley Park, Pa. 
l\1ajor Subject: English; Jesters (2, 3); Political 
Science Club (2, 3); .LN. 
P1·epared at Ridley Park High School 
HERBERT GLADSTEIN 
Hartford, Conn. 
l\1ajor Subjects : Premedical and French. 
B ENJAMIN GLOBMAN 
Hartford, Conn. 
Prepared at If/ eaver High School 
1ajor Subject: History; Political Science Club (4); 
nrM. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
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CHARLES MATTHEW GoDDARD 
Hart ford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Chemistry; Freshman Football; 
Football (2); Chemistry Club (4); ATK. 
]AMES BERNIE GRAY 
East Hartford, Conn. 
~Iajor Subject: Engineering. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
Prepared at Truso Academy, Nova Scotia 
ERNEST SHERMAN GRISWOLD 
Hartford, Conn. 
~Iajor Subjects: l\Iathematics and Physics; <P BK. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
WILBER RoE GRISWOLD 
Rocky Hill, Co1111. 
Major Subject: Mathematics. 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School 
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STA ' LEY JosEP H GRUDZINSKI 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economics; ATK. 
Prepared at Hartfo,·d Public High School 
FRANK ANDREW HAGARTY 
Hartford, Conn. 
1\!Iajor Subjects: Economics and History; Senate; 
Class Historian; I vy Board; Choir (I, 2, 3, 4) ; 
Glee Club ( I , 2, 3), President (4); Jesters (2, 3, 
~);Political Science Club (2, 3, 4) ; Track ( 1, 2); 
rrrM; <I>BK. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
SPENCER HALL 
East Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: English. 
Prepared at East Hart ford High School 
CHARLES THOMAS H ARRIS 
Bristol, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; Freshman Football; Junior 
Varsity Swimming ( 1) ; Tennis (I, 2, 3) . 
Prepared at B ristol High School 
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CARL ROYDON HODGDON, ]R. 
Hart ford, Conn. 
Major Subjects : Latin and French; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Junior Prom Committee; Interfrater-
nity Council; Jesters ; Le Cercle Fran .. ais; Varsity 
Club; Freshman Football; Junior Varsity Swim-
ming (2 , 3 ); Track (1, 2, 3); ~KE. 
Prepared at Loomis Institute 
ERICK INGVAR Ho EG BERG 
W est Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry ; Chemistry Club, Vice-
president (4); Interfraternity Council (3 , 4); Soc-
cer (2 , 3, 4); ATK. 
Prepared at l{/ hit lo ck School , Sto ckholm 
EAL FRANKLIN HoLMGREN 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; Glee Club ( 3, 4) ; Basket-
ball (3); ~N. 
EDWARD CHARLES HORN 
Transferred f1·om Lake Forest College 
Prepared at Evanston High School 
l\1ajor Subjects: Biology and Premedical; Chemis-
try Club (4); Freshman Football; Track ( 1, 2). 
Prepared at l1/ illiam Hall High School 
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ELSTON ]AMES HowE 
U' ells'ville, N.Y. 
Major Subjects: Civil Engineering and Chemistry; 
Freshman Football; Football (2); Junior Varsity 
Swimming ( 1) ; Track ( 1) ; Soccer (2) ; Boxing 
( 2, 3, 4); T.C.C. 
P1·epared at Wellsville High School 
FRANCIS GARD TER ]ACKSO N 
Westwood, Mass . 
. Major Subject: French; Medusa; Senate; Class 
Vice-president (I, 3, +) ; Sophomore Hop Commit-
tee; Junior Prom Committee; Sophomore Dining 
Club; Interfraternity Council; Varsity Club; Foot-
ball (2, 3, 4); Squash (I, 2), Captain (3, +);Base-
ball ( 3, 4) ; 'l'Y. 
Transferred /rom Harvard 
Prepared at Brooks School 
RAYMOND HARRIS JoHNSON 
1/Vethers/ield, Conn. 
Major Subject: Mathematics; Track (2). 
P1·epared at Wethersfield High School 
GERALD BROWN KELLER 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Classics and Philosophy; Sopho-
more Dining Club; Varsity Club; Freshman Foot-
ball; Football (2, 3, 4); Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4); 
AXP. 
Prepared at East Hartford High School 
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SPENCER KE NARD 
New Yo,·k, N.Y. 
Major Subject: Physics; Chess Club (I) ; Jesters 
(I) ; Seabury Society ( 3) ; Manager of Tennis (3) ; 
AXP. 
Prepared at L enox School 
]AMES jOHN KE NEY 
Hm·tford, Conn. 
).lajor Subject: History ; Senate; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Junior Prom Committee; Sophomore 
Dining Club; Basketball ( 2 , 3) , Captain ( -t) ; 
ATIC 
P1·epared at Hm·tford Public High S chool 
FRA rcrs CASIMIR KowALCZYK 
N ewington, Conn. 
:\lajor Subject: French. 
Prepared at N ew Britain High School 
WrLLIAM JosEPH LAHEY 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Junior Varsity Basket-
ball (2, 3); ci>BK; ATK. 
Prepared at East Hartfo,·d High School and 
Kingswood School 
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ROBERT STERLING LAYTO~ 
Prin ceton , N.J. 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Athenaeum (4); Glee 
Club (1, 2); Jesters (1, 2, 3, 4); Freshman Foot-
ball; :f,N. 
Prepared at Prin ceton High School 
CHARLES HENRY LEFEVRE 
Lansdowne, Pa. 
Major Subject: History; Senate; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Sophomore Dining Club; Intramural 
Athletic Council; Varsity Club; Freshman Football; 
Football (2, 3); Track (1, 3); <I>. 
Prepared at Lansdowne High School 
JoHN MATTHEW LEON, JR. 
New York, N.Y. 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Sophomore Hop Com-
mittee; T1·ipod Board (r, 2, 3); Jesters (1, 2, 3, 4); 
Intramural Athletic Council (2, 3, 4); Varsity Club; 
Manager of Football (4); Assistant Manager of 
Basketball (3); Freshman Football; Football (2); 
Squash (1, 2, 3, 4); Tennis (2, 3, 4); ll'Y. 
Prepared at Trinity School 
JosEPH JAcos LEVIKE 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; Athenaeum ( 3). 
Prepm·ed at Weaver High School 
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RICHARD GEORGE LINDE 
l'Vest Hartford, Conn. 
l\lajor Subject: History; Junior Prom Committee; 
Tripod (2); Choir (3, 4); Glee Club (2, 4); Foot-
ball ( 2, 3) ; Soccer ( 3) ; Basketball ( 2) ; Tennis 
(.>); ~N. 
Prepared at !1/illiam Hall High School 
WILLIAM TEISH LINDSAY, ]R. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; Choir (I, 2, 3, +); Glee 
Club (r, 2), Librarian (3), Manager (4); Junior 
J ester; Political Science Club (2, 3, 4); Freshman 
Football; Soccer (2, 3, 4); Track (I, 2, 3, 4); ~N. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
CARL EDWARD LUNDIN, ]R. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics; Class Statistician; 
Athenaeum (2, 3, 4); Political Science Club. 
Prepared at lif/ eaver High School 
THOMAS jOSEPH LYNCH, ]R. 
Bloomfield, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; Freshman Football. 
Prepared at Bloomfield High School 
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PETER JosEPH MAY 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Modern Languages; Le Cercle 
Fran<;ais (3, 4); <I>BK. 
Prepared at Hm·tford Public High School 
RoBERT NEIL McCAFFERTY 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry; Choir (4); Glee Club 
( 1 , 2, 3), Librarian (4); Chemistry Club (4); 
T.C.C. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
GREGORY TALLMAN McKEE 
Utica, N.Y. 
1ajor Subject: History; Secretary of the Senate; 
Chairman of the Sophomore Hop; Junior Prom 
Committee; Choir (2, 3, 4); Glee Club (2, 3, 4); 
Jesters (I, 2, 3, 4); Interfraternity Council (3, 4); 
Rifle Club (3, 4); Junior Varsity Basketball (r); 
AXP. 
JoHN BARD Mc1 ULTY 
New York , N.Y . 
Prepared at Utica Free Academy 
Major Subject: English; Jesters ( 2, 3, 4) ; A~ <I>. 
Prepm·ed at Shanghai American School 
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JoHN PHILLIPS MERRILL II 
T1/est Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; I vy Board; German Club 
( 2, 3) ; Freshman Football; KB<I>; qJY. 
Prepared at Storm King School 
STANLEY FRANCIS 10NTGOMERY 
/'Vest Hart ford, Conn. 
:\1ajor Subject: History; Junior Jester ( 3, 4) ; 
Politica l Science Club (3, 4); Junior Varsi ty Bas-
ketball (2, 3); Golf (4); ~N. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
CLEMENT GILE MOTTEN 
W ethersfield, Conn. 
Major Subject: History ; Medusa; Treasurer of the 
Senate; Tripod ( 2, 3, 4); I vy Board; Class Day 
Chairman; Sophomore Dining Club; Athenaeum 
(2, 3, 4); Jesters (2, 3, 4); Political Science Club 
(2, 3, .J. ); Intramural Athletic Council (2, 3); 
Swimming (I, 2, 3), Captain (4); Track (I, 2, 
3, 4); rrrM; T.C.C. 
Prepared at TF eth ers/ield High S chool 
RoBERT DoneE O'MALLEY 
A1anchester, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Medusa; President of 
the Senate; Class Vice-president (2) ; Class Presi-
dent (I, 3, 4) ; Sophomore Hop Committee; Junior 
Prom Committee; Sophomore Dining Club; German 
Club ( 2, 3) ; Athletic Advisory Council, Secretary 
(3), President (4); Football (2, 3, .J.); Basketball 
(2, 3, 4); Baseball (r, 2, 3), Captain (4); A <I>. 
Prepared at Loomis Institute 
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JoH N MARTIN PARSONS 
Bristol, C onn . 
Major Subjects : English and Economics; Tripod 
(2, 3); Jesters (4); Political Science Club; Rifle 
Club; Tennis (I, 2, 3), Captain (4); KE. 
RAYMO ND ARTHUR P ERRY 
Hartford, Conn. 
Prepared at Bristol High School 
1ajor Subject: Philosophy; I vy Board; Varsit:; 
Club ; Cross-country (1, 2, 3), C aptain (4); Track 
( I , 2, 3) . 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
WILLYS RICHARD P ETERSO 
Hartford, C onn. 
Major Subject: History; Chairman of Junior .Prom ; 
Senior Ball Committee; P olitical Science Club ( 2, 
3, 4); Intramural Athletic Council (3); Varsity 
Club; Manager of Basketball ( +); Cross-country 
( 3) ; Junior Varsity Swimming ( 1) ; Track (I, 2, 
3, +); LN. 
Prepm·ed at W eave1· H ig/1 School 
NEIL HENRY P FANST I EL 
Hart ford , Conn. 
Major Subjects : Classics and German. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
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SEYMOUR BoRRow PoooROWSKY 
Hartford, Conn. 
l\1ajor Subject: Premedical; Chemistry Club ( 4). 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
WILLIAM HENRY PoMEROY II 
Windsor, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Philosophy and Premedical; Class 
Prophet; Choir (2, 3, 4); Glee Club (2, 3, 4); 
Jesters (2, 3, 4); Freshman Football; ATK. 
Prepared at Loomis Institute 
CRESSON PUGH 
Yardley, Pa. 
Major Subject: History; Glee Club (2); Political 
Science Club (2, 3, 4); Manager of Junior Varsity 
Swimming (3); Assistant Manager of Baseball (2); 
AXP. 
Prepm·ed at Episcopal Academy 
ALBERT RUNDBAKEN 
Hartford, Conn. 
l\1ajor Subject: Chemistry; Tripod Board (I , 2, 3) ; 
l vr Board; Jesters (I , 2, 3, 4); Political Science 
Club (2, 3, 4). 
Prepm·ed at Bulkeley High School 
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SEBASTIAN JOSEPH Russo 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; Glee Club ( 1); II Circolo 
Dante (1, 2, 3), Secretary (4); Cross-country (2); 
Junior Varsity Basketball (2). 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
DONALD ARTHUR SANDERS 
Tf?est Haven, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics; Political Science Club 
(4); Junior Varsity Swimming (2); ~KE. 
Transferred from Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute 
Prepared at West Haven High School 
· ERNEST CHRISTIAN ScHMID 
Wethersfield, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics; Varsity Club; Soccer 
(1, 2, 3), Captain (4); Track (I, 2, 3, 4); T.C.C. 
JoHN DAVIS SCRANTON 
Hartford, Conn. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
Major Subject: English; Class Poet; Chess Club 
(1, 2); Le Cercle Franc;ais (4); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
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ARTHUR MASON SHERMAN, JR. 
Cincinnati, 0. 
Major Subject: English ; Tripod Board ( 2, 3) ; 
Choir (I, 2); Glee Club (I, 2); Jesters (I, 2), 
Secretary (3, 4); Seabury Society (3); J unior Var-
sity Swimming (2, 3); Manager of Swimming (4); 
'l'Y. 
ALVIN wALK ER SMITH 
P1·ovidence, RJ. 
l\Iajor Subject: Premedical ; A TK. 
Prepared at K ent School 
P1·epared at 111 arlboro, Holyoke, and Bulkeley High 
Schools, and 111 ount H ermon 
EDWARD CHARLES SPRING 
Hartford, Conn. 
l\Iajor Subject: History; IIrM; ATK. 
Prepared at Hart[o1·d Public High School 
EDWARD VICARS STEVE rso l JR. 
Plainfield, N .J. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Jesters; II Circolo 
Dante; 'l'Y. 
Prepared at Kent School 
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RICHARD AMOS STRONG 
New York, N.Y. 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Seabury Society. 
GEORGE EDSON SHEPARD TETLOW 
Hart ford, Conn. 
Prepared at Monson Academy 
1\IIajor Subjects: English and German; Freshman 
Football. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
DoNALD JosEPH TEVLIN 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and Physics; Chess 
Club ( 1); Cross-country (2, 3). 
Prepared at Kingswood School 
]OHN CHARLES TIEDEMA ' , }R. 
New York, N.Y. 
Major Subjects: English and Philosophy; Tripod 
( 1, 2); Jesters ( r , 2, 3, 4); Interfraternity Council 
(2, 3, ~);Intramural Athletic Council (3); KBcl); 
A cl). 




l\lajor Subject: Premedical; Editor in Chief of I vy; 
Glee Club (2, 3), Accompanist (2). 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
HERBERT VINICK 
Hartford, Conn. 
;\Iajor Subject: History; Sophomore Dining Club; 
Cochairman of Spring Dance; Varsity Club; Fresh-
man Football; Football (2, 3), Captain (~);Junior 
Varsity Basketball (2); Track (2, 3). 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
LEWJS l\l!DCELEY WALK[R, JR. 
Newark, N.J. 
~Iajor Subject: English; Junior Prom Committee; 
Athenaeum (I, 2, 3, 4-); Choir (3, ~); Glee Club 
(I, 2, 3), Librarian (~);Jesters (I, 2, 3); Cheer-
leader (r, 2, 3, 4); Tennis (r); ~N. 
Prepared at Barringer High School 
JosEPH BYRNE WEIMERT 
1-lartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Modern Languages; 
Theater Editor of Tripod (3); Assistant Business 
Manager of Jesters (I, 2) ; Le Cercle Franc;ais ( 2, 
3) ; Political Science Club ( 2, 3) ; Comanager of 
Freshman Football; Assistant Manager of Swim-
ming (3);Track (1). 
Prepared at Bu'keley High School 
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]AMEs McDEARMID FRASER WmR 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; Athen-
aeum (2, 3) ; Glee Club (I) ; Political Science Club 
(2, 3); AXP. 
P1·epared at f/Villiam Hall High School 
THOMAS ALBERT WHAPLES 
Newington Junction, Conn. 
Major Subject : French; Sophomore Dining Club; 
Tripod ( 1, 2), Circulation Manager ( 3), Business 
Manager (4); I vy Board; Jesters (I, 2), Business 
Manager ( 3, +) ; Interfraternity Council; Coman-
ager of Freshman Football; ~<P . 
Prepared at Loomis Institute 
EDWIN Tow rsEND WROTH 
Hagerstown, Md. 
Major Subject: Classics; T1·ipod ( r) ; Glee Club 
(r, 4); German Club (2, 3); L e Cercle Fran~,;ais, 
Secretary-Treasurer (4); Political Science Club 
(4); Interfraternity Council (2, 3), Secretary (4); 
KB<P; 'I'. 




§EPTEC\1BER 1935-a hot Tuesday when one hundred and seventy-
two of us coughed up our tuition, wrestled trunks up many stairs, breathed deeply of 
Hartford air, and exclaimed, "Today I am a man (college variety) !" 
Our first days were occupied by exams, tests, conferences, this and that; our nights 
by rushing invitations. Countless names flowed in one ear and out the other, our right 
arms were pumped continually, and some of us tasted beer for the first time. et 
result: sixty-five of our class pledged the various houses on Pledging Sunday. 
A squad of a half-dozen prep school ex-captains and fifty others provided Coaches 
Orrick and Wadlow with material for a well-balanced Frosh football team led by Vic 
Hamilton. We won our opening game with the Wesleyan yearlings by a score of 6-o, 
fine performance being turned in by Ed :Morris, "~loose" Weeks, and Clair Alexander. 
Our second and last game was lost 13-6 to a strong Connecticut State outfit, our star 
right end, Bill Vickers, receiving a broken leg in the first half. 
Came the long-remembered Wesleyan week end when a band of intrepid but witless 
Trinity men, several of our class among them, invaded Middletown under cover of 
darkness to spill a bit of purple paint (blue and gold being out of stock at the time) 
where it did the least good. Wesleyan got revenge the following day to the tune of 
cr-7, and several of the raiders took brief vacations, by request. 
At our first class election we made Vic Hamilton our President, Fred Barrett Vice-
president, and Fran Hutchinson our first Secretary-Treasurer. 
Shortly after Thanksgiving we attended our first major Trinity dance, the Soph 
Hop. Due to the efforts of Greg McKee and his committee and the music of Don 
Retallick's band, the affair enjoyed greater success than had been accorded its prede-
cessors. The week end was wound up by the Jesters' production of The Magistrat e at 
the Avery l\Iemorial. 
We returned from Christmas vacation to taste our first midyear exams. Plenty of 
midnight oil and cramming carried most of us over these scholastic bumps, a few 
thereafter being conspicuous by their absence. 
"Seal" Slowik and Bob Muir upheld our honor by helping the swimming team 
win six out of eight starts, and Eddie Morris and Dave Allen performed creditably as 
reserves on the varsity basketball team. 
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Shortly after midyears forty-one of 
us survived Hell Week to be initiated 
into our respective fraternities . We re-
elected Hamilton as Class President; to 
Vickers and Muir went the offices of 
Vice-president and Secretary-Treasurer. 
In late March the Connecticut 
River rose to unprecedented heights, cut-
ting off all electricity; candles were at a 
premium. With classes at a standstill, 
the whole student body engaged in relief 
work, a fortunate few being entrusted 
with boats for rescue work. 
Spring sports found J aspersohn, 
Allen, Barnewall, ilorris, and Alex-
ander doing their bit for us on the 
diamond, and Pacelia and "Mertens on 
the track. 
Early in May '36 held its last big 
event of the year, the Senior Ball, which 
we attended in force. In the Jesters' 
musical comedy, Under Your Hat, pre-
sented the following night, several of 
our number contributed greatly toward 
its smashing success. Thornton Steil com-
posed "Lucy," the hit song of the show, 
while Doug McBriarty starred as a 
traveling salesman. Several others of our 
class "laid 'em in the aisles" as members 
of the College Widow Chorus. 
A few more weeks of equatorial 
weather and equally sizzling final exams, 
and we were off for the summer. 
When we returned in the fall we 
missed the usual quota of familiar faces. 
As brand-new Sophomores (wise fools) 
we witnessed the dedication of the new 
Chemistry Laboratory before a large 
assembly of prominent guests repre-
senting forty-two colleges and universi-
ties. Through the medium of the Tripod 
we learned that Fritz Spitzer, '39, had 
conveyed to Queen Mary the condolences 
of the College Body upon the death of 
King George V, and had received a let-
ter of thanks from the British Foreign 
Office written under the direction of 
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden. 
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Athletically our class did its share; 
Talbot, Mor ris, Alexander, H amilton, 
Budd , and Harris won their letters as 
members of a football team which won 
all but one game, including the Wes-
leyan gridders among its victims. On the 
soccer field Bates, G aboury, Hope, Leg-
gett, and W eissheimer kept up the good 
work. Phil Hawkins performed well for 
the cross-country team. 
The Landon-Roosevelt presidenti al 
campaign aroused its share of interest on 
the Trinity campus, but before the 
Democratic landslide became a histori-
cal fact we re-elected Hamilton as Class 
President. The order of the previou.:; year 
was somewhat shuffled ; George Starkey 
captured the Vice-presidency and Fred 
Barrett took over the job of Secretary-
Treasurer. 
In early December Bob Muir and 
his committee staged our first organized 
social affair, the Soph Hop ; " Red" 
Carino and hi s orchestra furni shed the 
music. The week end was rounded out 
by the J esters' revival of Seven K eys to 
Baldpate, in which they used real li ve 
girls in the feminine roles. Six of the 
eleven male parts were ably filled by 
men of '39. 
1idyear exams came and went, 
taking their usual toll. Those of us who 
were sticking around for another term 
went up to Alumni Hall to dance to the 
music of Don Faben's band, playing at 
the Junior Prom. We saw the basketball 
team take a new lease on life to win 
seven of its last eight games, including a 
37-3-J. win over Wesleyan. 1orris and 
DiLorenzo saw plenty of action as re-
serves. Slowik, Muir, and Campbell 
helped the swimming team to a success-
ful season culminated by Trinity's first 
win over Wesleyan. 
Spring Term opened with our Mike 
Bassford leadi ng mass meetings, express-
ing his grievances in terms unfit for pub-
lication. The ball club came through a 
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good season marked by victories over 
Yale and Wesleyan. Morris, reserve 
hurler, represe nted us on the nine, 
Pacelia on the track, and Rohowsky on 
the courts. 
Count Basie and his band dropped 
into the Hartford Club to play for the 
Senior Ball in May, and house parties on 
Vernon Street added to the gaiety of the 
week end. A few days later we learned 
of the death of Bill Duffy, for sixty-
three years an employee and loyal friend 
of the college. Over two hundred students 
paid tribute by marching in the funeral 
cortege. 
And then came Bottle Night, when 
all Trinity celebrated the baseball team's 
victory over Yale. The Bishop was deco-
rated and the " neckers" along the Rocks 
were rudely driven away. Four truck-
loads of broken bottles and furniture, 
thrown from the windows to add to the 
hurly-burly, were cleared away next 
morning. A week later finals arrived to 
bring to an end our second college yea r. 
The football team, led by Captain 
Vinick, started off the fall of our Junior 
year with three consecutive victories. A 
crushing defeat by Connecticut State was 
followed by two other losses and a win, 
bringing to a close a mediocre season . 
Alexander, Carey, Hamilton, Harris, 
and Morris earned their letters. Our fall 
elections were marked by the rise of a 
new party within our midst. This power-
ful machine swept its candidates into 
office "with the greatest of ease," the op-
position being weakened by a mix-up in 
the meeting place. Alexander became our 
President . Carey was elected Vice-
president, and Wilcox took over the 
Secretary-Treasurer's books. The all-
important post of Junior Prom Chair-
man went to Bud Porter, who was later 
to be known as the promless Prom 
Chairman. 
About this time the Jesters put on 
Tlze Jf/arrior's Husband with the Vassar 
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Philaltheis; Gilman, Weissheimer, and 
Newhall, all of our class, performed well 
in suppo rting roles. A week later we 
took in the Soph Hop and had a lot of 
fun , even though the affair was not a 
financial success, through no fault of 
J ohnny H arrington's ew Englanders. 
Midyears failed to be followed by 
the annual Junior Prom, due to the lack 
of the w herewithal in our vaults. Carey 
and l\1orris represented us on a mediocre 
basketball team, while Slowik, Muir, 
and Campbell again helped the swim-
ming team to a successful season termi-
nated by Trinity's second win over Wes-
leyan in that sport. 
Once again the " machine" at-
tempted to grab off the class offices, but 
the " Old Guard" regained the vice-
presidency, putting in Hamilton, and the 
post of Secretary-Treasurer, Muir tak-
ing over the job. Alexander held on to 
his position as Class President. 
As we go to press the future is 
divided between shadow and sunshine. 
The nine will feel the losses occasioned 
by graduation , the three-year rule, and 
probation, unless something is done about 
the lat ter. The track team also lost good 
men, but we suspect a few sleeves on the 
coaching staff-so we have our hopes. 
Socially speaking, there is not a 
cloud in the sky. The Senior Class has 
ki ndly consented to stake its pittance 
wit h ours in an effort to throw a Junior-
Senior Prom Ball , or what-have-you on 
1ay 6. The Senate came through nobly 
with an appropriation to increase the 
fund . How can we lose? 
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Class Elections 
Done Most for Trinit y: GORMAN; BASSFORD; HAMILTON; WEISSHEIMER. 
Most Respected: HAMILTON; GoRMAN; BASSFORD; WEISSHEIMER; :MoRRIS. 
Most Popular: WE!SSHEI!\1ER; l\'1UIR; HA:\1ILTON; ALEXA TDER. 
Most Versatile: l\1UJR; CAREY; 
HAMILTON. 
iORR!S; PACELlA; GORMAN; WEISSHEIMER; 
Best Athlete: MoRRIS; CAREY; ALEXANDER; PACELlA. 
111 ost Brilliaut: SACKTER; BoRDEN; YATES; MASON. 
Most Likely to Succeed: 13ASSFORD AND STARKEY; GoRMAN; REIN HElMER; BARTLETT. 
Handsomest: REIN HEIMER; CAMPBELL; M VIR; CAREY; STARKEY; DuNNE. 
Best Natw·ed: WEISSHEIMER; BoRDEN; 1\lluiR; DRIGGS; YATES; NoRIAN. 
Conceited: PATTERSON; REINHEIMER; HANSON; BARNEWALL; CROCKER. 
Best Dressed: SPITZER; Du NE; CROCKER; ScHRECK. 
Greatest Social Light: l\1AYNARD; WEISSH EI:\1 ER; CAREY; DuNNE; CROCKER. 
Biggest Bluffer : BARNEWALL; PATTERSON; ScHO ROCK; NORIAN AND HAWKINS; 
HICKEY; WEISSHEIMER . 
Class Politician : WEISSHEIM ER; PoRTER; BASSFORD; GoRMAN; HAMILTON; WILCOX. 
Class Grind: GuALTIERE; l\1AYNARD; BoRDEN; 0BLOM; CROMWELL. 
Biggest Loafer : CROCKER; DRIGGS; SKELLEY; BARNEWALL; BuDD. 
Faculty Elections 
Most Popular: MEANS; TAYLOR; SHEPARD; SMITH; HuTT. 
Least Appreciated: DADOURIAN; CoSTELLO; AYDELLOTTE; KLEEN E. 
Best L ecture1·: SHEPARD; TAYLOR; HUMPHREY; SMITH; KRIEBLE; HUTT. 
Most Hm·dhearted: KLEEN E; DADO U RIAN; BuRGER; BISSONETTE; TROXELL; 
ATKINSON. 
Most Scholarly: PERKINS; SHEPARD; CoSTELLO; HUGHES; BARRET. 
Hardest to Bluff: WADLUND; DADOURIA ; BISSONETTE; SMITH; HooD; BANGS. 
Most Sarcastic: HooD; ATKINSON; DADOURIAN; DowNES; MEANS. 
Faculty Sheik: AYDELLOTTE; AusTIN; ALTMEIR; DowNES; BuRWELL; GREENLEY. 
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Class Favorites 
Greatest Honor at Trinity: PHI BETA KAPPA; MEDUSA; GRADUATION. 
Course: PHILOSOPHY; HISTORY; ENGLISH; GEOLOGY; FINE ARTS; CHEMISTRY. 
Sport (to play): FooTBALL; SQUASH; TENNIS; BASKETBALL; BASEBALL. 
Sport (to watch): FooTBALL; BASKETBALL; HocKEY. 
Amusement: WoMEN AND DANCI G; DRINKING; lVIovrEs. 
Author: DALE CARNEGIE; P. G. WODEHOUSE; eleven others fighting for third place. 
Orchestra: ToMMY DoRSEY; BENNY GooDMAN AND HoRACE HEIDT; SAMMY KAY 
AND GuY LoMBARDO; BosToN AND PHILADELPHIA SYMPHONIES. 
Magazine: EsQUIRE; LrFE; TIME; FoRTUNE; CoLLIER's; READER's DrGEST. 
Actress: MYRNA LoY; CLAUDETTE CoLBERT; OLIVIA DE HAVILAND; DoROTHY 
LAMOUR; BETTE DAVIS. 
Best Book of I9J7: NoRTHWEST PASSAGE A D THE CITADEL; GoNE WITH THE 
WIND; How TO LosE FRIENDS AND ALIENATE PEOPLE. 
Topic of Conversation: SEx; WoMEN; SPORTS; FuTURE Joss. 
Best Motion Picture of I9J7: THE LIFE OF EMILE ZoLA; THE AwFUL TRUTH; 
THE HURRICANE. 
Best College Outside of Trinity: WESLEYAN; YALE; HARVARD; WILLIAMS. 
Favorite Girls' College: SMITH; WELLESLEY; VASSAR; WHEATON; CONNECTICUT 
CoLLEGE FOR WoMEN; ST. JosEPH's. 
Campus Character: RED MIKE; 
ScHULER; GIBSON. 
ORTHAM J ELLIE AND AYDELLOTTE; LOUIS 
College Grievance: CoMPULSORY CHAPEL; CuT SYSTEM; P.E.; LACK OF SPIRIT; 
LACK oF CoEDUCATION. 
Most Interesting Course: PHIL 2; BuG 2; PHYSIOLOGY 1; PHIL 7a. 
Easiest Course: FINE ARTS I ; PHIL I AND PHIL 4; PHIL 2; FRENCH 3· 
Hardest Course: PHYSICS 1; MATH 2 AND Eccv 1; ORGANIC CHE:\1; l\IATH 3; 
ENGLISH A. 
Trinity's Greatest Need: FIELD HousEs; DoRMS; l\1oN EY; Co ::Ds. 
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]OHN CLAIR ALEXANDER 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; 
Class President ( 3) ; Sophomore Dining 
Club; Glee Club; Freshman Football; 
Football (2, 3); Baseball ( r, 2); LN. 
Prepared at Frankford High School 
WALLACE LUDWIG ANDERSON 
Hartfo1·d, Conn. 
Major Subject: Classics; I vy Board; 
Choir (r, 2, 3); Glee Club (r, 2), As-
sistant Manager (3); Forum; LN. 




RICHARD FRANKLIN AMES 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subject: Economics; ] esters ( 4). 
Prepared at Mount H ermon 
FRANK BARNES 
Bloomfield, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; 
Forum (3); Political Science Club (3); 
nrM. 










Major Subject: History; Athenaeum; 
Le Cercle Fran~ais ( 1) ; Freshman Foot-
ball; Football ( 2, 3) ; Baseball ( r, 2, 3) . 
Prepared at Brooklyn Friends School 
STEPHEN RUSSELL BARTLETT, JR. 
Hin gham, Mass. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Glee Club 
(r);'l'Y. 




EDWARD CoRNELIUS BARRETT 
West Barrington, R.I. 
Major Subject: English. 
Prepared at JV!ount Hermon 
ETHAN FROST BASSFORD 
Nutley, N .J. 
l\1ajor Subjects: History and Mathe-
matics; Tripod (I, 2) ; Editor in Chief 
of Ivy; Athenaeum (2, 3); Political 
Science Club (r, 2, 3); Manager of 
Baseball ( 3) ; AXP. 
Prepm·ed at Nutley High School 
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LLOYD GRAHAM BATES 
West Hartford, Conn. 
:Major Subjects: Economics and His-
tory; Soccer ( 2, 3). 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
BE JAMIN SEWALL BLAKE, JR. 
J;f/ eston, Mass. 
Major Subject: Chemistry; ~ 1¥. 





WARD PENDLETON BATES 
West Hart ford, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; T1·ipod Board 
(2, 3); Jesters (2, 3); Le Cercle Fran-
r;ais (2, 3); Assistant Manage r of Foot-
ball (2, 3); Junior Varsity Swimming 
( 1) ; WY. 
Prepared at Kingswood School 
MILTON BUDIN 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History, Economics, 
and Mathematics; Tripod ( r) ; I vy 
Board. 




JosEPH CLEMENT BuTHS 




Major Subject: Economics; Tripod, Ci r-
culation Manager ( 2, 3), Business 
Manager (3); I vy Board; D.<I>. 
Prepared at Kingswood School 
ARTHUR HucH CAMPB ELL 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Economics and Phi-
losophy; Sophomore Dining Club; Var-
sity Club; Junior Varsity Swimming 
( 1) ; Swimming ( 2, 3). 
Tran sferred .from Connecticut State 
College. 




RoBERT BRISTOL BuTL ER 
Collinsville, Conn. 
l\Iajor Subjects: History and Economics; 
Political Science Club (3); <I>. 
Prepared at Canton High School 
]OHN HENRY CAREY, ]R. 
11/ est Hart ford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; Class Vice-
president ( 3) ; Football ( 3) ; ] unior 
Varsity Basketball (2); Basketball (3); 
~N. 
Transferred from Connectiwt State 
College. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
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RICHARD HAROLD Cww 
Geneva, N.Y. 
Major Subjects: Chemistry and Biology; 
Tripod (I); Jesters (2, 3); Political 
Science Club (I, 2, 3) ; Assistant 1an-
ager of Baseball ( 2) ; A~ <I>. 
Prepared at Geneva High School 
CHESTER WINTHROP COLLIER 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics; Football; 
Track; ~N. 
Transferred from Washington and Lee. 




AuDLEY WILLIAM CoLE 
Long B each, Long Island 
Major Subjects : Economics and His-
tory; German Club ( r) ; Political 
Science Club; ~N. 
Prepared at Long Beach High School 
HAROLD BRADFORD CoLTON, ]R. 
Flushing, Long Island 
Major Subject: Classics; Glee Club 
( 3) ; Jesters ( 3) ; ~<I> 
Prepared at 








WALTER GrLMORE CoucH, ]R. 
Hartfod, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Social 
Sciences; Political Science Club. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
]OSJAS jENKINS CROMWELL 
Baltimore, Md. 
Major Subject: Civil Engineering; Tri-
pod (r, 2), Assignment Editor (3); I vy 
Board; Junior Jester (2, 3); Political 
Science Club (2, 3); Freshman Foot-
ball; ~ 'l'. 





New York, N.Y. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Soccer ( 1) ; 
Squash ( 1, 2 , 3); ~\}f. 
Prepared at St. Andrew's School 
DANIEL jOHN CRUSON 
Bridgeport, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Chemistry and Biology; 
T.C.C. 




Major Subject: Chemistry; Secretary of 
Radio Club ( 1, 2, 3); Chemistry Club 
(3) . 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
]OHN KEVIN DUNNE 
Hart[01·d, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; ~KE. 




ALFRED WALDO DRIGGS, ]R. 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; Spring Dance 
Committee; Glee Club (1, 2, 3); Politi-
cal Science Club; Interfraternity Coun-
cil; Freshman Football; Football (2, 3); 
Junior Varsity Basketball (I, 2) ; Track 
(I);LN. 
Prepared at Loomis Institute 
EARL HARPER FLYNN 
Hartfor·d, Conn. 
Major Subject: Engineering; Soccer 
( I) , Manager (3). 








]OH T GRIFFITH FRANCOM BE 
Grosse Pointe, Mich. 
Major Subject: History; Le Cercle 
Fran<;ais; Il Circolo Dante; Political 
Science Club; Squash. 
Prepared at Grosse Point e School 
LEo GILMAN 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Philosophy and His-
tory; Jesters; Political Science Club; 
Freshman Football; Football (2); 
Track. 




GREGORY ARMA 0 GABOURY 
New York , N.Y. 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and Phi-
losophy; Glee Club; Soccer (1, 2, 3); 
LN. 
Prepared at Classical High School 
W!LLIA:\1 HENRY GORMAN II 
Baltimore, Mri. 
l\fajor Subject: Classics; Sophomore 
Dining Club; Tripod (1, 2), Assign-
ment Editor ( 2) , Editor in Chief ( 3) ; 
I vy Board; Freshman Football; KB<I>; 
~'¥. 
Prepared at St. lames' School 
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GEORGE DANA GREENLEAF 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and 
Physics; Jesters ( 1 ) ; Assistant Manager 
of Basketball ( 2, 3) ; Track (I, 2, 3) ; 
~N. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
HERBERT JosEPH HALL 
East Hartford, Conn. 
1ajor Subjects: Physics and Mathe-
matics; Presid ent of Radio Club (I, 2, 
3); Fencing (3). 




l\I1cHAEL VINCENT GuALTIERI 
Waterbury, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Le Cercle 
Fran<;1is (r, 2). 
Prepared at Crosby High School 
GEORGE VICTOR HAMILTON, ]R. 
North Stamford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History ; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Junior Prom Com-
mittee ; Chairman of Sophomore Dining 
Club; I vy Board; Political Science Club 
(3); Varsity Club (2, 3); Captain of 
Freshman Football; Football (2, 3); 
'l'. 








DAN PHILIP BASSETTE HANSON 
Newington ]unction, Conn. 
Major Subject: Modern Languages; Ivy 
Board; Choir (I, 2) ; Le Cercle Fran-
c;ais (2, 3); Glee Club (I, 2 , 3). 
Prepared at Classical High School 
RoBERT JAMES HARRIS 
Hartford, Conn . 
Major Subjects: English and Philosophy; 
Jesters. 




PAUL ScHULER HARRIS 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Major Subject: History; Athenaeum 
(3); Political Science Club (I, 2, 3); 
Varsity Club; Freshman Football; Foot-
ball (2 , 3); Baseball (I, 2, 3); ~N. 
Prepared at Frankford High School 
PHILLIPS HAWKINS 
f1/ est H artfo1·d, Conn. 
Major Subject : Philosophy; Sophomore 
Dining Club; Engineering Club; Var-
sity Club; Cross-country; Track; KB<I>; 
'VY. 
Prepared at Lenox School 
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HENRY HOYT HAYDEN 
Tolland, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; I vy Board; 
Glee Club (2, 3); Track (I); :£N. 
Prepared at Rockville High School 
]AMES WALTER H ELLYAR 
l/f/est Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical. 





THOMAS DEMPSTER H EATH 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Chemistry and Mathe-
matics; Chemistry Club (3); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
R AYMOND P ATRICK HICK EY, ]R. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and 
Physics; Jesters (I, 2); Track (I, 2, 3); 
ATK. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
• 
• 





Major Subject : Civil Engineering; Engi-
neenng Club (2); Radio Club (3); 
Varsity Club; Swimming ( 1, 2, 3) ; 
T .C.C. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
TRUMAN MARTIN HUFFMAN , ]R. 
Hm'f/ord, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Economics and History; 
Political Science Club ( 1, 2, 3) ; T.C.C. 




FRANCIS JosEPH HoPE 
Wethersfield, Conn. 
Major Subject: l\ll athematics; Soccer 
( 1, 2, 3) ; Golf ( 1) . 
Prepared at Wethersfield High School 
PAUL ]ASPERSOHN 
New Haven, Conn . 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Baseball 
(r);~<l>. 
Prepared at Branford High School 
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LYMAN LUCIUS JoHNSON 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry; Athenaeum 
(I, 2, 3); Chemistry Club (3); As-
sistant Manage r of Soccer ( 3) ; A TK. 
Prepared at B ulkeley High School 
HENRY HASTON KEAN E 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Histo ry; Spring D ance 
Committee; Junior Varsity Basketball 
(I, 2); Basketball (3); Track (I, 2, 
3); ATK. 





WILLIAM H ERB ERT JoHNSON 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
DAVID K EATING 
L ee, Mass. 
Major Subject: Economics; Glee Club 
(3); T .C.C. 









Major Subjects: History and Philos-
ophy; Junior Varsity Baseball. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
ROBERT CLINTON 1ADDE 
Newton, Mass. 
Major Subject: English; Trinity Yacht 
Club; Hockey (3); ~'¥. 




RICHARD ALEXANDER LEGGETT 
Wethers field, Conn. 
Major Subject: Mathematics; Jesters 
( 2) ; Soccer ( 1, 2, 3) ; Assistant Man-
ager of Basketball ( 3). 
P1·epared at f;f/ethersfield High School 
WILLIAM HENRY l\IALLIET, ]R. 
T!f/est Hartfo1·d, Conn. 
Major Subject: History. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
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EDWARD GuiLD MANN 
Bloomfield, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics; Glee Club 
( 3) ; Political Science Club ( 3) . 
Prepared at Bloomfield High School 
NEWTON HENRY MASON 
Scarsdale, N.Y. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Jesters (I, 
2, 3) ; Rifle Club ( 1) ; ilKE. 




SHERWOOD v ETT MARTIN 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Mathematics and 
Physics. 
Prepared at East Hartford High School 
Guv BuRNHAM MAYNARD, ]R. 
L exingto n, Mass. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Jesters (I, 
2, 3); Trinity Troubadours (I, 2, 3); 
KB<I>; '¥Y. 








FRANK EuGEN E McCARTHY 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: History and Economics; 
Glee Club; Political Science Club. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
CLARENCE BuRTON MoRGAN, ]R. 
Plain ville, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical. 




LESLE WILLIAM ·McWILLIAMS 
East Hartford, Conn. 
M ajor Subjects : Mathematics and 
Physics; Political Science Club; Radio 
Club; KE. 
Prepared at East Hartford High School 
EDWARD Lours MoRRIS 
Windsor, Conn. 
l\Iajor Subjects: History and Eco-
nomics; Ivy Board; Sophomore Hop 
Committee; Sophomore Dining Club; 
Political Science Club, Treasurer (3); 
Varsity Club; Freshman Football; Var-
sity Football (2 , 3); Basketball (2, 3); 
Baseball (1, 2, 3); ~N. 
Prepared at fohn Fitch High School 
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RoBERT MuRRAY lVI u rR, ]R. 
Grosse Point e, Mich. 
Major Subjects: English and Philosophy; 
I vy Board ; Class Secretary-Treasurer 
(I) ; Chairman of Sophomore Hop Com-
mittee; Junior Prom Committee; Sopho-
more Dining Club; Interfraternity 
Council; Jesters (I, 2, 3) ; Seabury 
Society ( 2 , 3) ; Secretary of Athletic 
Council; Varsity Club (I, 2, 3); Swim-
ming (I, 2, 3) ; 'I'Y. 
Prepared at Grosse Pointe High Sch ool 
LAWRENCE JoHNSON NEWHALL 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Major Subject: History ; Jesters (I, 2, 
3); Political Science Club (3); Fresh-
man Football; ~'I'. 




CARLTON GILBERT ELSON 
Hart ford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Chemistry and Physics; 
Chemistry Club; Le Cercle Fran<;ais. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
H EN RY KAROP NORIAN 
Thompson ville, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; I vy Board. 








WILLIAM VALENTINE NoRTH 
New Britain, Conn. 
Major Subject: French ; Le Cercle Fran-
c;ais (3); Glee Club (3); J esters (3); 
0L'1X. 
Prepared at Governor Dummer Academy 
]AM ES E uGENE O'BRI EN 
K ensington, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical. 
Prepared at New Britain Senior High 




R uDOLPH VIcTOR 0BLOM 
Forestville, Conn. 
Major Subject: French. 
Prepared at Bristol High School 
ARTHUR CLARENCE OLSON 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics ; Forum (3); 
Junior Varsity Swimming (I, 2); AXP. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
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BoRIS WILLIAM PACELlA 
Hartford, Co1111. 
Major Subject: Chemistry; Chemistry 
Club (3); Varsity Club; Freshman 
Football; Football ( 3) ; Track ( 1 , 2, 
3); "LN. 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
WILLIAM FIRTH PICKLES 
Buckland, Conn. 
1ajor Subjects: History and Economics; 
Glee Club (3); AXP. 




GEORGE BRADFORD PATTERSON 
Gwynedd, Pa. 
Major Subject: English; Ivy Board; 
Tripod Board (I, 2, 3), Managing Edi-
tor (3); Interfraternity Council (3); 
Jesters ( 2) ; Freshman Football; Ten-
ni s (I, 2); A~<P. 
Prepared at St. Andt·ew's School 
BRAYTON ATWATER PoRTER, ]R. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: History; I vy Board; 
Tripod Board (3), Alumni Editor (3); 
Cochairman of Spring Dance (3); Glee 
Club (2); Political Science Club (2); 
Freshman Football; Cheerleader (I, 2, 
3); Junior Varsity Swimming (I, 2); 
Swimming (3); AXP. 








]OHN BARTEL R E INHEIMER 
Rochester, N.Y. 
Major Subject: English; Tripod Board 
(1, 2, 3); Jesters (1); Freshman Foot-
ball ; Football ( 3) ; 'VY. 
Prepared at Lenox School 
BENJAMIN DAVID RoHowsKY 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Tennis ( 1, 
2, 3). 




CHARLES GEORGE RICHMAN 
T;f/est Hartford, Conn. 
1ajor Subject: History; Political 
Science Club. 
Prepared at William Hall High School 
ALBERT ADAM SABAT 
Hartford, Con11. 
Major Subject: Premedical. 




1ajor Subject: Classics. 
Prepared at 11/eaver High School 
KErTH H EN RY ScHONROCK 
East Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: English; I vy Board; 
Jesters; Assistant l\1anager of FootbaJ 
(2); AXP. 




RoGE R CuRRIE ScHMUCK 
Laramie, Wyo. 
1\fajor Subject: Philosophy; ~<I>. 
Prepared at 
Un iversity Training School 
of University of Wyoming 
G EORGE RoB ERT ScHRECK 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics; Glee Club 
( 2, 3) ; Freshman Football ; AXP. 





THOMAS Jos EP H SKELLEY 




M ajo r Subjects: History and Phi-
losophy; Forum; P olitical Science Club 
(3); AXP. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
EDWARD LAURENCE SMITH 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subj ect: History; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Junior Prom Commit-
tee; Jesters (I, 2); Political Science 
Club (3); Soccer (I, 2, 3); Junior Var-
sity Swimming ( 1) ; A-1<1>. 




J oHN EDWA RD SLOW IK 
H artford, Con1z. 
::\Iajor Subject: Civil Eng"neering; 
Sophomore Dining Club; Varsity Club; 
Swimming ( 1, 2, 3) . 
Prepared at Har tford P11 !Jlic High S chool 
GEORGE WILLIAM SMITH , JR. 
Hartford, Conn. 
M ajor Subjects: English and Philosophy; 
I vy Board; Seabury Society (2, 3), 
President ( 3) ; Assistant Manager Soc-
cer (2); T.C.C. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High Sch oo l 
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FREDERICK REYNOLDS SPITZER 
Toledo, 0. 
l\Iajor Subject: English; Glee Club ( 1) ; 
Il Circolo Dante (2, 3); Jesters (3); 
1anager of Freshman Football; KB<P; 
'l'Y. 
Prepared at Rectory School, Craubrooke 
School, Southrrn Arizona School 
RoBERT JosEPH STERBENS 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Freshman 
Football. 




GEORGE wALLACE BAILEY STARKEY 
Hart ford , Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Class Vice-
president ( 2) ; Sophomore Hop Com-
mittee; Junior Prom Committee; Le 
Cercle Fran<;ais (I, 2, 3) ; Freshman 
Football; Junior Varsity Swimming (r, 
2) 0 
Prepared at Bulkeley High School 
FRA ' CIS ALEXANDER STOCKWELL, JR. 
Hart ford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Economics; Tripod 
Board ( 2, 3), Circulation Manager ( 3) ; 
Glee Club (3); Political Science Club 
( 3) ; Freshman Football; Track (I) ; 
T.C.C. 








RuDOLPH LoRBACHER TALBOT 
Hingham, Mass. 
Major Subject : Philosophy; Sophomore 
Dining Club; Freshman Football; Foot-
ball (2); Track ( r); f..'¥. 
Prepared at Noble and Greenough School 
joHN EDWARD UPHAM, ]R. 
Waban, Mass. 
~Iajor Subject: Chemistry ; I vy Board; 
Chemistry Club; Le Cercle Fran~ais 
(1); Jesters (1); Football (r , 2) ; 
Squash (3) ; Baseball ( 1) ; 'I'Y. 




SuMNER BARNES Twrss 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Chemistry ; Athenaeum 
(2); Chemistry Club, Secretary (3); 
T.C.C. 
Prepared at I'Veaver High School 
ARNOLD VVATERMAN 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Physics; Glee Club (3); 
T.C.C. 
Prepared at Hartfod Public High 
School and Storm King School 
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GEORG E BELLING !: R WEAVER 
Fredonia, N.Y. 
Major Subject: Economics; A~ <I> . 




ARTHUR CHARLES WEBB 
Tif/ ethers/ield, Conn. 
l\1ajor Subject: 1athematics; Fresh-
man Football; Football (2, 3) . 




]OHN WARRE WEISSHEIMER 
Eagle Pass, Tex. 
Major Subject; Premedical; Business 
Manager of I vy; Tripod Board (I, 2, 
3) ; Sophomore Hop Committee; Junior 
Prom Committee; Le Cercle Fran<;ais 
( 1, 2, 3); Glee Club (I) ; Secretary of 
Intramural Athletic Council ( 3) ; Soc-
cer (I , 2, 3); Junior Varsity Swimming 
(I, 2); T.C.C. 
Prepared at T exas Military Institute 
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]OHN KENNETH WERNER 




:Major Subject : Premedical. 





CHARLES GEORGE WIDDIFIELD 
Detroit, Mich. 
:Major Subject : Philosophy; Glee Club 
(2); Jesters (2, 3); Rifle Club (2); 
Seabury Society (2, 3); Varsity Squash 
(3); 'I'Y. 
Transferred from Wayne University 
Prepared at Cooley High School 
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WILLIAM BRYAR WHITE, ]R. 
Saratoga Springs, N.Y. 
Major Subject: Biology; Ivy Board; 
Rifle Club (1); Varsity Swimming (3); 
AXP. 
Prepared at Kent School 
]OH N THOMAS WILCOX 
Wet hers field, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical ; I vy Board; 
Class Secretary-Treasurer ( 3) ; Sopho-
more Hop Committee; Sophomore Din-
ing Club; Junior Prom Committee; 
Jesters; Freshman Football; Football ( 2, 
3); Junior Varsity Swimming (2); 
Assistant Manager of Swimming ( 3) ; 
AXP. 




THR US TON W .RIGHT, JR. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Major Subject: History; I vy Board; 
Tripod Board ( 3) ; Political Science 
Club (r, 2, 3); Freshman Football; 
~'¥. 




WILLIAM HOWARD yATES 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subjects: Chemistry, Mathe-
matics, and Physics; Chemistry Club 
(3); Political Science Club (3); Fresh-
man Football; AXP. 
Prepared at Hartford Public High School 
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CHARLES JOSEPH JOHN BAROLIS 
Hartford, Conu. 
:\lajor Subject: Classics. 
Prepared at St . T lzomas' Seminary 
BEEKl\iAN BuDD 
Scarsdale, N.Y. 
l\Iajor Subject: History; Sophomore 
Hop Committee; Junior Prom Commit-
tee; Interfraternity Council; Intramural 
Athletic Council; Varsity Club; Fresh-
man Football; Football (2, 3) ; KB<I>; 
~KE. 
Prepared at Kent School 
RoBERT LEONARD 11ADORSKY 
Springfield, Mass. 
:\Iajor Subject: Mathematics. 
Prepared at Classical High School 
BERNARD GALE BoRDEN 
Hartford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedical; Chemistry 
Club. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
Loms JosiAH GLAUBMAN 
Ha7·tford, Conn. 
Major Subject: Premedi ::al; Chemistry 
Club. 
Prepared at Weaver High School 
LEONARD OwEN 0' EIL 
Norwich, Couu. 
Major Subject: Philosophy; Manager of 
Varsi ty Cross-country (3). 
Prepared at Norwich Free Academy 
B ERNARD L EON TULIN 
H artford, Conu. 
Major Subject: Premedical. 




As yearlings the Class of 1940 were quite active in their extra-
curricular activities. Their motto was : "Never let classes interfere with our college 
career." This statement is well borne out by the fact that at midyears in their sophomore 
year there were only about ninety left out of a class of over a hundred and seventy. 
Cornell and McGrath established themselves as the class sharpies early in the year. 
After the Democratic landslide of November 1936 these lads hung a sign outside their 
Jarvis window proclaiming, "We are die-hards, we want a recount." And this isn't all. 
Upon finding a carrier pigeon in their room one evening they tied a message to its leg. 
The message stated that they had been kidnaped and were being held captive in a shack 
near New Britain. This affair caused no little disturbance in local police circles when 
the bird was found in a Glastonbury field. 
For the first time in years the Freshman Class came to Trin under the system of 
Frosh rules. It was up to the Class of 1940 to see that these rules were obeyed. It was 
stated that Freshmen must learn all college songs, attend all home games and rallies, 
and wear their clinks. Either the Freshmen frightened the Sophs, or the Sophs were 
lazy, but whatever the reason, there was little evidence of the rules being carried out. 
The class was very much in evidence in intercollegiate sports with Kelly, Rihl, 
S. Alexander, Hopkins, Lindner, and Dimling earning their Ts in football; Ferguson, 
Randall, and Lindner in basketball; Heusser, D. Smith, and Aksomitas in swimming; 
Kelly, Rihl, and Shelly in baseball. Aksomitas and Shelly were prominent in the two 
big wins of the year: the swimming victory over Wesleyan and the baseball win over 
Yale respectively. 
Ralph Shelly has been President of the class since its birth by virtue of a large 
backing and a little dirty politics. Hopkins controls the monetary situation of the class 
and McLaughlin holds the job of Vice-president. 
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ALBERT AKSOMITAS 
ROBERT ERNEST ANDERSON 
GusTAVE WILLIA:\1 ANDRIAN 
FREDERICK LAWRENCE BATIG TAN! 
ERNEST LEONARD BENGSTON, }R. 
ARMAND JosEPH BENOIT 
PAUL JosEPH BILKA 
DAVID WALTER BLANCHFI ELD 
HERBERT REMINGTON BLAND 
WALTER EINAR BORIN 
STEPHEN AUGUSTUS BRENNAN 
EDWARD LUTHER BURNHAM 
THOMAS ELTON CANFIELD 
]OHN HENRY CAREY, ]R. 
EDWIN ARTHUR CHARLES 
JosEPH :MICHAEL CLAFFEY 
]AMES FRANCIS CoLLINS 
TIMOTHY RoBERT CoNNELLY 
CHARLES ROBERT CRABBE 
JoHN VoLZ DIMLI G 
Orro ERNEST DuEN EBIER 
RoBERT BoLicH ELY 
ARVID WILLIAM ENGEL 
HERBERT BERNARD FELDMAN 
RAYMOND }AMES FERGUSON, ]R. 
LEO PAUL GIARD! 
PAUL ALLE GooDWIN 
CLARENCE BERTRAM GRANDAHL 
WILFRED FARRAR GREENWOOD 
KENNETH LAWRENCE GuTHRIE, ]R. 
EDWARD FRANCIS HALLORAN, }R. 
RICHARD WARREN HAMILTON 
IAN MuRDOCK HANNA 
WILLIAM BEIJ HARRISON 
]OHN FRANKLIN HAZEN, ]R. 
AuGusT }oH r HEussER, }R. 
ALVIN CHARLES HOPKINS 
WALLACE HENRY HowE 
ALEXANDER J ACY 
ARTHUR VER ER JoHNSON 
WAYNE LEoNARD JoHNSON 
]AMES FRANKLY REES Jo ES 
GEORGE KAZARIA T 
WILLIAM FRANCIS KELLY 
RoBERT SHAW KERR 
OGDEN KNAPP 
EDWARD FRANCIS LAPAC 
CARMINE RoBERT LAVIERI 
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Hartford , Conn. 
New Britain, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
1anchester, Conn. 
ew Britain, Conn. 
Iew York, N.Y. 
Hartford, Conn. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn. 
East Hartford, Conn. 
North Windham, Conn. 

































Glen Ridge, N.J. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Winsted, Conn. 
RICHARD DRAKE LINDNER 
A THONY CHANDLER LoscALZO 
WrLLIAM JosEPH McCARTHY 
PALMER jENKINS McCLOsKEY, ]R. 
PHILIP BROWN !lcCooK 
THoMAS McLAUGHLI 
THEODORE EDWARD METHENY 
NoRMAN Cu TO MILLER 
HARRY REMKE lCKEL 
RICHARDSON LATROBE ONDERDONK 
HERBERT HENRY PA ' KRATZ 
THOMAS RoBERT PYE, ]R. 
joHN RoBERT RANDALL 
STEPHEN MICHAEL RILEY 
ARTHUR MIDDLETON RINEHART 
JoHN LEONARD RITTER 
GEORGE HE RY MACLAGAN RouNTREE, ]R. 
JosEPH PowELL ScHu DER, ]R. 
ELLIOT SELTZER 
jACOB ]AY SHAPIRO 
RALPH ROTH ENBERGER SHELLY 
joHN RoBERT SIEGEL 
H ERBERT NoRMAN SLATE 
DoNALD JoHN SMITH 
BERNARD CoRNELIUs SoLYN, ]R. 
WILLIAM GEORGE SPEED III 
CHARLES CLAUDE SPINK 
PAUL SHERMAN STENBUCK 
THEODORE ANTHONY SwiDERSKI 
ALFRED AYRES TAYLOR 
LESTER TIBBALS, JR. 
ALBERT WrENCKE VAN DuzER 
RrcHARD Lours VoGEL 
CHARLES DoDSLEY WALKER 
KEITH IvAN WATSON 
ERNEST WHITE 
j ACK SMITH WHITE 
WILLIAM jOHN WOLF 
CHARLES Du CAN YETMAN 
MAX SIDNEY ZARETSKY 





Charleston , W.V. 
New York, .Y. 
Bristol, Conn. 
Windsor , Conn. 
Wethersfield , Conn. 
Fargo, .D. 




Hartford , Conn. 
Baltimore, Md. 









Hartford , Conn. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Clayton, Mo. 
Mount Vernon, N .Y. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Wethersfield , Conn. 
!Iilford , Conn. 
Beachwood , .] . 
New Britain, Conn. 
Glen Ridge, N.J. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 





WILLIAM BRYCE DEXTE R President 
SIDNEY ALVORD 1\J:ILLS V ice-president 
WrLLIA:\f K ELLER STAYE R 
KENNETH ADAMS 
ROBERT ALLEN ADAMS 
HowARD STANLEY ALEXA DER 
]A:\IES BAlDO 
ARTHUR H ARTT BATCH ELDER 
CHARLES BAYER 
IVAN FRANK BENNETT 
RICHARD TILLSO BLAISDELL 
WILLIAM HILL BLEECKER III 
RoB ERT ALEXANDER BoDKIN , ]R. 
CHARLES ALLEN BoDWELL 
]Acos BoRNSTEIN 
;\!oRRIS Lours BoRNSTEIN 
ROBERT ERN EST BROATCH, JR. 
EDWARD BRONSTEIN 
PI ERCE BuTLER CARLISL E B uRGWJN 
GEORGE FoRREST BuTTERWORTH III 
]AMES MORAN CAFFREY, JR. 
DAVID ETHELBERT C ALLAGHAN 
OLIVER ALLEN CAMPBELL, ]R. 
PHILIP A THONY CAPO BIAN CO 
JoHN TAGGARD C ARPENTER 
WILLIAM BARRY CASSELL, JR. 
HERBERT IRVING CHA USER 
THEODORE McCA SLAND CHILD 
Jos EPH ANTHO r y CLAPIS 
WARREN EMERY CLO UGH 
FRANK WrLsoN Cww 
GEoRGE STEDMAN CoMSTOCK III 
EDWARD JosEPH CoNWAY 
CHARLES TRACY CooK 
JosEPH RD11 CoRl\II ER 
JoH N FRANKLIN CRoCKETT 
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Secret m·y-Treasurer 
L ongmeadow, 1\J:ass. 
H artford , Conn. 
Philadelphi a, Pa. 
Baltimore, Md. 
H artford, Conn. 
New York, .Y. 
H artfo rd, Conn. 
W est H artford , Conn. 
Mount Lebanon , Pa. 
Maplewood , N.J. 
West Hartford , Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
Milford, Conn. 
H artford , C onn. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
R ye, N.Y. 
Hartford , Conn. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
East orwich, N.Y. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Burlington, Vt. 
Brookland ville, Md. 
Hartford , Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
H artford, Conn. 
Tolland, Conn. 
Geneva , N.Y. 
Steelton, Pa. 
H artford , Conn . 
Kingston , N .]. 
Hartford, Conn. 
New York, r.Y. 
DAVID HARVEY CuNNI CHAM 
DoNALD jEWETT DAY 
PRosPERO DEBo 'A, ]R. 
MARTIN ]OHN DESMOND 
PETER FLAV IAN DEVAUX 
WILLIAM BRYCE DEXTER 
WILLIAM DICK 
ERNEST NEWTON DICKINSON 
GEORGE WALKER DoDGE 
FRA ' Cis josEPH DoNAHUE 
STA 'LEY wARNER E o, j R. 
joHN HENRY EwiNG 
DAVID WILLIAM FAY 
'"'ALTER PHILLIPS FAY, jR. 
jOHN GERALD FITZGERALD 
ALLEN FLANAGAN 
ROBERT MACARTNEY FLANDERS 
"\IVALTER Lou FLA 'DERS, ]R. 
EDWARD l\1ATTHEW FOLEY 
ALVAN TUFTS FULLER, j R. 
Z IGMUND VINCENT GAILUNAS 
QuENTIN PERSHING GALLACHER 
ALFRED EMANUEL GAVERT 
R oY FRANC IS G ILLEY, ] R. 
LEE GooDMAN 
CHARLES BANCROFT GooDRICH 
RICHARD BLAKE GoRDO 
ALBERT GORMAN, ]R. 
LESLIE DEXTER GREEN 
HENRY GHAGAN HALE 
RODNEY DEN ' IS HALL, ]R. 
RICHARD FRANKLIN HANLEY 
WILLIAM FRANCIS HARRIGAN 
jOHN W ILLIAM HARRIS 
ROBERT P IPER HAR~IS 
STEPHEN DAVID HART 
WILLIAM ANDREW HASKELL 
HENRY WEHRMA HASLACH 
RALPH HENRY HAYDEN, jR. 
HAROLD ALSTON HEAP 
ERNEST HENRY HEATH, jR. 
SETH POMEROY HOLCOMBE 
WILLIAM EDWARD HOWARD 
GILB e RT HowELL 
CHARLES RAYMOND HUMPHREYSON 
HERBERT EuGENE HuNGERFORD, ]R. 








Rocky Hill, Conn. 
ew York, .Y. 
1ystic, Conn. 
Short Hills, .j. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Flushing, L.I. 









Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn . 
Hartford, Conn. 
Newton Centre, Mass. 
West Hartford, Conn . 
Flushing, L .I. 
Baltimore, Md. 
Thompsonville, Conn. 
Rocky Hill, Conn. 
Flushing, L.I. 
Richmond Hill , N.Y. 
Bristol, Conn . 
Allston, Boston, Mass. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Newton Centre, 1ass. 




Hartford , Conn. 
New York, .Y. 




New York, N.Y. 
RICHARD WALLACE INSLEY 
THADDEUS FRA K }ESIONOWSKI 
ALDEN VERNER JoHNSON 
GEORGE FRANCis JoHNSON 
HARRY WILLIAM JOHNSON 
HENRY MoRRIS KAPLAN 
JoHN JosEPH KARP 
TH0!'>1AS ARTHUR KEENAN 
FRANCIS ALOYSIUS KELLY 
KE NETH JosEPH KELLY 
JoHN CoLEMAN KILEY, JR. 
RoNALD EARL KINNEY, JR. 
EvANS KIRKBY 
JoHN DELAFIELD LAlVlENT 
ADRIAN KINGSB URY L ANE 
JosEPH LEONARD LAVIERI 
RALPH WILLIAM 1ADDIGAN 
joHN FRANCIS McGEE 
THOMAS }AM ES :MALLEY 
IRWIN TucH MANCALL 
LAWRENCE BERTRAM MARSHALL 
SuMNER WARREN MATTESON 
RoNALD RAYMOND ·MERRIMAN 
GEORGE EMERY MERWIN 
SIDNEY ALVORD MILLS 
PAUL EDWARD l\1oLUMPHY 
HARRY RicHARDSON MooDY 
RICHARD K ' OWLES MoRRIS 
FRANCIS WILLIAM MuLCAHY 
l\1ARSHALL N EAD 
}A:\1ES STUART NEILL, }R. 
RoBERT R EA EILL 
CLARKE NICKERSON 
RICHARD ALVIN NoLF 
DANIEL FREDERICK NoRTH 
JoHN GRANT O'BRIEN 
"WILLIAM GEORGE OLIVER, }R. 
STANLEY EDBROOKE OsBORN 
"WALTER }AMES PEDICORD, }R. 
GusTAVE EDWARD PETERSO ' 
RICHARD CHARLES PHILLIPS 
PHILIP JosEPH FRANCIS PICCOLA 
RoBERT KtNSEY PILLSBURY 
GEORGE JOSEPH PRENDERGAST 
MARK RAINSFORD 
ALAN DouGLAS R ANDALL 
RoB ERT JosEPH R EBMAN 
WJL:\10T BEN R ECTOR 
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T orth East, 1d. 
Hartford, Conn. 
West H artford, Conn. 
Weston, Mass. 
Pine Plains, N.Y. 
Hartford , Conn. 
Suffield, Conn. 
East Hartford , Conn. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Boston , "i\1ass. 
Upper Darby, P a. 
Allentown, Pa. 




West H artford, Conn. 
Thompsonville, Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
Hartford, Conn. 
St. Paul, Minn. 
H artford, Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
West Hartford, Conn. 








Hartford , Conn. 
New Britain, Conn. 
Kensington, Conn. 








R ye, N.Y. 
Hartford, Conn. 
Torrington , Conn. 
Windsor, Conn. 
GEORGE R EESE 
IsRAEL l\IIILTO N R ESNIKOFF 
]OHN H ERN DO N RI CE 
JosEPH L EROY RIHL 
CHARLES CuLLIN RoBERTS , ]R. 
JosEPH ]OH r Ro:YIAN 
JosEPH N icHOLAS R usso 
WILLIAM JosEPH RYAN 
THEODORE R YDER 
EARL EDWARD SA r BoRN, ]R. 
HoLCOMB CAsPER SANDS 
]OHN BRANSON SCANNELL 
ERNEST WILLIAM SCH IRM 
ALBO SECCH IAROLI 
WILLIARD SPENCER SEEDMAN 
PHILIP TRACY SEHL 
LEWIS B U RLEI GH SHEEN 
EDwr SELDE ' SMITH 
FRANK KINGSTON SMITH 
SANDFORD CoRTELYO U SMITH 
joHN LuTH ER SPANGL ER, ]R. 
J A:\1 ES CLARK SP ENC ;;: R 
RICHARD BENN ETT SPE CER, ]R. 
CHARLES EDWARDS STARR 
WILLIAM K ELL ER STAYER 
JoHN FRANKL! STEERs 
NELSON PHILIP STEITZ 
JAM ES GoRDON STERLJ NG 
GEORGE K ENT STODDARD, JR. 
GEORGE WILB U R STOWE 
FREDERICK TH EODORE STRANG 
GEORGE R EM INGTO STUBBS 
] AMES MAcARTHUR SuTHERLAND 
Jos EPH ANTHO NY TEDEsco 
R AYMOND EARL THOMSEN 
ADRIAN Jos EP H TYLER, JR. 
CouRTLAND VAN VooRHIS 
WILLIAM BREWSTE R vAN vVYCK 
WILLARD CLARK WALDO, JR. 
ALTON Jos EPH WALLACE 
EDWARD DoNALD WALSH 
WILLIAM CHILDS WILEY 
JoHN McCuLLOCH WILKINS 
GEORGE l\1oNTAGUE WILLIAMS, JR . 
RAYMOND WAKLEY WILLIAMSON 
Detroit, Mich. 
New London, Conn. 
P ortsmouth , N.H. 
Philadelphia, P a. 
H artford, Conn. 
Terryville, Conn. 
H artford, Conn. 
Hartford, Conn. 
West H artford, Conn. 
Annisquam, l\!Iass . 
Shelby, Mont. 
East Andover, l\!Iass. 
H artford, Conn. 
New London, Conn. 
East H artford, Conn. 
Wethersfield, Conn. 
Springfield Gardens, L.I. 
Yalesville, Conn. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
New York, N.Y. 
Devon, P a. 
Wethersfield , Conn. 
Baltimore, Md. 
South Windsor, Conn. 
Fort Riley, Kans. 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 
W arehouse Point, Conn. 
West Hartford, Conn. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
H artford , Conn. 
W estwood, N.J. 
D anbury, Conn. 
Stamford, Conn. 
East H artford, Conn. 
Hartford , Conn. 
Rocky Hill , Conn. 
Boston, Mass. 
H artford, Conn. 
West H artford, Conn. 
Southington , Conn. 
W aterbury, Conn. 




The Class of 1939 expresses its 
deepest sympathy to relatives and friends of 







F ra terni ties 
A LM OST f rom its first yea r Trin ity has had secret fraternities, 
though they were only local societies for a long time. When I.K.A . was founded at 
Trinity in r829, the oldest social fraternity in Ameri ca was only four yea rs old. But it 
wasn' t until 1850 that the first national was established here, when the fr aternity of 
Delta P si g ranted a char ter to its E psilon Chapter three yea rs after it was fo unded at 
Tew York U ni ve rsity and C olum bia. 
Not untilr 877 did a second national fraterni ty appea r at Trinity. In that yea r the 
local Phi Kappa Society became the Phi K appa Chapter of Alpha D el ta Phi. Li ke many 
of the secret societies of the day, Alpha D elta Phi 's main goal was the banding toge ther 
of men of li tera ry tastes. The first chapter of the frate rnity was sta rted in 1832 at 
H amilton College. 
T wo years later D el ta K appa Epsilon, founded at Yale in 1844, made its appear-
ance on the campus by g ranting a charter to a group of men not in sympathy w ith the 
exist ing societies on campus. This g roup, then known as the Clio Litera ry Society, 
became Delta K appa Epsilon's Alpha Chi Chapter. 
In r88o the local fraternity of Beta Beta consolidated its posit ion on campus by 
becoming the Beta Beta Chapter of P si U psilon , w hich had its beginnings at U nion 
College in r 833 . 
F orty-five years after its organization at Washington and J efferson in r8-t8, Phi 
G amma Delta established a chapter at Trinity, but this new chapter didn ' t last long. 
More successful was Alpha Chi Rho, founded by fi ve Trinity men in r8gs. From its 
original Phi P si Chapter at Trinity, Alpha Chi Rho has grown until now it is active 
in eighteen colleges. 
Ba::k in 1829 a g roup, o ri ginally known as the Corax Boat Club, formed the 
I.K.A. Society. This secret society, the first in the history of the college, prospered 
through the years, and finally, in 1917, became the Sigma Chapter of D elta Phi. Delta 
Phi , found ed at U nion in 1827, was one of the fe\\. nationals with an age equal to 
I.K.A. 's. 
Another T r inity loca l which became a chapter of a national was Sigma P si, 
fo un ded in 191 r. This group was composed of students li ving off campus who banded 
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Second Row: Driggs, Patterson, Hodgdon, Hamilton, Bassford. 
First Row: Truex, McKee, Jackson, Wroth, Gilbert, Tiedeman. 
together to reap the benefits of organization. In 1918 Sigma u, founded at Virginia 
l\1ilitary Institute in 1869, granted these men a charter as the Delta Chi Chapter. 
Contemporary to Sigma Psi was the Hartford Club, which was similar in aims and 
activities but was nonsecret. In 1919 the members of the club formed the fraternity 
of Alpha Tau Kappa, at present the only local secret society on 
campus. 
Many old grads are able and willing to reminisce about 
the good old days of cutthroat rushing when everything was 
permis ible up to and including kidnaping and second-degree 
manslaughter. With the organization of the local Interfraternity 
Council several years ago all but the minor form s of dirty work 
have disappeared. Under the capable leadership of Professor 
Hutt, the council has evolved a set of rushing rules by which 
Freshmen are pledged with a minimum of difficulty. 
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Fourth Row: K iley, Comstock, Spencer, Van Horn, A. Go rman. 
Third R ow: Gordon, Cook, H all , E wing, J ones, Ing raham, Will ia ms. 
Second Row: Spi nk, Knapp, Smith , M adden, W eeks, Dimling, Dick, Cromwell , 
Ca mpbell, R ai nsfo rd . 
Fi rst R ow: Bl ake, W right, Crocker, W roth, Hamil ton, Benj amin, Ta lbot, 
W . Go rm an, ewhall. 
4 
F I F T E E men pledged St. Anthony at the culmination of two weeks 
of intensive rushing. Seven men of this delegation, which was the largest in the history 
of the fraternity, have since been pledged. 
F or extracurricular activities one has to look no fa rther than the Tripod, which 
has William H. G orman as Editor in Chief and J. J. Cromwell as Assignment Editor. 
Both of these men also a re on the I vy Editori al Board . 
V arsity and intramural sports also have their proportion of St. Anthony men. This 
is especially true in the squash racquets depar tment where, cont ra ry to all expectations, 
the boys made a wa lka·way of the competition of the Sydney T . M iller T rophy. The 
basketball team was in top form , w inn ing all the games of its league and losi ng only to 
Teu tral G old , the champs of the other league. 
The social side of college life is never neglected at the house on top of the hill . 
The dance given after the W esleyan game last fall st ill l ingers in the memories of those 
who attended . M usic was supplied by Moose McKee and his Furious Few. The fr a-
ternity al ready has well-laid plans for a dance during the Spring D ance week end w hich 
is expected to be, in the parl ance of the day, a " killer-diller." 
Class of 1938: Samuel N. Benj amin , E . T ownsend W roth . 
Class of 1939: Benj amin S. Blake, Malcolm C rocker, J osias J enkins Cromwell , 
William H . G orman, G . V ictor H amilton, Lawrence J. Newhall, Charles 0 . Spink, 
R udolph L. T albot , Thruston W right, J r. 
Class of I 9 .J-O: Oliver A. Campbell , J ohn V . Dimling, O gden Knapp, Robert C. 
Madden, Sanford C. Smith , G eorge M . Williams. 
Class of 194 r : G eorge S. Comstock, Charles C. Cook, William Dick, J ohn H. 
Ewing, Richard B. G ordon, Albert G orman, Jr. , Rodney D. H all, Jr. , Geo rge F . 




Second Row: Hanna, Cassell, Smith, Sanborn, Matteson, Howell, vVeaver, Wales, 
Pillsbury, Hanley, Roberts, Carpenter, Insley. 
First Row: Bodkin, McCloskey, Patterson, Me ulty, O'Malley, Tiedeman, Clow, 
Onderdonk, Ferguson. 
THE Phi Kappa Chapter of Alpha Delta Phi began the year right 
by pledging eleven men, thus bringing the house strength to twenty- two men. The 
returning alumni were very helpful in the rushing week program. 
During the fall the house showed up well in athletics, Bob O'Malley starring as 
quarterback on the football team; Smith, McCloskey, Ferguson , and Hanna played 
well on the soccer team, and Hanley and Carpenter represented the house on the Frosh 
grid outfit. 
Socially, the chapter was active during these months, giving teas after the home 
football games and holding a dance, following the Wesleyan football game. The usual 
Christmas party, held the night before the vacation, proved highly successful, especially 
with the presentation of a play of savage satire and uproarious comedy by the Freshmen. 
During the second term Bob O ' Malley and Ray Ferguson were pillars of strength 
on the basketball varsity, while in intramural sports the house captured the water base-
ball championship. Shortly after the opening of the second semester O'Malley, who is 
President of the College Body, was elected permanent leader of the Class of '38. George 
Patterson became Managing Editor of the Tripod at the midyear selections, several 
more holding minor positions on the board of the same publication. 
About the same time the annual initiation ceremonies and banquet were held, at 
which the house inducted the following men: Earle E. Sanborn, Charles C. Roberts, 
John T. Carpenter, Richard W. Insley, and Richard F. Hanley. 
Class of I 9J8: John Bard Me ulty, Robert Dodge O'Malley, John Charles 
Tiedeman. 
Class of I9J9: Richard Harold Clow, George Bradford P atterson , Edward Law-
rence Smith, George Bellinger W eaver. 
Class of I940: Robert Alexander Bodkin , Raymond James Ferguson, Ian Mur-
doch Hanna, Palmer Jenkins McCloskey, Richardson Latrobe Onderdonk. 
Class of I94I: John T aggard Carpenter, Richard Franklin Hanley, Gilbert 
Howell , Richard Wallace Insley, Sumner Warren Matteson, Robert Kinsey Pillsbury, 
Charles Cullen Roberts, Earle Edward Sanborn. 
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Fourth Row: M oody, Callaghan, Butter-
worth, Crockett. 
Th ird Row: Bleeker, Heath, Ol iver, Hayden, 
Burnham. 
Second Row : Budd , Ma son, Parsons, Roun-
tree, Canfield. 





THIS year Alpha Chi Chap ter of Delta Kappa Epsilon was the 
recipient of the Hartford Alumni Scholarship Cup ·which is awarded annually to the 
fraternity having the highest scholastic st anding on the campus. Another result of these 
same high g rades was the chapter's winning of the Phillip Morris Award for the 
greatest increase in g rades among the chapters of ~KE. 
During the past academic year the Deices at Trinity have entertained with a 
formal dance at the chapter house on the evening of the annual Trinity-Wesleyan foot-
ball game. The return of many alumni added to the success of the affair, at which all of 
the fraternities on campus were well represented. In addition to this, the chapter has 
held numerous small informal dances and parties at the house si nce the opening of the 
Christmas T erm. 
Although small numerically, Alpha Chi has succeeded in maintai ning her high 
position in college activities. The chapter has been represented athletically by its mem-
bers on the football , squash, and tennis squads, and has had a fair season in the 
intramural sports, taking third places in the sq uash tournament and swimming meet. 
Several of the brothers have served on college dance committees, and others have taken 
leadi ng parts in J esters productions, while one of our greatest prides has been in R ay 
Armstrong's position as College Marshal for the past year. 
Class of I 9J8: L. Moray Armstrong, Thomas D. Benson, Carl R. Hodgdon, 
J ohn Martin P arsons, Donald A. Sanders. 
Class of I9J9: Beekman Budd , ]. Kevin Dunne, Iewton H. l\1oson, L eslie 
McWilliams. 
Class of I 940 : William H. Bleeker III , Edward L. Burnham, Thomas E. Can-
field, Ernest H. H eath. 
Class of I94I: D avid E. Callaghan, J ohn F. Crockett, H. Richardson Moody. 
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Third Row: A. Fuller, Hadly, R. Neill, Burgwin, Haskell, Rice, Kinney, McCook, 
Tibbals, Linder, F. Smith. 
Seco nd Row: Reinheimer, Bates, Flanders, J. eill, Hawkins, Upham, Bartlett, 
Muir, Hassley, Maynard , Spitzer. 
First Row: Boles, Merrill , H. Fuller, Jackson, Sherman, Widdifield, Culleney, Leon. 
IN a year of increased activity among the fraternities, Beta Beta 
Chapter of Psi Upsilon was well up in the van with extensive social and intramural 
activities. 
Ten Freshmen pledged Beta Beta at the conclusion of the rushing season to form 
an excellent delegation, and despite the rigors of mid yea r examinations, five of them, 
Haskell, Kinney, Smith, Neill, and Rice, were initiated in February. 
The social side of the calendar saw many tea dances after the football games and 
a grand dance during Sophomore Hop week end under the capable chaperonage of 
Professor and l\1rs. N otopoulos. The Beta Beta Chapter has always maintained cordial 
relations with Chi, the Wesleyan chapter of Psi psilon. This year the friendly rivalry 
between the two found expression in contests in basketball and squash with a banquet 
following. 
Athletically, the chapter showed to good advantage with one or more men on 
almost every team. Indeed, there was only one man on the squash team who was not 
a Beta Beta. In addition Jack Leon and Art Sherman were managers of football and 
wimming respectively. 
The most important social affair was the Alumni Banquet given on March I at 
the University Club. About one hundred and twenty local brothers were on hand, 
including His Excellency, Wilbur L. Cross, Governor of Connecticut. 
Class of 1938: William Fabens Boles, George William Culleney II, Henry Mel-
ville Fuller, Francis Gardner Jackson , John Matthew Leon, Jr., John Phillips Mer-
rill II, Arthur Mason Sherman, Jr., Edward Vicars Stevenson, Jr., Charles George 
Widdifield. 
Class of 1939: Ward Pendleton Bates, Stephen Russell Bartlett, Jr. , Phillips 
Ha\\·kins, Guy Burnham 1aynard, Jr., Robert i\1urray 1\Iuir, Jr., John Bartel Rein-
heimer, Frederick Reynolds Spitzer, John Edward Upham, Jr. 
Class of I9.f.O: Robert Macartney Flanders, Philip Brown l\1cCook, James Stuart 
Neill, Jr., Lester Tibbals, Jr. 
Class of 19.f.I: Pierce Butler Carlisle Burgwin, Alvan Tufts Fuller, Jr., William 
Andrew Haskell, Ronald Earl Kinney, Jr., Robert Rea Neill, John Horn don Rice, 
Frank King; ton Smith. 
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Fourth Row: Wal sh, Steers, Mill s, Lo sca lzo, Strang. 
Third Row: Blaisdell, Olson, Schreck, Skelley, Schonrock, White. 
Secoud Row: Ely, Flanagan, Speed , Harrison, Yates, Bland, Fernandez, Rinehart, 
Randall , Peterson, Porter. 





PHI PSI Chapter of Alpha Chi Rho began a good year by pledging 
eight Freshmen, all of whom turned out to be connected with Freshman football either 
as players or as managerial candid ates. Several of the upper classmen were active in 
varsity football, while others were winning places in such extracurricular activities as 
the Glee Club, T ripod, and R adio Club. Late in the fall the house touch football team, 
accompanied by the rest of the chapter, journeyed to ]\-fiddletown to taste defeat at the 
hands of an underrated Wesleyan Crow outfit. 
The Crow House has fe lt the organizing spirit this year. Last year's Phi Psi 
Hiking Club was reorganized, while several new societies were founded, among which 
were the Phi Psi Sabbath Touch Football Team; the Ham, Cheese, and Beer Club; 
the Crow Crutch and Keg Club. 
The w inter season found our representatives on the varsity and Freshman swim-
ming and basketball teams. The chapter's basketball team finished thi rd in the intra-
mural tournament, but managed to squeeze out a victory over the Wesleyan chapter 
at the winter get-together. This victory was followed by a party in which the Wesleyan 
lads were inducted into the mysteries of the Crow Crutch and Keg Club. Phi Psi's 
formal social activit ies to date include a dance at the house during the rushing season 
and a dinner preceding the Sophomore Hop. 
Class of 1938: Theodore Ballien, Robert Connar, Gerald Keller, Spencer Kennard, 
Gregory McKee, Cresson Pugh, J ames Weir. 
Class of 1939: Ethan Bassford, Clarence Olson, William Pickles, Brayton Porter, 
Keith Schonrock, Robert Schreck, Thomas Skelley, William White, John Wilcox, 
William Yates. 
Class of 1940: Herbert Bland, R obert E ly, Wilfred Greenwood, William Har-
rison, Anthony Loscalzo, Robert Randall , Stephen Riley, Middleton Rinehart, Ralph 
Shelly, William Speed . 
Class of 1941: Richard Blaisdell, Allen Flanagan, Sydney 1ills, Walter Pedicord , 
Gustav Peterson, Frank Steers, Theodore Strang, Donald Walsh. 
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Third Row: Mehl, Sheen, Spangler. 
Second Row: Schmuck, Kerry, Kirkby, Ryder, Eno, Howard, 
Foley. 
First Row: J aspersohn, Lieder, Whaples, Dr. Adams, Le-
Fevre, Haslach, Butler. 
As SIGMA Chapter of Delta Phi opened her doors this fall to greet 
the bewildered faces of the Freshmen , we ushered in a prosperous new yea r. After the 
arduous excitement of the two-weeks rushing period we found ourselves with eleven 
new pledges, the second largest delegation on the camp us. 
The fraternity has been active socially this yea r. A surprisi ng number of alumni 
returned for a reunion at the Wesleyan football game. The next event on our social 
calendar was the Sophomore Hop ·week end when we gave a dance at the Lodge. 1\llusic 
at this affair was very capably rendered by the Break-down Eight, and the merriment 
was enjoyed by many of our friends about the campus. 
We settled down once again , and lo, the midyear exams were upon us. We came 
through with considerable ease, and sadly missed the customary Junior Prom, which 
has heretofore cheered up the less illustrious students at this time. To date this semester 
there have been few activities of a purely social nature, but we are looking forward to 
an exciting Spring Dance. Plans are also under way for our annual faculty tea, which 
is to be given sometime in the month of May. It will be the cu lmination of our social 
endeavors for this year. 
Since we are a small house, there is a dearth of athletes. However, we have many 
of our members participating in other extracurricular activities, among which are the 
Tripod, Jesters, Glee Club, Choir, and dance committees. 
Class of T9J8: Charles Henry LeFevre, Thomas Albert Whaples. 
Class of 1939: Joseph Clement Buths, Robert Bristol Butler, Paul J aspersohn, 
Roger Currie Schmuck. 
Class of I9.JO: Henry Wehrman Haslach. 
Class of 194 r: Stan ley Warner Eno, Jr., Edward Matthew Foley, Robert Piper 
Harri , William Edward Howard , Evans Kirkby, Theodore Ryder, Lewis Burleigh 
Sheen. 
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Third Row: orth, Williamson, Johnson, Collier, Lindner, Hopkins, Maddigan, 
Heusse r, S. Alexander, Sands, Leggett, Goebel, Smith, Fay. 
Second Row: Driggs, Anderson, Harris, Gaboury, Morris, J. Alexander, Hayden, 
Pacelia, Carey, Greenleaf. 
First Row: Linde, Layton, Carty, Gilbert, Truex, Walker, Lindsay, Pete rso n. 
E 
N 
DELTA CHI Chapter of Sigma u today has an active membership 
of twenty-two initiates and ten pledges. The destiny of the fraternity this year is in the 
capable hands of Commander Bob Gilbert. The boarding club runs flawlessly under the 
watchful eye of Lew Walker, our dapper and articulate steward. 
Innovations at 78 Vernon Street this fall were noticeable. During the summer the 
downstairs of the house was entirely redecorated. To each returning brother a new 
navy hat of black, white, and gold was distributed. Candid campus comment was soon 
forthcoming, and Sigma u obtained no small notoriety. 
As the fall season got under way Sigma Nus prospered in football. Steve Truex 
performed brilliantly at halfback until injured in the Connecticut State game. Other 
backfield mainstays from the house inc! uded hard-working Eddie Morris, Jack Carey, 
Bory Pacelia, and Alfie Driggs. In the line the Alexander brothers held the two 
tackle positions; Paul Harris and Dick Lindner alternated at guard, and Al Hopkins 
played end. When the season ended nine of the ~ixteen letter men were Sigma Nus. 
Initiations were held on l\1arch 5. Thirty alumni returned and attended the 
national chapter historical movie shown in the Chemistry Auditorium in the after-
noon. In the evening a banquet was held at the ni ve rsity Club. Especiall y appropriate 
to the occasion was the attendance of Past Regent Albert H . Wilson, who succeeded 
in bringing the National Fraternity Charter here twenty years ago. 
Class of 1938: James Carty, Jr. , Rober t Gilbert, Teal Holmgren, Robert L ay-
ton, Richard Linde, William Lindsay, Stanley Montgomery, Willys Peterson, Louis 
W alker. 
Class of 1939: John Alexander, Wallis Anderson, Chester Collier, Alfred D riggs, 
Gregory G aboury, George Greenleaf, Paul Harris, H enry H oyt Hayden, William 
J ohnson, Richard Leggett, Edward Morris , Boris Pacelia. 
Class of 19-f. O: Stanley Alexander, August Heusser, Alvin H opkins, Richard 
Lindner, Harry 1ichol , Donald Smith. 
Class of 19.f.I: David F ay, Ralph l\Iaddigan, Lawrence Marshall, Daniel orth, 





Second R ow: Cra ne, Goddard, Chotkowski, Pankratz, K eane. 
First R ow: Spring, P omeroy, Smith, Hoegberg, Davidson, Grudzin ki, McLaughlin. 
THE ALPHA Tau K appa Fraternity has, as usual, been an active 
partiCipant 111 social, academic, and athletic activities this yea r. In November the 
annual Alumni Smoker was well attended by alumni and friends of the fraternity. 
In a formal initiation this year Charles M. Goddard , L yman L. Johnson , and 
William F. Harrigan were accepted into the fraternity. 
In the intramural sports events the fraternity has been actively and enthusi-
astically represented. Its members have also played a prominent part in intercollegiate 
athletic competition, there being ten letter men in the house. 
Tentative plans for a formal initiation, a dance, and the Alumni Banquet, all to be 
held this spring, have been announced by President Alvin Smith. 
The following men have been pledged recently : William La~ey, Wesley Carcaud , 
Raymond Hickey, Robert Sterbens, and Otto Duennebier. 
Class of 1938: Wesley Adolphus Carcaud , Ludmil Adam Chotkowski, Roswell 
l\IcLean Crane, Harley Thompson Davidson, Charles Matthew Goddard , Stanley 
Joseph Grudzinski, Erick Ingva r Hoegberg, J ames J ohn Kenney, William Joseph 
Lahey, William Henry Pomeroy II, Alvin W alker Smith, Edward Charles Spring. 
Class of 1939: Lloyd Graham Bates, Raymond P atrick Hickey, L yman Lucius 
Johnson , Henry Haston Keane, Robert J oseph Sterbens. 
Class of I 9.J.O: Otto Ernest Duennebie r, Thomas :McLaughlin, Herbert H enry 
Pankratz. 
Class of I9.J.I: William Francis Harrigan. 
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A D so the Editor of this volum !! savs t::> rr:~, 
"G~t out there and find out how fr aternity men spend their time. 
~1aybe someone would like to know." Quick like a bunny I come 
back with: " Ya got somethin ' there, pal! " an' out I go. On my way 
across the campus I spots a bunch of apes in a tree, but w hen I ge t 
near, I see they are P si U Freshmen hanging to the limbs. M aybe 
they are working out some of "R ocks" Trox's theories of evolu-
tion, I say to myself. But when I delicately put this question to 
them, they say, " Scram, ya bum ; we' re re lax in '." 
On the way out I sneak across Ve rnon Street to the Alpha 
Delt H ouse, w here I fi nds a bunch of cardsharps taki ng their 
bridge se rious-like. I snaps my suga r-coated K odak at 'em and 
clea rs out. ow down in the Crow H ouse they don' t take ca;ds so 
se rious, I learn. Why look! There's a kibitze r, an' he's still alive. 
An ' guess w hat! In that same house I am very surprised to find 
some crazy guys actually studying. Imagine my embarrassment-
me thinking all the time that books was things you put on shelves. 
I nea rly bust an ex tremity ove r a couple of Sigma N u Frosh 
rollin ' ash can on the sidewalk. What is this, I ask myself, some 
T rinity guys actually indulgin ' in manual labor? Disgusting! Why, 
I thought they j ust eat, sleep, drink, an' r un around w ith college 
w idows. Yep, sure enough, inside I fi nd a bunch plenty skilled in 
knife-and -fork play. They don ' t bat an eye among 'em w hen I set 
off the Rash powder. One of the waiters even has the nerve to ask 
me for a half-dozen prin ts if the shot comes out O.K. 
Of course all this acti vity is raisi n' me a thi rs t. U p in the 
D eke House I r un into the College Ma rshal and a rummy friend 
takin ' their ease ove r a couple of kegs. Bein ' gents, they is drinkin ' 
outa steins instead of direct from the keg. I oil my pipes, promising 
my hosts a life-size enlargement of the shot ya see across the way, 
and takes my leave. 
I spies a squad of lads on the D elta Phi steps who look like th ey 
don't like what happens to be passing at thi s time, same being a doll. 
H orrified myself , I go back to the Sections, where I find three 
ATK guys rubberin ' at high-school gals, that bein ' an afternoon 
sport up on the Hill. You 'll note that one of 'em is working under 
a strain , a peepe r bein ' in hidin ' . 
F eeling once again like a dese rt traveler, I head for a oasis in 
the stone house with the tower. There I find a couple of guys 
indulgin ' in nothin-a favorite campus pastime. They di rect me 
ac ross the hall to the two gents w ith glasses in their hands, who are 
quick to note my arid ity. The reli ef they offer me is very potent, 
and maybe I accept too much, which is embarrassing to me because 
no real college gent eve r gets too far into the wind-we all know 
that. So I aim my candid fri end in the general di rection of my bene-
factors, squeeze the bulb, and depart " lightl y and politely" as they 
say in the city. 
I wi nd up in a bed , a long way from the ground , just li ke any 
fr aternity man. Why, of course t hey go to bed. Some of 'em get in 
as many as twenty-three hours of shut-eye a night. That is, when 
there ain 't any exams to be took. 
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Student Societies 0 0 0 
EVER since Trinity stood on the banks of the Hog, students have 
banded together in clubs to promote some common purpose. Anyone who reads the 
early Ivys is struck by the huge number of these organizations. In the seventies and 
eighties there must have been almost as many societies, exoteric and esoteric, as there 
were students. 
Several fraternities and at least one of the clubs, the Athenaeum, were established 
way back in the prehistoric days before the first Ivy. In this first volume are accounts 
of all sorts of baseball teams, football associations, quartets, chess clubs and secret class 
societies. Some cynics suspect that some of the more oddly named associations, like a few 
modern groups, existed mainly to get their members' names in the Ivy. 
In spite of the pressure of the faculty's efforts to educate their students, a very 
large number, perhaps ninety per cent, of Trinity men find time to join some organiza-
tion. And aside from a few functionless groups, they do good work. The Ivy (previous 
volumes at least) and the Tripod provide a fairly accurate record of life at Trinity. 
The Political Science Club, Athenaeum, and Forum provide opportunities for political 
discussion in a place that sorely needs them, one of the most conservative colleges in 
all of conservative New England. Other group activities range from the excellent 
work of the Choir and Glee Club to that of groups which would disband if they could 
find a quorum to vote on the matter. 
In the section following, we have endeavored to give some idea of what Trinity 
men do when they are not studying, loafing, or exploring West Hartford parlors. If, 
after admiring the picture of your own group, you stop to learn about some other 
club, we have at least partially succeeded in our purpose. 
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Third Row: Hamilton, Wolf, Pye, Taylor, W. Howe, Nickel, Cruson, Kerr, Charles. 
Seco11d Row: Stubbs, Huffman, Goodwin, Weissheimer, McCafferty, Keating, Waterman, 
Grover, Morris. 
First Row: Clapp, Smith, Hill , Motten, Scranton, ielsen, Schmi d, E . Howe. 
Trinity ommons Club ... 
IN THE seventh year of its existence the Trinity Commons Club has 
proved its right to a permanent place in the roster of organizations on campus. This 
club aims to foster a closer relationship among the members of the neutral body and to 
promote general social activities. Although it is not a fraternity and does not have any 
ambition to become such, it fills a definite purpose in providing a place for under-
graduates to meet with the faculty on a social basis and an organization to compete with 
fraternities in intramural athletic competition. 
Arising out of the common interests of a group of students dining in the old Com-
mons, it has kept to its original aims by holding meetings every Wednesday evening, 
preceded by dinner held in the college cafeteria. During the past year the club has held 
a cider and doughnut party, a theater party, a Christmas banquet in one of the down-
town restaurants, a bowling tournament, and a dinner dance. 
Among the speakers entertained by the club have been Dr. Ogilby, l\1r. Watters, 
and Dr. Troxell. Dr. Ogilby gave an informal talk on the new developments of the 
college and asked for suggestions for further improvements. Mr. Watters gave the 
members a brief outline, together with music to illustrate, of the art of music apprecia-
tion. Dr. Troxell showed pictures of his trips in the Far West. The President of the 
club, Clement l\fotten, on one occasion showed motion pictures of his trip through 
Europe in the summer of 1937, and gave a running comment to accompany them. 
The President of the college asked the club to entertain Professor Evan F. M. 
Durbin, of London, England, in an effort to present the American student in one of his 
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less studious attitudes. The members enjoyed his criticism of Ameri ::an cigarettes and 
American newspapers. L ater in the evening Dr. Durbin, who was a :Member of Par-
li ament and is active in the British L abor party, gave an informal talk on "The 
English Political Scene." 
On December 5 the Commons Club held a faculty tea. These teas have become an 
annual affair with the club. Among the guests were the President of Swarthmore 
College and his wife, Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Aydelotte. At these affairs the faculty is 
able to meet some of the student body without the stiffness which usually attends such 
gatherings. 
The Christmas banquet promises to be an annual affair with the club. At the one 
held thi s year many of the alumni were present to see an original show put on by the 
pledges of the club. 
The Commons Club entered the intram urals this year with new-found interest. 
The first game of water baseball with the ATKs was won by a sco re of I 6-5. The 
next was with Psi Upsi lon, and was closely contested, the final score being 5-3. The 
basketball season was rather unsuccessful , the club winning two and losing three. 
The Class of 1938 : Dudley ]. Clapp, Jr., Everett T. Cross, Elston ]. Howe, 
Robert N. McCafferty, Clement G. Motten , Alvin R. ielsen, Ernest C. Schmid, John 
D. Scranton. 
The Class of 1939: Daniel ]. Cruson, Thomas D. Heath, Richard J. Hill, 
Truman lVI. Huffmann, Jr., David Keating, George W . Smith, Jr., Francis A. Stock-
well , Jr. , Sumner B. Twiss, Arnold Waterman, ]. Warren Weissheimer. 
T!te Class of 19.J-O : Robert E. Anderson, Edwin A. Charles, Paul A. Goodwin , 
RalphS. Grove r, Richard W. Hamilton , W allace H. H owe, James F. J ones, RobertS. 
Kerr, Thomas R. P ye, Jr., George R. Stubbs, Alfred A. T aylor, William J. Wolf. 
The Class of 194 1: Robert A. Adams, Warren E. Clough, William B. D exter, 
John W. Harris, Adrian K. Lane, Richard K. Morris. 
The 0 fficers: Clement G. Motten, President; John D. Scranton, Vice-president; 
Richard J. Hill , Secretary; George W. Smith, Jr. , Treasurer ; ]. Warren Weissheimer, 
Athletic Director. 
The Tripod ... 
IN JANUARY the annual elections of the Tripod were held, and the 
reins of management passed into the hands of William H. Gorman, George B. Patter-
son, and J. J. Cromwell , all Juniors who have had connection with the paper since their 
Freshman year. 
The business management was handed over to Joseph C. Buths by Thomas 
Whaples. T. O'Neil Fanning took over the assistant manage rship in a new office 
created by the publication. Under a new arrangement he will serve for six months, 
when another election will be held. Francis A. Stockwell is the new Circulation 
Manager. 
Realizing the necessity for a closer union between the alumni and the under-
grad uates, the new administration appointed a student Alumni Editor, B. A. Porter , Jr., 
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Second Row: Kirkby, Stockwe ll , Neill , Wright, Insley. 
Fint R ow: Buths, P orter, Cromwell, Gorman, P atterson, Weissheimer. 
Seated: Ew ing, Burnham. 
who has gathered news of the grad uates for publication in the T1·ipod. Because of the 
absence of an alumni magazine the editors have taken upon themselves, more than 
ever before, the task of attempting to satisfy both the campus and the older men. L arge 
alumni issues containing ten pages continue to be published three times yearly, and 
generally have been favorably accepted, although uninteresting matter find s its way 
into the columns. There still remains the inability of the reporters to gather interesting 
feature material and to present it attractively. 
Despite the handicaps under which they labor, the editors have attempted to make 
the Tripod more newsy and vigo rous by the use of date lines and other devices. Because 
it is a weekly containing news that for the most part is not ne"n, the paper has its share 
of censure. Failure of the college ad ministration and the various departments to co-
operate has resulted in the loss of "scoops" to which the college publication was right-
fully entitled. Reportorially, the paper places emphasis on coming events rather than 
on those that have taken place; on guest speakers, college plans, and the activities 
of the faculty in the fields of research and study. 
During the season the columns have become more alive and entertaining, with the 
result that favorable comment has been forthcoming. The Amherst Student went so 
far as to say that the Trip od was the best small college paper outside the Little 
Three. 
Edit01·ial Staff : W ard P. Bates, Edward L. Burnham, Edwin A. Charles. 
Report01·ial Staff: J. W ar ren Weissheimer, J ames S. 
~1arshall Nead, Thruston Wright, Jr. , John F. Crockett, 
K. Morris. 
eill, Richard W. Insley, 
Francis A. Kelly, Richard 
Business Staff: Albert W. VanDuzer, John H. Ewing. 
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Second Row: White, Gorman, Cromwell, Patterson, Hanson, Schonrock, Wright, Budin, Smith, 
Buths. 
First Rov.·: Upham, Porter, Hamilton, Weissheimer, Bassford, Wilcox, Hayden, Morris. 
The Ivy ... 
s[ 'CE its foundation in I 873 the Ivy has attempted to give each year 
a record of life at Trinity. Though the early volumes were little more than cata-
logues listing all the many college societies and their members, toward the end of the 
century the book was expanded to give something more than this. Photographs took 
the place of crude woodcuts, and descriptions of activities and student life began to 
make the publication more interesting to read. At one time the I vy even contained 
short stories and poems. 
Probably the best lvJ•s, and certainly the largest, were published just prior to the 
war. Since then they have degenerated and most of them have been written according 
to a set formula. In this volume we have tried to get away from the old formula to a 
slight extent. We hope that someday, if our attempt to modify the formula hasn't 
failed too dismally, some editor will find courage enough to abandon the handicap of 
being tied to an outmoded plan and try to build a really good book. 
Things we have learned from trying to put out a yearbook: It is possible for 
editors to get along on less than twenty-four hours of sleep a week. It is possible to 
pass Eccy and History quizzes after no study for a month and no sleep for twenty-
six hours. Juniors have forgotten all they ever learned in English A about writing 
(we're no exception) . Practically no literary geniuses volunteer to give material. Copy-
readers trying to remove fairly obvious grammatical mistakes have little time to see 
that nothing but interesting, well-written articles are printed. All sports writers belong 
to the League of Master Metaphor l\1ixers. Take this example which we hope we 
remembered to blue-pencil: "A shellacking with plenty of turpentine in it was 
painted on Wesleyan for the fifth successive triumph for the Jesseemen with a stinging 
brush which had seven bristles for Trinity and one to the Cardinals." As our roomie 
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said, "The kid that wrote that ought to go far." Speaking of far, we expect to be as 
far from Trinity as possible when this book comes out. 
The Editorial Board: Ethan F. Bassford, Editor in Chief; Wallace Ludwig 
Anderson, Milton Budin, Josias Jenkins Cromwell, William Henry Gorman II, Dan 
Philip Bassette Hanson, Henry Hoyt Hayden, Robert Murry Muir, Jr., Henry 
Karop orian, George Patterson, Brayton A . Porter, Jr., Keith Henry Schon rock, Jr., 
George William Smith, Jr. , Thruston Wright, Jr. , William Brye r White, Jr. 
Th e Business B oad: John Warren Weissheimer, Business 1\!Ianager; Joseph 
Clement Buths, John Kevin Dunne, Edward Louis ·M orris, George Victor Hamilton, 
John Edward Upham, Jr. , George Bellinge r Weaver, J ohn Thomas Wilcox. 
Political Science lub ... 
EvERY undergraduate at Trinity College is invited to become a 
member of the Political Science Club. Since its foundin g it has had only one purpose-
to keep its members abreast of the tide of current events, national and international, 
and to give them a basis for discussing intelligently matters of national importance. 
The sponsor of the club, the Histo ry Department, endeavor to obtain speakers on 
political and economic topics. 
The Political Science Club had a complete reorganization this year. Professo r 
Humphrey, with the assistance of some of the former members, revised the constitution . 
Fourth Row: Armstrong, Cromw ell , Motten, Truex, Skelley, Hopkins, J. Alexander, P . Harris, 
Driggs, Richm an, S. Smith. 
Third Row: Hagarty, Hodgdon, Sanders, Carty, Gilbert, Connar, Lindsay, Yates, Lundin, Clow, 
DiCorletto, Canfield, Ferguson, Mann. 
Second Row: McCarthy, Morris, S. Alexander, Montgomery, Dr. Aydelotte, Prof. Humphrey, 
Dr. Cunningham, Clapp, Barlow, Hamilton. 
First Row: Rundbaken, Connelly, Huffman, Bassford, Wroth, Couch, E. Smith, Stockwell, Barnes. 
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A committee drew up changes in the bylaws and original articles of the club, and at 
the first meeting, held in the second week of October, the new constitution was pre-
sented and accepted. New officers were also elected at the same meeting. Dudley 
J. Clapp was chosen President, Stanley ilontgomery Vice-president, Robert E. 
Barlow Secretary, and Edward forris Treasurer. Professor Humphrey remained as 
Faculty Adviser. 
William Carlton, '32, who went to Oxford University after leaving Trinity, was 
the first speaker of the year. He gave an account of the life and customs of this ancient 
institution, showing the difference between English and American methods of educa-
tion . l\!Ir. Carlton also gave an interesting resume of his experiences in Germany during 
the previous summer. Clem :Motten, '38, described his journey through Europe with 
the Youth Hostel Group during the summer of 1937. 'Iotten's talk was thoroughly 
enjoyed by the club members, because his descriptions of the Italian and Germal) 
political and social conditions were timely. 
At the second meeting of the club a new member of the faculty, Dr. Aydelotte, 
a former Rhodes Scholar and a Phi Beta Kappa, spoke on "World Diplomacy." 
Dr. Aydelotte is an authority on the German colonial situation, and he led a discus-
sion on this topic at the end of the meeting. 
l\Ir. Benjamin Whittaker, Budget Director of the state of Connecticut, was the 
last speaker to appear before the club during the Christmas term. Besides giving his 
views on the budget, Mr. Whittaker spoke about the general reorganization of all state 
departments which has been and still is going on here. 
The Athenaeum . . . 
IN THE course of its long history the Athenaeum has changed its 
policy almost as often as a politician shifts from one edge of the fence to the other. 
When it was founded in 1824 it was a literary and debating club. After the Civil War 
it and its arch rival, the Parthenon, debated themselves to death, the Parthenon col-
lapsing in 1870 and the Athenaeum succumbing to a like fate in 1900. Twenty-eight 
years later the Athenaeum was revived as a debating society and won many inter-
collegiate affairs. 
In the last fev.,· years Athenaeum members have been too busy to prepare debates, 
and only informal discussions of politics and college problems were held. Late last 
spring the society sponsored a student mass meeting which noisily demanded college 
reforms. Athenaeum members have been wondering ever since if it was merely a 
coincidence that their meeting was closely followed by the introduction of Freshman 
rules, remodeling of the Union, and a reform of the B.A. requirements. 
During the fall of I 937 the Athenaeum held several meetings which no one 
attended. But now it has turned over a new leaf and is planning to resume intercol-
legiate debating. With the assistance of Dr. Jaquith, newly appointed Provost of the 
college, five debates have been scheduled or are now being planned. So, barring accidents, 
this spring representatives of Swarthmore, Illinois College for Women, the University 
of Vermont, Villanova, and Wesleyan will be in Hartford to match their silver tongues 
and high I.Q.s against the oratorical intelligentsia of Trinity. 
Last May the annual dinner of the society was held in Springfield, with 
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Second Row: Hopkins, Motten, Lindsay, S. Alexander, Lundin, Driggs, Gaboury. 
First R ow: P . Harri s, Walker, Clapp, Carty, Bassford, Gilbert, Johnson. 
Dr. Motten as guest speaker. At the dinner James Carty was awarded the Howard 
Key for his excellent work for the Athenaeum and the following officers were chosen: 
President , James Carty, Jr.; Vice-p1·esident, Dudley Clapp; See1·etary, James Weir; 
Treasurer, Ethan F. Bassford. 
This year a new organization, the Forum, has taken over one of the Athenaeum's 
functions: the discussion of current affairs. Every two weeks the Forum presents promi-
nent members of the faculty to speak on current topics. So far this year Dr. Aydelotte 
has spoken on "American Neutrality," Professor Dadourian on "Collective Security," 
and Professor Shepard on "Our Hope for Peace." 
Pi Gamma Mu ... 
THE Pi Gamma Mu was founded in 1924 by Dr. LeRoy Allen of 
Southwestern College. The Alpha Chapter of Connecticut was organized at Trinity 
College three years ago by Professor Edward F. Humphrey, Head of the History 
Department. Dr. Humphrey was elected an honorary member of the national fraternity 
in 1925 and has since become the National Treasurer of Pi Gamma Mu. The fra-
ternity has 127 chapters with a membership of 23,000. 
Any officer, instructor, alumnus, graduate student, Senior or Junior of a college, 
university, or similar institution may be elected to membership. He must have pur-
sued studies in the social sciences for twenty semester hours and have received B 
grades. 
The purposes of the society are to instill the ideals of scholarship, scientific approach 
and method, and social service in the study of all social sciences. The fraternity aims to 
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Barlow, Hagarty, M otten. 
send out from colleges men and women imbued with social idealism, trained in scien-
tific thought, and encouraged to help others to be logical in their approach to social 
questions. It purposes to occupy a position in the field of social science comparable 
to Phi Beta Kappa in the field of literary studies and of Sigma Xi in natural science. It 
differs from the ordinary honor society in having an active program for the society as. 
a whole, chapters and members. 
The Trinity chapter held a banquet at the University Club in the fall at which 
the newly elected members were present. The Messrs. Anson T. lVI cCook, Robert D. 
Byrnes, and ]. W. Reitemeyer attended as honorary members. 1\I.Ir. Reitemeyer, City 
Editor of the Hartford Courant, spoke on current events. 
Facult y Members: C . L. Altmaier, I. A. Buell, H. T. Costello, C. E. Cuning-
ham, T. L . Hood, E. F. Humphrey, G. A. Kleene, C. E. Rogers, P. E. Taylor, 
E. L . Troxell. 
Honorary Members: Robert D. Byrnes, Ellsworth Huntington, C . C . H yde , 
Anson T. McCook, ]. W. Reitemeyer. 
Class of I9]8: L. 1\II. Armstrong, Jr., E. R. Barlow, F . H . Burke, ]. D. Brennan, 
D. J. Clapp, Jr., B. Globman, F. A. Hagarty, C. G. 1otten, E. C . Spring. 
Class of I9J9: F. Barnes. 
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Leon, Tiedeman, Wroth, Gorma n, Armstrong. 
Kappa Beta Phi , , , 
FOR the last two yea rs that ancient and honorable gathering of the 
S.B. (the Sons of Bacchus), the Society of Kappa Beta Phi , has been in the throes of a 
slump; i.e., there have been no benders, nor have any neophytes been initiated into the 
beery circle. At present four men compose the active list, and even they have not been 
overly active. o one has suggested a party, and a a result a thirsty band of Sopho-
mores and Juniors have been on the pledge li st for almost a yea r. Of late, however, 
there have been rumors that the brethren are about to dust off the tankards, locate a 
convenient vomitorium, and do a thorough job of interior decorating. 
In the last century the Alpha of Connecticut was established at Trinity as a ri val 
to that group of learned brain-trusters, the Phi Beta K appa. Indeed they have a 
similar key, only in the case of the elbow-benders the motto reads " Dum v ivinms, 
bibimus [While we live, we drink]"; or, in more extreme cases, " Dum bibimus, 
vivimus." This is more commonly known as an aggravated case of the D.T.s, alleged 
by the conservative element to be the end of all true Kappa Betes. The organization has 
another quaint saying which runs something as follows : " Probability is the guide to 
life." 
Like other secret societies, K appa Beta Phi has its secrets, and it is very reluctant 
to part with them, though ' tis said that in the murky atmosphere of a barroom and 
under the influence of an ale or two, the worthy brothers may be prodded. The official 
fraternity ballads are " For H e's a J oily Good Fellow" and "Sweet Adeline ." There is 
some agitation among the pledgees to add McKee's ve rsion of " Take Me Out to the 
Ball Game, Mamma" to their repertoire, but the elder statesmen of the band are 
likely to object to frivolous swingi ng of hallowed melodies. 
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First Row: Wilcox, Hamilton, Gorman. 
Sophomore Dining Club . . . 
ELECTION to the Sophomore Dining Club is an honor conferred 
upon Sophomores who have been outstanding in extracurricular activities during their 
Freshman and Sophomore years. New members are chosen during March, just after 
the winter sports schedule has been completed and before the spring sports begin. The 
society was founded in 1897 as a group which might function as hosts of the college. 
Members must show promise of becoming future college leaders. The new men give 
a banquet at the Heublein Hotel, a place long associated with off-campus activities in 
the memories of Trinity graduates. There singing is encouraged by the excellence of 
the food, drink, and convivial atmosphere. 
Under the able leadership of Chairman Victor Hamilton, the S.D.C. members of 
the Class of 1939 were welcomed by the older members with drinking songs and 
speeches, as is common to such gatherings. 
The 1939 Delegation: George Victor Hamilton, Chairman; John Clair Alex-
ander, Jr., Beekman Budd, Arthur Hugh Campbell, William Henry Gorman II, 
Phillips Hawkins, Robert Murry l\1uir, Jr., John Edward Slowik, Warren Weeks. 
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The }esters ... 
rrHE Jesters is the Trinity dramatic society, which has presented 
some twenty-fi ve plays since its reo rganization in 1923. In its earlier days it sent 
Richard Barthelmess on his way to Broadway and Hollywood. Still more recently it 
had as a member the Photograph Editor of Look, Bill elson. A Junior Jester is one 
who has taken some part in the J esters' work. When a Junior Jester has accumulated 
twelve credits by participating in the acting, producing, or business divisions of the 
dramatic productions, he becomes a Senior J este r. Samuel N. Benjamin is the president 
of the Jesters this year. 
The Jesters and the Vassar College Philaltheis produced the light comedy, The 
Warrior's Husband, by Julian Thompson, on ovember 13 and I.t in Poughkeepsie 
and on the twentieth and twenty-first in H artford. The play, originally given by the 
Amateur Comedy Club of New York, was sponsored by the Vassar Alumnae of Hart-
ford. The staging and seating facilities were not adequate for the excellent presenta-
tion of the two dramatic societies. The play might have been a fin ancial success if it 
had not been free w hen it was given at Vassar and if it had not been held in the 
Sedgwick School Auditorium in faraway West Hartford. 
The play was one familiar to Mr. Greenley, Instructor of Fine Arts, who took 
part in the original presentation in I ew York. Thompson wrote a dram a in which the 
plot was handled in three ways-as a burlesque, a comedy, and a satire. The action 
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takes place in the Queendom of Pontus, where the mighty Amazons rule over the 
weak males and proclaim that a husband is a man that you can't get rid of. 
Edward Burnham, as Sapiens, gave an excellent characterization of the lowly, 
abused husband of Hippolyta, the rugged Queen of the Amazons. He was the only 
male shown in Pontus, but he displayed the general type. 
Not until the Greeks came did the action start. Homer, the writer of snappy 
travel books, was played by Tex Weissheimer. He publicized his Greek army as con-
taining more men than it really did. He turned out to be nothing more than a press 
agent covering everything from a war to a love battle. 
The love interest was in the union of Antiope and Theseus. Theseus, personified 
by George Widdifield, overcame the natural man hater in a technique which had to be 
handled with extreme delicacy. George took several nasty falls on his hurried exits with 
Antiope slung over his shoulder. 
Lumbering, easygoing Hercules, Leo Gilman, had to get the treasured girdle which 
kept these masculine women in pO\•ver. Theseus did all the thinking and most of the 
actual work in obtaining the belt. Homer's publicity had painted Hercules as a man 
of strength and action, but actually he trembled at treading on an ant. Gilman played 
the part like Lionel Stander, of Mr. Deeds fame. 
On May 7 and 8 the Jesters will present their second major production of the 
year-King Lear. This will be the second Shakespearean play ever produced by the 
Trinity organization. Professor Odell Shepard is directing the rehearsals and Mr. 
Greenley is the stage director. 
This promises to be one of the best productions that Trinity has ever seen. Barring 
interference of the weatherman, it will be given in front of the cloisters of the college 
Chapel. An amphitheater of bleachers will b~ erected on the campus. Coming as it 
does during Senior-Junior Week End, the play should be the first financial success 
since Bill Telson's Under Your Hat hit the college boards. Sam Benjamin and Edward 
Burnham will have leading parts in this tragedy of a noble king, and they will be 
supported by Brad Colton, Dick Ames, and Charles Harris. 
Le Cercle Francais 
"' 
ORGANIZED in 1922, Le Cercle Fran<;ais did not become very active 
until Professor Naylor took charge in the fall of 1923. Though the initial purpose of 
the club was to produce French plays, recently it has become more a social club for those 
interested in French. 
This year there have been several meetings of the club, with short talks in French 
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Second Row: Colton, Ga boury, Hanso n, Wolf, Borin, W . Bates, Scranton. 
First R ow: Walker, Grover, Dr. Naylor, Solyn, Wroth, S. Smi th, Stubbs. 
given by the members and the as ociates of the R omance Language Department. A 
lighter touch has been added by the playing of French games. The speaking of French 
at the meetings of the club has given to its members an opportunity to use their knowl-
edge of French, formerly employed in textbooks only. 
The office rs and members : Berna rd C. Solyn, Jr. , President; Edwin T. Wroth, 
Secretary-Treasurer. 
Spring Dance 0 0 0 
FOR the first time in the memory of living man a class is going 
through its thi rd year at Trinity without staging a dance. It 's the old story. Failure 
of the class to pay dues caught up with the Prom Chairman and left him promless. 
As the Senior Class was in much the same predicament, it is co-operating in a joint 
affair. Bud P orter and H erb Vinick were chosen as cochairmen of the Spring Dance 
which is to be held at the Hartford Club on May 6. Five Juniors and five Seniors are 
members of the committee, one from each fraternity and two neutrals. 
As yet the band has not been selected, but it is expected that there will be a name 
band, definitely not Moose McKee and his Fighting F ew, to swing out. The dance 
has aroused quite a bit of comment and speculation on the part of the ever neve r-
believing student body, but according to the Chairmen it will be the best at Trin for 
many a moon. 
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W. Howe, Bland, J. Neill, D. Smith, McLaughlin, Ferguson, Van Duzer. 
Sophomore Hop ... 
ON Friday, December 3, 1937, the Class of 1940 presented its 
annual dance. As usual the dance was a social success and a financial failure. Some 
fifty or so couples danced from nine till two to the music of Johnny and his New 
Englanders. 
Don Smith and his committee had the hall decorated in the usual blue and gold, 
with as few lights as possible. At intermission there were refreshments for those who 
stayed on the alkaline side. Along with the food the committee had arranged a five-act 
floor show which was presented for the enjoyment of all. 
After the intermission the fun began. Certain of the girls would have the Big 
Apple. In spite of the fact that no one seemed exactly sure of his part in such a pro-
cedure, everyone joined hands and began to truck, peck, Lindy Hop, Suzy Q, and what 
have you all over the floor. Especially noted for their performances were little Alfie 
Driggs and Big Moose Weeks. Alfie was shoved out into the center of the floor; there 
he did an Arthur Murray act. 
The Hop Committee kept up the old tradition of going in the hole. The com-
mittee shouldn't be blamed for this state of affairs; it just doesn't seem to be the policy 
of the students to support anything but a winning football team. 
The Committee: Donald J. Smith, Chairman; John V. Dimling, Herbert R.-
Bland, James S. Neill, Jr., Raymond J. Ferguson, Jr., Thomas McLaughlin, Albert 
W. Van Duzer, Wallace H. Howe, George H. lVI. Rountree, Jr. 
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Second Row: McKee, Walker, Anderson, Osborn, Dimling, Hagarty, Ballien, Hazen. 
First Row: Mr. Watters, Pomeroy, Russo, Slate, Lindsay, Sheen, Cassell, Linde, Hassley. 
The Choir .. , 
THE Choir is a representative group of the best voices on the Trinity 
campus. Competitive voice trials are held each September by Mr. Watters, Choir 
Director, and the successful applicants are accepted to sing in Chapel three times a week 
for the thirty-six weeks of the school year at a salary of $99.99. ( To Choir member 
has ever been able to ascertain where the other cent of the $roo.oo promised him is 
dissipated . ) 
Musically, the Choir is an extremely ambitious group, favoring the modal style of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, rather than the nineteenth century "fire and 
brimstone" type of anthem . Centering around Bach, Palestrina, and their contem-
poraries, the Choir has earned its reputation by a series of above-standard performances. 
Practically all of the credit lies in the hands of Mr. Watters, who has shaped the 
members' voices and knowledge of music to its present high peak. 
The high spot of the Choir's history was reached last June at the Baccalaureate 
Service when the Choir ably rendered a composition of 1\!Ir. Watters', "Laudate Pueri," 
which was written especially for the occasion. 
The Glee Club 
rrHE Trinity College Glee Club, since it came under the direction of 
Mr. Clarence E. Watters but a few years past, has risen from the ranks of mediocrity 
to a well-trained group of some forty-five voices that is received with high respect by all 
ew England. Now well known for its rendition of English madrigals, American 
spirituals, Bach chorals , and music of the same period, the club has moved forward to 
new triumphs this year, even bettering last year's splendid record. The club's policy 
has been the same this year as last-spending the fall term in intense rehearsal for a 
rather energetic spring concert season. 
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The season opened this yea r ' vith a concert gtven at the Hartford Retreat on 
J anuary 14. At this concert Joseph Russo played violin solos between the first and 
second groups, while Dan H anson sang a group of baritone numbers between the 
second and third groups of chorus singing . 
On Washington's Birthday the Glee Club gave a concert for the student body in 
the Chemistry L aboratory Auditorium. Frank H agarty's rendition of a g roup of 
cello solos and Bradford Colton's performance at the piano added much to the success 
of this conce rt. Immediately followin g the concert the Senate held a dance in the 
College Dining H all. 
F:m rth R ow: LaM ent, Driggs, Slate, Osborn, Dimling, Ba lli en, Mann, Pickles, H azen, Stoddard, 
Sheen, McKee. 
Third R ow: Gaboury, A. Johnson, Hayden, McCook, K eat ing, Hanson, H ass ley, Boles, Water-
man, Schreck, G ran da hl , E ngel, Broatch. 
S econd R ow: Pill sbury, Walker, M cCa fferty, Anderson, H aga rty, Mr. Watters, Lindsay, L. 
'Walker, Solyn, Swiderski, Bori n. 
First R ow: Colton, Stockwell, Reese, Cassell, Rector, Li nde, P omeroy, Fay. 
The crownmg triumph of the season was the skillful exhibition at the Second 
Annual Festival of Tew England College Glee Clubs, w hich was held at Symphony 
H all in Boston on February 25. In this concert there were fourteen other college clubs 
from different parts of Tew England participating, making a total number of about 
one thousand voices si nging together in the combined selections. The Festival is not a 
contest, but naturally each club wishes to be at its best there. The Boston papers stated 
that it would be difficult to make individual appraisals of the various clubs, but made an 
exception in the case of Trinity. Aided by Gregory :McKee's trumpeting, the club's 
performance in the singing of Purcell 's "Sound the Trumpet" was designated as a 
" particularly striking performance." 
Concerts a re scheduled at the H artford Hospital on March 30, at St. Margaret's 
School in W aterbu ry on April 2, and at Edgewood Park Junior College at Briarcliff 
1\IIanor, N.Y., April 23. 
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Kil ey, Boles, Madden, Sanborn. 
Trinity Yacht Club . , 
AMONG the new organizations on Trinity's campus this year is the 
Trinity Yacht Club. This club was organized in ovember through the efforts of 
Dr. Ogilby and four members of the undergraduate body. Immediately after the 
formation of this body, Trinity was invited to compete in the Boston Dinghy Regatta. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology sponsored the meet, which was held on the 
Charles River. 
Nineteen colleges were entered from such institutions as Harvard, Yale, Brown, 
and McGill. Trinity entered two teams of two men each. William Boles and Earl 
Sanborn composed one crew; John Kiley and Robert Madden the other. The four 
sailors gave sixth place to the Blue and Gold. The disqualification of one race kept the 
Trinity crews from giving second rank to the College on the Hill. 
During the winter the Yacht Club began to make plans for the spring and pledged 
new members. At the first formal meeting officers were elected. William Boles was 
chosen Commodore for the ensuing year, Robert Madden Vice-commodore, John Kiley 
Secretary, and Earl Sanborn Treasurer. Dr. O gilby, Commodore of the Weekapaug 
(R.I.) Yacht Club, whose interest in sailing was largely instrumental in the fostering 
of a nautical g roup on campus, was named Rear-commodore. 
A number of meets are planned for the spring. Some will be against Yale and 
Brown. A tentative meet has been arranged with the Essex Yacht Club. Trinity is 
handicapped, however, by a lack of boats. It is hoped that equipment will be procured 
for next year. 
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Second Rov;: Reese, Wolf, Kerr. 
First Row: Barrett, Smith, Strong, Van Duzer. 
Seabury Society . . . 
THE Seabury Society was founded in October 1936 as an organiza-
tion to develop and further spiritual life in Trinity College, to assist in the work of 
the Episcopal Church in and near H artford, and to assist in social se rvice work on the 
college campus and in Hartford. Its activities are modeled on the lines of missionary 
societies which have existed in the past on Trinity's campus. The society holds regular 
services for the benefit of its members. 
Past activi ties have included Community Chest collections and the conducting of 
Compline services. The club is nonsectarian and aims to include all those interested in 
the investigation of tenable beliefs along religious lines. In meetings which have been 
held in the preceding months members have discussed religion , both theological and 
personal , in their approach to a solution of the problem of the place of re ligion in 
modern-day life. 
Meetings are usually held on alternate Tuesdays, either in the Lounge or in the 
Chapel sacristy. Guests of the club have led discussions upon religious education, 
seminary training, church doctrine, race relations, and practical methods for giving the 
answer of the Church to the rising tide of scientific criticism. 
The first speaker for the club was Rev. Dr. Clement F. Rogers, Professor of 
P astoral Theology at King's College, London. He was followed by many others, among 
whom were Bishop Cook, of Delaware, Bishop Larned , of Long Island, Dean Evans, 
of Philadelphia Divinity School, Professor Muller , of Episcopal Theological School, 
Cambridge, Rev. Dr. Fleming, of Trini ty Church, ew York, Rev. R. C. Cunning-
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ham, of Trinity Church, Hartford , Rev. F. F . H. Nason, of Grace Church, Hartford, 
and Rev. Nathaniel Noble, Chaplain of Yale University . 
Officers of the Seabury Society for 1937-38 are: President, George W . Smith, Jr.; 
Vice-president, Spencer P . Kennard, Jr.; Secretary-Treasurer, George Reese; Program 
Director, Richard A. Strong. 
Second Row: Wroth, Gilbert, Tiedeman, Hamilton. 
First Row: McKee, Leon, Truex, Driggs. 
Rifle Club ... 
THE Rifle Club was founded several years ago, with the backing of 
the United States gove rnment and the college administration. Through the office of the 
Director of Civilian 1\IIarksmanship, a branch of the War Department, government rifles 
and ammunition were furnished for the club. The college donated space in the cata-
combs under J arvis Hall for a fifty-foot range adapted for intercollegiate match shoot-
ing. For several years the club flourished , regular practice being carried on by the 
members, who proceeded to turn in an imposing list of victories in postal matches with 
schools and colleges throughout New England. 
During the past two years, however, the club has not functioned in its former 
active state, because, no doubt, of the wave of antimilitarism which has gradually crept 
over the country. Since the blood of our gu n-toting forebears seems to have been 
eliminated from the student body, the only purpose of the club at present is to furnish 
this red-blooded group an opportunity to have its picture in the Ivy. So, with an eye to 
the future, we look for a return of the good old days, when a man could step up to the 
line and punch out his share of bulls' eyes. 
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Second Row: Goodwin, Hill, Blaisdell. 
FirJt Row: Greenwood, Rector, Hall, DaYidson. 
The Radio Club , , , 
§INCE its organization in February 1936 the Trinity College Radio 
Club has increased its membership until it contains a large number of radio enthusiasts 
or "hams." The club took over the job of operating the college amateur radio station. 
Since then the station, W l]UD, has broadcast the name of Trinity College around 
the world. 
The transmitter, which has an input of 100 watts, operates over three major 
amateur wave bands. Communication with five out of the six continents has been estab-
lished, and practically every state in the nion has heard about Trinity. As a result 
only Asia and a few remaining states remain to be worked. The club's operators have 
participated in various contests and parties, which the American Amateur Radio Relay 
League has sponsored. Many of the members operate their own transmitters in their 
homes. 
A glance at the walls of the Radio Club's headquarters reveals QSL cards from 
far and wide, confirming the numerous contacts (QSOs) with all parts of the globe. 
This ability to work DX has not deterred rag-chewing with fellow hams in Connecti-
cut. Many an hour is spent in gossiping with stations all over the state. 
T lze 0 fficers: Herbert ]. Hall, President; Paul A. Goodwin, Vice-president; 
David Davidson, Secretary; and Wilfrid F. Greenwood, Treasurer. 
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Second R ow: Podorowsky, Colton, Horn, Glaubman, Heath, Yates, Taylor, Borin , Upham. 
First R ow: Shapiro, McCafferty, Hoegbe rg, Berg, Goddard, Tw iss, Johnson, M cCarthy. 
hemistry Club , , , 
IN December 1937 a group of Seniors led by John Berg organized 
the Chemistry Club. Its general purpose was to unite students interested in chemistry 
and allow them to do more than the regular classwork. It has four definite aims: to take 
up aspects of chemistry not covered in the college courses, to promote closer relations 
with chemistry students of other colleges, to encourage the study of chemistry as a 
cultural subject, and to allow members of the club an opportunity for self-expression. 
In order to realize their ambitions the members of the club decided that many 
things were necessary : monthly and special meetings, trips to points of chemical interest, 
participation in the activities of the Connecticut Valley Student Scientific Conference, 
and attendance at various lectures at Trinity and neighboring colleges. 
Although the club is still very yo ung, its members have already done much work. 
Several meetings have been held , with speeches by the members or guests. Among other 
projects, they are planning to attend lectures at Wesleyan and the Student Scientific 
Conference at Amherst. 
Its first officers are: Presid ent, ] ohn Berg; Vice-president, Roydon I. Hoegberg; 
Secretary-Treasurer, Sumner Twiss; Committeeman, Charles l\1. Goddard. 
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Sports 0 
THE athletic program at Trinity is divided into three groups: 
required physical education, intercollegiate a thletics, and intramural sports. With this 
program in mind , the Physical Education Department has made strenuous efforts to 
have each student pa rticipate in some sport. 
This year's intercollegiate sports suffered somewhat of a letdown as far as victories 
are concerned. In football we g rabbed off four wins against three losses. After the 
Conn State game we seve red relations with that school. The rest of the fall sports teams 
had a rather mediocre season : the soccer team won one out of six; Freshman soccer 
won two, lo>t two, and tied one; Varsity cross-country took four and dropped one; the 
Frosh harriers lost all five. 
The big swimmers won six meets and lost four; the Yearling team got off with 
only two wins out of six. Varsity basketball split its record with a total of six wins 
and s!x losses. Our Frosh hoopsters won nine out of fourteen. 
Back in '37 Trinity did well in tennis, baseball , and track. The ball club came 
through the season with nine victories and three losses. The track squad made them-
sel ves very much in evidence by winning all but the Wes meet. Tennis hit the records 
for a four-four season. 
This year severa l informal sports were in evidence, such as w restling, golf, and 
boxing. None of these were recognized as letter sports, but t he gentlemen w ho went 
out and grunted and groaned or hi t a little white pill around a cow pasture seemed to 
get quite a kick out of it. 
This year's coachi ng staff was augmented by R alph Erickson, who coached most of 
the Freshman teams and also the hockey team with much success. Credit must be given 




HowARD S. ALEXANDER 
]OHN C . ALEXANDER 
E . ARTHUR ANDERSON 
L. MORAY ARMSTRONG, ]R. 
JosEPH G . AsTMAN 
SAMUEL N. BENJAMIN 
]OHN D. BRENNAN 
BEEKMAN BuDD 
ARTHUR H. CAMPBELL 
]OHN H. CAREY 
L. ADAM CHOTKOWSKI 
]AMES F. COLLINS 
F. RoBERT CoNNAR 
]OHN v. DIMLING 
TIMOTHY N. FAN lNG 
RAYMOND ]. FERGUSON, ]R. 
GEORGE v. HAMILTON, ]R. 
PAUL s. HARRIS 
PHILLIPS HAWKINS 
AUGUST J. HEUSSER, ]R. 
RICHARD ]. HILL 
CARL R. HoDGDON, ]R. 
ALBERT C . HOPKINS 
FRANCIS G. ]ACKSON 
WILLIAM H. JoHNSON 
Third Row: Shelly, A stman, 
Armstrong, J . Alexander, 
Connar, McLaughlin, S. 
Smith, P . Harri s. 
Second Row: Motten, Hodg-
don, Hill , E. Anderson, Vin-
ick, Chotkowski, Hopkins. 
First Row: Leon, S. Alex-
ander, Morri s, Hamilton, 
Truex, Jackson, O"Malley, 
Schmid . 
Varsity Club 
HENRY H. KEANE 
GERALD B. KELLER 
WILLIAM F. KELLY 
]A:\1ES J. KENNEY 
CHARLES H. LEFEVRE 
JoHN M. LEON, ]R. 
RICHARD D. Lr ' D ER 
THOMAS McLAUGHLIN 
EDWARD L. l\ioRRIS 
CLEMENT G. MorTEN 
ARTHUR w. l\·10UNTFORD 
ROBERT M. MUIR, JR. 
RoBERT D. O'MALLEY 
BORIS w. PARCELIA 
WILLYS R. PETERSON 
]OHN R. RA ' DALL 
JosEPH L. RrHL 
ERNEST c. SCH:\11D 
RALPH R. SHELLY 
ARTHUR M. SHER:vtAN, ]R. 
JoHN E. SLoWIK 
Do ' ALD ]. SMITH 
SANDFORD C. SMITH 
RUDOLPH L. TALBOT 
STEPHEN 1 . TRUEX 
HERBERT VINICK 
FootbaH .. , 
OLD MAN LAW OF AVERAGES finally caught up with the Trinity 
footballers during the 1937 campaign, with the result that the figures in the ledger 
read four wins and three losses. This showing does not warrant selling the college to 
the Indians, but the undergraduates have waxed fat and prosperous during the last 
four years of unprecedented successes on the gridiron. They were consequently un-
prepared for a bit of a rainy day. 
With the one and only Kobrosky missing from the team as fall sessions began, the 
Blue and Gold supporters were not ready to commit themselves on the eleven's ability. 
Despite this fact the boys worked hard and gave promise of blossoming forth in the 
crucial games. As usual the Juniors were well represented in the starting line-up with 
Captain-elect John Alexander, Ed Morris, Jack Carey, Vic Hamilton, and Paul Harris 
holding berths. These men, together with some promising Sophomores, looked capable 
of lending support to the theory that the Wesmen would be beaten. 
As the season evolved, it was plain that the gridders lacked that certain something, 
which for lack of a better word we will call "umph." It proved to be the difference 
between a good team and just another team. Injuries, disabilities, and what have you 
took more than their share this past fall, especially in one memorable contest, about 
which we shall have more to say. 
For the first time in the last three seasons the Boys in Blue opened the hostilities 
away from the local bailiwick when they swung over to Clinton, .Y., to test the 
Continentals of Hamilton. For the first half Trinity did not have much to show in 
the way of substantial gains and scoring punch. The two teams battled it out on equal 
terms until the end of the half, when O'Malley's throttle hand flicked a pass to Bill 
Kelly in the end zone. After the rest period the Hilltoppers began shoveling on a little 
more coal, to say nothing of doing some scoring. Truex dashed over fifty yards for a 
touchdown in the third period, and he repeated with a shorter run later on. Another 
O'Malley pass ran the final count to 25---o. 
Much to the surprise of everyone concerned, the Worcester Tech Engineers put 
up a whale of a battle before succumbing to the locals, 26-rg. Trinity went through 
most of the game in a somnolent condition, and the statistics proved it. Six fumbles 
were committed; only two were recovered. Heavy penalties forfeited two touchdowns; 
and the pass defense was hardly adequate enough to fool the Sauk Center Sunday-school 
team. 
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For the greater part of the afternoon Bob O 'Mal-
ley and Ray Forkey of Tech hooked up in competition . 
O 'Malley won out, recei ving some brilliant running 
support from Steve Truex to set up some of the scoring 
plays. Forkey, however, was alone in the wilderness, so 
to speak. On the whole it was an exciting but sloppy 
game. 
The next week end the Hobart boys tangled with 
the Blue and Gold before a large crowd on Trinity 
Field. H oba rt , if the reader will recall, was the only 
aggregation to pin a defeat on the '36 representatives of 
the Hill top . The consensus was that this was the first real test of the year. If this 
obstacle were surmou nted, Trinity might go on to bigger and better things. 
At any rate , the efforts put forth in subduing the visitors by 7-o, for the third 
consecutive success of the fall, merit some praise, for the team snapped out of its 
lethargy. Trinity made 21 first dow~s and gained 291 yards from scrimmage, which 
should have amounted to more than the one lone score. Three consecutive drives into 
Hobart territory ended on the 10-, I 7-, and 20-yard lines, but that last stripe was as 
elusive as a greased pig. The customers had resigned themselves to a sco reless tie when, 
late in the closing qua rter , O'Malley and Kelly engi neered a play which the Tripod 
hailed as the finest touchdown play of the yea r. " R obert the Red" heaved a long pass 
into the end zone, which a kindly defense player bounced into Kelly's hands as he 
skidded over the goal line. 
With the exception of the closing set-to the remai nd er of the season was written in 
very red ink, as Connecticut, Wesleyan , and Amherst clawed and mauled the Blue and 
Gold boys, who were unfortunate in being unable to score a point during this sojourn 
in the Slough of Despond. 
It was Homecoming Day at Storrs that very wet afternoon on which the Nut-
meggers avenged seven lean years of football losses by hammering out a crashing, bone-
breaking rs-o victory. The Farmers had a team packed with plenty of power and, 
shall we say, punch. Even at that, Trinity might have made the game more interesting 
had it not been for some very unfortunate accidents to the starting line-up. After the 
first play of the game O'Malley was carried from the field and was of little help there-
after. Steve Truex soon joined the redhead on the bench, with an injured ankle that 
ended his playing days. The movies of the game showed that Truex was tackled out of 
bounds, a fact which did not seem to bother the officials. Later on Jack Carey ·was led 
Fourth Row: Manager Leon, 
Shelly, Webb, Kelly, Budd , 
Benjamin, Collier, Carey. 
Third Row: Coach Jessee, 
Smith, Reinh eimer, Chot-
kowski , Dimling, Driggs, 
P aceli a. 
Second Row: Morris, Hop-
kins, Wilcox, Barnewall , J. 
Alexander, Har ris, J ackson. 
First Rov.:: Keller, O'Ma lley, 
S. Alexander, Capta in Vin-
ick, Hamilton, Rihl , Lindner. 
from the fray after absorbing enough punishment to fell an ox. With these mmor 
exceptions the game was clean and hard fought, with no holds barred. 
TheN utmeggers pushed a score across early in the first quarter and then almost re-
peated this stunt ere the half was over. After the rest period the wave came back to find 
a stubborn Trin defense digging in the turf in the shadow of its own goal posts. But as 
the Farmers drove deeper and deeper, the Blue and Gold weakened and tired, enabling 
the opposition to nail Rihl for a safety and to push over another touchdown seven plays 
later. 
Although the Wesmen had taken a trouncing from the Lord Jeffs of Amherst, 
Trinity came as the decided underdog, large ly because Truex was out for good and 
because the team was battered and bruised from the preceding week. In the pep meeting 
Friday night, however, the undergraduates and · players showed unbounded enthusiasm. 
And then came the heartbreaker-a 7-D loss. 
The day dawned bright and clear, and on a reasonably fast field the Blue and 
Gold machine slipped into high gear before the returning alumni could even wet their 
collective whistle. After the kickoff the running attack, which had been horse-collared 
in no uncertain terms the week previously at Storrs, rolled down the turf "·ith five 
consecutive first downs to the 1-foot mark. Once more the pre-game experts began to 
look like Snow White in the forest . Four times Trin tried to smash the Red line on 
straight power plays, and four times the l\1en of l\1iddletown stood their ground with-
out a budge in their ranks. 
This was the high-water mark of the Trinity cause, although Wesleyan was clearly 
outpointed all through this first half. The Blue had nine first downs to none for the 
visitors, and as they trotted off the field, it seemed that the so-called experts would be 
upset. 
Somewhere in that Wesleyan line-up was a wraith playing under the name of 
Daddario, a young man who had remained quiescent up to now. It was quite a shock, 
therefore, when the said wraith began to break up a nip-and-tuck affair. Intercepting 
one of O'Malley's aerials at midfield, Daddario raced down the sidelines to the 3-yard 
line. Two line bucks produced the winning tally. 
Hartford Courant Photo 
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Hartford Courant Photo 
As Trinity gradually weakened, the Wesrnen grew progressively stronger. Dad-
dario led raid after raid into the vital zone. Trin uncorked a desperate aerial barrage in 
the last two minutes, which carried to the Wes thirty before the Red Menace forever 
thwarted the threat with an interception . That 7-o pill was bitter when \Ye examined 
the statistics of the game. 
Amherst was the next port of forgotten memories; for the Lord Jeffs tagged a 
20-0 whitewash on our sides, with spinners, half spinners, and reverses as fireworks. 
Up and down Pratt Field Amherst marched, tearing holes in Trinity's side for 23 first 
downs and 315 yards. After the Hilltoppers had been scored on in the early part of the 
onslaught, they staved off impending disaster for a while. Pete Rihl furnished the only 
bright feature with his booming punts, which pulled his mates out of many a hole. 
The hapless Norwich Horsemen were led to the slaughter once again on a gumbo 
field. This time the margin of "victory" was 51-o. Dan Jessee found occasion to clear 
the bench of substitutes. He was even going to send in the bench, but four-legged 
players are barred. This ended a season of lost opportunities. 
Graduation will not deplete the ranks much. Although the star backfield of 
O'l\1alley, Truex, and J ackson is lost, Freshmen are ready for Dan's squad. 
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Ba§ketbaH . , . 
Hartford Courant Photo 
THE 193 8 basketball season was not as successful as those of former 
years. The team which took the floor for the opener of a twelve-game schedule had as 
a nucleus only two letter men of the previous season. The team was handicapped by 
the lack of good material and by a difficult schedule. L ed by Captain Jim Kenney, one 
of the most courageous leaders and best guards ever to play for the Blue and Gold , the 
Trinity five broke even for the season, winning six and losing a like number. 
Immediately after football was over, Coach Oosting called out the basketball pros-
pects and began practice for the first game with Bard College, slated for December 10. 
Trinity won this encounter by the wide margin of 4o-20, but the Hilltoppers, however, 
did not cover themselves with glory. The shooting and ball handling were mediocre. 
This game indicated that the team was in for rough going, as the reserves did not 
shape up to expectations. 
The Colby game, second of the season, turned out as predicted. Trinity wilted 
after a nip-and-tuck battle as Colby staged a last-minute spurt to win 34-3 r. 
On the eighteenth of D ecember a favored Trinity team journeyed to Pennsylvania 
to meet Haverford. In this encounter Trinity showed the first spa rk of good basketball 
of the season, and took the game 43-2+. 
Returning from the Christmas vacation, the team engaged a rangy Worcester Tech 
aggregation of veterans in the Hopkins Street G ym. After a thrilling first half, in 
which Trinity played Worcester to a standstill , the tallness of the Techmen began to 
have its effect, and Tech took the game "7-41. 
Seven days later the team played host to its ancient ri val, W esleyan. The Cardi nals 
brought to Hartford a team with a record of six wins and one defeat. Among their 
victories was one over Y ale. As expected, Wesleyan gave Trinity a good goi ng-over to 
the tune of s6-3 I. 
On February 9 the quintet met Brown on the home court and failed to break its 
losing streak. Trinity again gave an example of a hard-fighting team, holding off the 
Brown five for a fast and furious twenty-five minutes, but coll apsi ng in the last fifteen. 
Due to the fine work of Captain Kenney H arry Platt, B rown ace, then high scorer in 
ew England, contributed but eleve n points toward Brown's s6-4r wi n. 
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On February 12 the team traveled to Boston to meet the strong Boston University 
five. As in previous games, the Trin qui ntet went into a second-period slump and lost 
the game 58-40. 
Trinity encountered the Norwich team on the home court on the eighteenth, and 
finally broke her losing streak. Although Trinity won this game, the team played a 
rather sloppy brand of ball. The Blue and Gold were far superior to the Cadets, but 
failed to take advantage of their opportunities. The final score was 38-25 . 
Following a wi n over the Alumni by a 45-. .p score, Trinity provided an upset by 
Second Row: Manager P eterson, Keane, Randall , Morri s, Hopkins, Collins, Coach Oosting. 
First Row: Ferguson, Carey, Captain Kenney, Lindner, O'Malley, Mountford. 
defeating a strong Clark U ni versity team 54-3 r. Buoyed up by this success, the team 
met Old W es for a second time , but was turned back by a sco re of 57-28. 
The last game of the season was played on the home court, and a vengeful Blue 
and Gold quintet found consolat ion in defeating a weak Coast Guard aggregation to 
the tune of 50-20. 
The season was far from a success, but prospects for the future are bright. Coach 
Oosting will have eight let ter men at his disposal next year; Trinity will lose, however, 
three of her best players-Captain Kenney, O 'Malley, and Mountford. 
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Swimming 0 0 0 
FOR the first time si nce the opening of the Trowbridge Memorial 
Swimming Pool , the swimming team led all college sports in records of victories over 
defeats. vVell coached by Joe Clarke, the natators were defeated by Springfield, Col-
gate , and Williams, but came through to take over Union, M.I.T., Worcester Tech, 
Coast Guard , Boston niversity, and finally Wesleyan. 
Strength in the breast stroke and backstroke was outstanding, with "Ax" Akso-
mitas breaking his own record in the 220-yard breast stroke , lowering it to 2 :35·3· 
Undefeated this year and bested only once last yea r, he may be reckoned in the first 
ten men in intercollegiate competition. "Seal" Slowik, record holder and high scorer, 
combined with "Ax" and a newcomer, D on Smith, to set a new college record of 
3: I 5.2 in the 300-yard medley relay. The "Seal," because of his versatility, was the 
outstanding man on the squad. Art Campbell, free-style ace, was unable to continue 
after the third meet of the season, due to a strained shoulder. His loss was greatly felt 
in the ensuing meets. In the thrilling duel with Wesleyan, however, Art came in to 
surpri se all and take very important second places in both the so- and 100-yard dashes. 
He showed a return to the form which gave him the state interscholastic championship 
four years ago. 
Captain Motten, in his second year of diving, after two years of dash swimming, 
continued his past good work and ga rnered enough points in the dives to ea rn his gold 
award. He was the first diver to do so. H alfway through the dives in the Wesleyan 
meet he was behind the two Cardinal men, but by fl ashing splendid form in his last 
dives he ended his swimming career with a victory. This long-sought-for wi n over the 
Middletown lads was climaxed by the ducking of Coach Clarke and 1anager Sherman 
in the pool. 
Bob Connar, also swimming his last season, turned in some very good performances, 
considering the fact that he had "Axie" to contend wi th in all but the first meet. There 
he took his only first for the year. Bob's favorite trick was to let the opposing swimmers 
try to keep up with Aksomitas. Then when they had tired themselves out in the attempt, 
Connar would pull up for a thrilling second place . 
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"Whitey" Johnson kept Captain Motten on his toes all year and vied with him for 
the honors in diving. He will be the only veteran in his department next year, and is 
expected to surpass his fine work of the past season. 
Smiling Bob l\IIuir, the squad clown, ·was the life of the team, but during a meet he 
was in there with the best of them. Hi ambition to throw Art Sherman into the pool 
at the end of the season w as fulfilled only after he had turned in his best times of 
the year against W esleyan. Bob also earned enough points to send him " ·ell along the 
road to a gold award, which is presented to men who in varsity competition earn a 
letter six times over. 
Neil Fanning vied in the free-style dashes ·with two newcomers to the team, Don 
Smith and Gus Heusser. W e look forward to the continued good work of these latter 
next year. Dick Hill, backstroker, had the same difficulty that faced Connar in the 
breast st roke, namely, that of swimming against a high-ranking specialty man. He was 
a steady runner-up and will be a valuab le asset to nex t year's team. Eric "Swede" 
Anderson, better known as " Duck" to his teammates, gained recognition in the distance 
swimming and on severa l winning relays. 
Two outstanding meets were the Colgate and W esleyan affairs. The duel with the 
Red Raiders was close throughout. The score was tied as the swimmers took their 
marks for the final relay. In this thrilling race the lead was never sufficient to be con-
clusive of victory until Colgate won by a bare touch-out to take the meet. In the clash 
with Wesleyan, always a thriller, the fe ature of the evening was the close match between 
our star breast stroker, Aksomitas, and Pettit, of the Wesmen. Both men were hitherto 
undefeated. "Axie" came through to win the event by a body length. Bob Connar, the 
only other man in the race, brought home third place. Trinity's 43-32 win was her 
second over the Cardinals since the inauguration of water sports on the Hilltop. 
In Captain Motten, Anderson, Fanning, and Connar we will lose four good men, 
whose places will be filled by several likely prospects coming up from the past season's 
Freshman squad. 
Combined with the remaining letter men, they will no doubt surpass the record of 
what we may safely call a successful 1938 swimming team. 
Third Row: Manager Sher-
man, White , Heu sser, Smith, 
Muir, Coach Clarke. 
Second R ow: Akspmitas, 
Fanning, Motten, Connar, 
Anderson. 
Fint Row: Hill , Slowik, Tib-
ba Is, Johnson. 
BasebaH 0, 0 
TRINITY's baseball nme showed that even old Eli Yale could not 
down the Bishop's wards on the sand lot. With two wins over Wesleyan, a six-game 
winning streak, and a decisive victory over Yale University, Dan Jessee's charges made 
a mark to shoot at this season. Only one letter man was missing from the 1936 outfit 
and forty-five Freshmen turned out to make a record squad. By an exhibition of 
explosive batting, airtight pitching, and spectacular fielding, and under the expert 
coaching of Coach Jessee, the season gave evidence of spirit and fight to come. 
After having split even in two practice sessions with Wesleyan, Trinity opened its 
regular schedule against Coast Guard. With Kobrosky, 0' llalley, and Kelly blazing 
the way with three hits each, the Hill toppers defeated the Cadets by a score of 15-2. 
The next game was with Yale, but because of rain the game had to be called before 
two and a half innings were completed. The Bulldogs were ahead at this time, 4-1. 
Vermont fell by the wayside with a 7-6 ticket in a game that saw Trinity counter 
its seven runs in the first three innings. The Catamounts made a spirited comeback in 
the latter part of the game but were finally halted by the airtight pitching of Ed 
:Morris. The Hilltoppers annexed their third straight win at the expense of Mass State, 
with Patton fanning twelve Bay Staters. Kobrosky and O'Malley garnered three hits 
each in this contest. The team's fourth success of the season came when Colby felt the 
sting of defeat to the tune of I 5-2. Fifteen hits were amassed by the Hill toppers. Only 
four paltry hits were allowed the White ·Mules by Ray Patton. 
Wesleyan, in the fifth successive triumph for the Je seemen, was the next to feel 
the force of a Blue and Gold barrage. Seven tallies went to Trinity and one to the 
Redbirds. In this game Trinity lost the services of Pete Rihl, whose finger was broken 
by a foul tip off the bat of a Wesleyan warrior. Rihl, a Freshman, had won the catching 
berth by his peppy style and hitting ability. 
Trinity continued on its victory march by trampling on Conn State. The Aggies 
threw three hurlers into the fray to stop the slaughter. But the Gallows Hill boys 
slammed out eighteen hits and scored fifteen runs to the utmeggers' four. Morris and 
Jackson were admitted to the Baseball Hall of Fame, after each had clouted a homer. 
There they met the Cobra, who had hit one in the Mass State game. The Conn State 
win was especially sweet to Bill Kelly, pitching his first game for the Blue and Gold. 
In attempting the seventh successive win, the Jesseemen met their Waterloo at 
the hands of Amherst; the score was 8-+· 
The Worcester Tech game was washed out; and on the return meeting with 
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Wesleyan, Trinity was again on the winning end, this time by a score of 9-3 . It was 
Patton 's fifth win out of six, the team chalking up its seventh win out of eight games. 
Parker , catcher since Rihl 's injury, made a two-base hit, Lindell a three-bagger. 
On May 25 Kelly was agai n sent against Conn State, but he did not fare so well as 
before. The N utmegge rs evened the score with a g-8 "vin. Trailing 9-3 in the eighth 
inning, the J esseemen rallied and were within one run of tying the score. Then 
H ecomovirh , with brilliant relief pitching, saved the game for the Aggies by fanning 
two in the ninth with the bases full. 
Trinity shaded Worcester Tech by a score of 8-6. After a six-run splurge, the 
Third R ow: Manager Armstrong, S. Alexander, Rihl. 
Second Row: Coach Jessee, Jackson, Kelly, Barnewall , J. Alexander, Lindell, K obrosky. 
First Row: DiLorenzo, O'Malley, Morri s, Patton, Parker, Downes, Shelly. 
Hilltoppers had to fight in the eighth for the two runs of victory. Williams, Trin 's next 
foe, routed the J esseemen 15-7. Although the Hilltoppers outhit their Purple rivals, 
they made twelve errors. 
Text came Yale. In R ay Patton 's last game for Trinity the Blue and Gold bit the 
Yale Bulldog eleven times, but Prexy's foe only bit back five times. In the first few 
frames Yale pommeled P at ton for three runs; but Ray recovered, and the team knocked 
J ubitz out of the box in the sixth. Patton yielded twelve scattered hits; his teammates 
gathered thirteen. Shelly, with three hits, was the star, batting in four runs. And so the 
1937 season ended in a blaze of glory. 
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Track 0 0 0 
TRINITY's best season in years! That sums up the wonderfully 
balanced team w~1ich blazoned its way to four victories and one defeat during the dual-
meet season, and d:en went on to win second place in the ew England Intercollegiate 
meet at Burlington, Vt. Ray Oosting can well afford to be proud, for this is the best 
that Trinity has ever done in such stiff competition. 
Ably led by veterans Bill H aight and Steve Truex, Cocaptains, every man outdid 
himself. Tom :McLaughlin, Freshman half-miler, set a new college record in his event 
and provided some of the most thrilling duels ·when competing against Olson, of State, 
and H ermans, of Wesleyan. Cocaptain Truex climaxed his career with an amazing 
total of ro6 points. He set the record in the roo-yard dash and broke his own record in 
the shot-put. Second highest scorer was Cocaptain Haight, who was consistently excel-
lent in the high and low hurdles. 
The Hilltoppers left the home cinders to travel to Amherst on l\IIay I, where the 
team gave promise of a better-than-average season by topping !lass State 701 sst. 
Truex had a field day, taking three firsts and a third. Haight and Motten finished one-
two in both hurdle events. 
One week later Conn State invaded the home track with a team especially strong 
in the distance events but not consistent enough to upset the determined Oostingmen. 
The meet was thrilling to the very last event, and two records were smashed. Steve 
Truex vied twice with "Spooks" l\1oskowitz, State dashman, with the result that Steve 
chalked up a IO.I-second record for the century-a new college mark. Rangy Tom 
1cLaughlin, paced by Olson, of State, set a time of 2 :01.4 in the half-mile. Outstand-
ing for the 1utmeggers was Lovdal, who took first in both the mile and two-mile. Trin 
swept firsts in all field entries, aided by the good work of Pacelia, to make the final 
score 72-54. 
The Cardinals came in a thundering gale on May 12 with a team which was a 
tower of strength. Led by burly Dick Holzer, 215-pound football star, Wesleyan 
surpassed the Blue and Gold in every event except the hurdles. Truex, edged out in the 
100, came back to take the 220. Holzer broke the Cardinal record for the shot-put, 
with a heave of 43 feet, 4t inches, and the record for the javelin throw, with a toss of 
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177 feet, 10 inches. Joe Astman crashed through Wesleya n's trio of vaulters and almost 
broke his own record. The final score was uninspiring- Trinity 48, Wesleyan 78. 
After only three days of rest the team embarked for Burlington, Vt., to attend the 
Eastern Intercollegiates. Trinity's team strength, and not individual effort, was the best 
factor here. Vermont, the host, took first place with 38 points. Next came Trinity with 
a margin of one sixth of a point over Conn State-27 1j 6-27. This difference was 
represented by the triple tie for third place in the high jump in which Bill Hull placed. 
Individual high scorer for Trinity was Steve Truex, ·with a first, a second, and a fourth. 
Motten and Astman were in a triple tie with Grant of :Mass State for first in the pole 
vault. Clem Motten took a second in the low hurdles, and Chotkowski a second in the 
javelin throw. Vinick, P ace li a, and Hull placed in other events. 
On May 22 the Trojans of Rensselae r invaded Trinity Field and were decisively 
beaten, nt-+8t. Truex, H aight, Astman , and l\1otten were high sco rers. The final 
meet of the season with Tufts resulted in a score of Trinity 781, Tufts 47l Trinity 
was superior in both track and field events. 
Thirteen men won maj or let ters; three records were broken; ten men earned 
twenty points or more for the season. Versatility was the keynote. Clem :lviotten com-
peted in the pole vault and hurdles, Pacelia in the broad and high jumps, and Vinick, 
Chotkowski, and Hodgdon in the j ave lin and discus throws. Cocapt:~.in Truex excelled 
in five events-the shot, javelin, discus, 100, and 220. Both he and H aight were men 
who will go down in Trinity's an nals. 
Third Rov.:: LeFevre, Jones, White, Riley, Coach Oosting, l\1 ~ Laughl : n, H odglon, M a nager 
Benson, Keane, M ora n, Astman. 
Second Rn;;: Manag~r DiCorleto, Perry, Smith, Chotkowski, M ertens, P ace lia , Pankratz, 
Lindner, South, Assistant Coa ch Clarke. 
First Row: Hull , Hofma nn, Schmid , Bauer, Cocaptain Ha:g!1t, M otten, Hi _ke y, Sa:1too rji a n, 
Brennan, Greenleaf. 
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Third Row: Manager Flynn, Slate, Ferguson, Hoegberg, Weissheimer, Leggett. 
Second Row: Coach McCloud, Gaboury, Smith, Lindsay, Clapp, White, Nickel, Johnson. 
First Row: Lapac, Hanna, Hope, Captain Schmid, Bates, Davidson, McCloskey. 
Soccer ... 
THE Blue and Gold varsity soccer team believed that a happy ending 
to the season was better than an unfortunate beginning. In the second year of its 
existence as a recognized sport, the Trinity leather-hooters won only one game, but this 
one victory vindicated a much belabored team, suffering from three causes-loss of 
experienced letter men from the previous year, disability of some of the best men 
through injuries, and lack of material from the Freshman Class due to the three-year 
rule. 
Most of the games played found the Trinity outfit fighting it out gamely with 
their opponents in front of the opposing side's goal. Captain Schmid was the spark that 
kept the unflagging eleven in a spirit of tenacious effort. If the men in the forward 
line had not been hampered by injuries to their legs, many more goals would have been 
placed in the net. The comment of a rival coach after a traditional game is a sufficient 
recompense to the Trinity team, which kept to the ideals of Blue and Gold sportsman-
ship, "We have never beaten a harder-fighting outfit." 
Although the Wesleyan contest was almost a deluge of goals against the Elm-
nurtured hooters, still the Trinity men put up a game struggle against a team composed 
of veterans. The game was played upon an ideal soccer day, with a dry and hard field 
as contrasted with the muddy field that the Trinity men had been used to during most 
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of the early season. Ferguson at fullback and Ernie Schmid at center forward made 
the most of every opportunity, but to no avail. 
The Mass State game was played on a windy day at the field of the Common-
wealth eleven. A strong wind blew across the field, always unfavorable to the Hill-
toppers, always favorable to their opponents, who also knew how to use it to best 
advantage. Spectators at the Amherst football game can testify to its strength, as that 
game was played in the same town and on the same day as the i\1ass State soccer 
meeting. 
The soccer team takes justifiable pride in the fact that it saved its most spectacular 
showing for the last, as a magician who keeps his best trick until the end. The hard-
headed kickers knew that an aggressive spirit must always reap its own reward . This 
game with Clark University was one to be dreaded, as the Clark men had defeated 
Trinity for the past tvvo years. Clark had been defeated only by Brown, rew England 
champions, and had beaten practically all the teams which Trinity had played in the 
early season. 
The game might have been termed a rowing, sliding, and wading contest, as both 
teams went through a sea of water, which covered the field. One of the Clark Leather-
Toes went about the field as if he were in the Trowbridge pool, wearing a bathing cap 
to ward off the intermittent showers. Hope, next year's captain, was the star of the 
game, and his bulky legs and accurate toes sent four goals across the line. Gaboury 
exhibited the experience he had gained in two years of varsity competition in his many 
saves at the goal position. 
In going over the list of Coach McCloud's charges a word must be said for 
Ernie Schmid, who was always in the forefront of the offensive drive of the outfit. 
Most of the season the team was lacking in offensive tactics, and Ernie had to play 
with a bad knee most of the time to give his cohorts added drive . Among those retiring 
this year, Lindsay, Hoegberg, and Davidson were outstanding on the defense. Hoegberg 
played an excellent game at goal when Greg Gaboury was out of the running. Letter 
men available for next year are Bates, Ferguson , Gaboury, Leggett, l\IcCloskey, ickel, 
Ed Smith, and Ed White. 
Cross-Country . 
RAPIDLY justifying its recognition last year as a letter sport, cross-
country this year was very successful. The record of four wins and one loss is impressive 
in a sport so recently recognized by the Athletic Association. The greatest triumph came 
in turning in a win over Connecticut State on the r utmeggers' home course, which is 
very difficult. Connecticut has had the habit of turning out very strong distance runners, 
and a Trinity victory is doubl y commendable in view of this tradition. 
Led by Captain R ay Perry, a wiry little Senior veteran, the Trinity harriers 
showed team strength throughout the season. In the race with the Coast Guard at the 
close of the season, Buxton , a rival runner, set a course record in beating out Tom 
McLaughlin; but three Trinity runners tied for third place to insure a victory. This 
is typical of the team spirit. 
The home-course victories were won over Worcester Tech and Coast Guard, and 
the victories away included wins over Bard, Connecticut State, and a fifth place in the 
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Coach Oosting, McLaughlin, Pankratz, Charles, Captain Perry, Mountford, Riley, Smith, 
Manager O'Neil. 
Connecticut Valley College cross-country meet. The only stain on the record was a loss 
to the strong Wesleyan team, which placed seven men ahead of Trinity's IcLaughlin 
and Pankratz. 
The best performers were two Sophomores, McLaughlin and Pankratz, who led 
their teammates in points scored and who team up in most track events like a pair of 
t·wins. Bill Charles, Ray Perry, and Art Mountford were usually among the first to 
finish, and they garnered many of those critical points which were needed in such close 
victories as the one over Worcester Tech. There the final score was 27-28. 
The varsity competes against the Freshman team each year, and the first three 
runners on each team are awarded medals. Gold medals went this year to Tom Mc-
Laughlin of the varsity and Jim Caffrey of the Freshmen. Awards were also made to 
Perry, Pankratz, Harrigan, and Sands. 
Tennis ... 
THE Trinity College netmen emerged from the 1937 season with 
four games won and four lost. The 1937 season contained two more games than the 
previous year, but the tennis team maintained its average of won and lost. The Trinity 
squad amassed 33 points to their opponents' 37 during the spring season, Captain 
O'Bryon led the team throughout the season, and the squad competed in the ew 
England Intercollegiate Lawn Tennis A sociation matches. 
After winning over Vermont and Clark, Trinity met Wesleyan in the first of two 
matches. Although Trinity emerged on the short side of this event, the Blue and Gold 
garnered much experience by which her tennis experts were able to cut down the next 
score to Trinity 4, Wesleyan 5. The latter match was decided upon the merits of 
Trinity's doubles matches. In the doubles Parsons paired with Dodge, Collins with 
Bates, and Rohowsky with Harris. 
In singles competition Parsons, Harris, and Rohowsky made the best showings; 
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but Captain O'Bryon was invariably matched with the sta rs of the oppo3ing side. Among 
the newcomers to the sport, Patterson, Taylor , and Collins showed to the best advan-
tage . This year may be expected the return of Mal Crocker to the ranks. 1\1al suffered 
from scholastic trouble last yea r, but he has kept in shape for competition. Of the letter 
men , Jack Parsons is sure to win the majority of his games this year. Dodge and 
Rohowsky have been steadily improving their games. 
This year finds Amherst on the list of competitors. This match should offer a hard 
struggle for the Hilltoppers. Trinity has suffered in the past in competition with such 
colleges as Williams and Amherst, as they draw from a large r proportion of men who 
have had previous match experience. Coach Altmaier, howeve r, is stead ily building up 
a more powerful team, and this season promises to be the most successful in recent years. 
Third Row: Dodge, Patterson, Parsons. 
Second Row: Taylor, Manager Kennard , Captain O'Bryon. 
First Row: Coach Altmaier, Harris, Rohow sky, Bates. 
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Fourth Row: North, Adams, Steers, Pedi co rd , St:rling, Malumphy, Mall ey, Flanngan. 
Third Row: O'Brien, Strang, Nolf, J ohnson, Wiley, Waldo, M anager Humphreyson, Coa :~ 
Eri 2kson. 
Second Row: Carpenter, Hanley, Osborn, Tylor, Nickerson, Secchiaroli, Harri s. 
First Row: Thomsen, Wall ace, Kinney, Captain Wal sh, Fuller, Ryan, Neill. 
Freshman Footlball , . , 
LIKE their big brothers the va rsi ty, the Freshman football team was 
able to wind up the season on the winning side of the ledger, winning two and drop-
ping one. Early in the fall a large squad turned out for practice under the direction 
of the new coach, Ralph W. Erickson, and after more than three weeks of drill the 
campaign was opened against Loomis on O ctober 15. 
H ere the Frosh ran up against two strokes of bad luck, the worst they were to 
suffer all season. Not only did the Blue and G old succumb to the prep gridders by 
7-D, but also lost the services of Captai n id l\ilills for the remainder of the season 
when his ankle and leg were broken in a first-period collision with the Loomis captain. 
Loomis held tightly to the lead which they had established ea rly in the game. The 
Frosh smashed across the goal line for a touchdown, but the try for the precious seventh 
point went wide of its mark. 
When a game with the Conn State yea rlings was definitely washed out, Trinit~r 
prepared for its annual encounter with the Wesleyan first-year men. On the day before 
the varsity game the Blue and Gold youngsters stormed Andrus Field and walked off 
with a 7-D verdict after a scrappy and closely fou ght battle. 
The fortunes of ·war were evenly divided in the first half, both elevens taking the 
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opportunity to push the other about the field at odd times. F or the most part the time 
was spent in a punting duel, with Secchiaroli and Glasser doing the kicking. 
After an exchange of punts in the third quarter the break came for which the 
Blue and Gold had been waiting. Starting from his own 40-ya rd marker, Fullback 
Harri s broke away to the Wesleyan 30-yard stripe. O sborn cracked the center of the 
line for eight more yards. With W alsh and Secchiaroli doing the honors, the ball was 
advanced to the 4-ya rd line. Here D eed H arris took the ball over for a touchdown and 
then converted for the extra point. The Wesmen were still fighting back, but agai nst 
the heavier Trin line they grad ually wore themselves out. Frequent fumblin gs did not 
help matters any. 
On ovember 13 the abbreviated season came to a close with a 2-o win ove r 
Suffield. With typical ew England weather conditions prevailing, it was lit tle short 
of marvelous that the game was even attempted. The only score came ea rly in the 
third period when rangy AI Fuller, Trinity center, blocked a Suffield punt, which 
bounced out of bounds for an automatic safety. 
Suffield had the better of the argument but they were not good enough swimmers 
to wade through the mud plus the stubborn Frosh defense for a score. Throughout the 
assaults the punting of Secchiaroli was a bright spot. After the score Trinity took 
charge of affairs and dominated the play until late in the game. Then Suffield launched 
a vai n drive which ended on the visitors' 19-yard line on a pass interception. 
The varsity gridiron will welcome many of the first-year men next fal l. Among 
those who were outstanding were Walsh, H arris, l\1ills, Osborn, and Secchiaroli. 
Fre§hman Soccer ... 
IN THE first year of its ex istence the Freshman soccer team at Trinity 
showed that it was a fighting and aggressive outfit . Drawing as it did upon a class whic_h 
probably had not had man y dealings with the sport of foot and head, it rapidly forged 
to a smoothly running, offensive sq uad which emerged with a .500 average with two 
games won, two lost, and one tied. 
The round of events for incoming Freshmen found a team which had not had 
much practice in working together when the first game was called with Conn State. 
The Blue and Gold Yearlings fought it out on a muddy field with the Aggies and 
came out of the fray with a tie to 1-1. 
T he next game was w ith Captain Bill Dexter's alma mater, Wethersfield High. 
This team has always been the strongest in these parts and has produced Ray Dexter, 
Dudley Clapp, and Ernie Schmid for the varsity. Sehl, a former W ethersfield star, 
assisted Bill Dexter in holding back the onslaught of the invading hooters. The score, 
1-3, was not unsatisfactory to the coach. 
Bloomfield High found a terrier pack upon the field. This game was played 111 
semi- and full-darkness. It was the first one in which a white ball had to be used 111 
sports here . Without much exertion the Hill toppers ran away with the contest to 
defeat the secondary-school boys by a score of 3-2. This game was played by an eleven 
·which had found the secret of team play: accurate passing and speedy centering of the 
ball. Insley and Gordon played a large part in the win. 
The next contest was with Morse Busi ness College. This game was easily won 
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through the spectacular play of Dexter, Johnson, and Dick Spencer. After the Morse 
game the Freshmen decided that soccer was not worth the effort, and let the chance of 
a victory over William Hall High of West Hartford pass by. The sphere was in 
enemy territory most of the game, but the boys lacked the necessary punch to push it 
into the net. It was the same story as in many varsity games: defensively the squad was 
good, but offensively it fell down. 
Coach McCloud was not dissatisfied with the results of his soccer eaglets, as many 
had seen their first game of soccer on the Trinity campus. The competition of the year 
showed up many potential varsity men for next season, men who would have been 
on the regular squad if the four-year rule were still in effect. Among the newcomers to 
the sport, Kirkby and J. Spencer did well. Additions to next year's varsity squad may 
be expected from Dexter, Insley, A. V. Johnson, Sehl, Dick Spencer, Gordon, and 
Hall. 
Third Row: Manager Williamson, A. V. Johnson, Coach McCloud, R. D. Hall, Kirkby, 
Grandahl. 
Second Row: Jesionowski, F. Kelly, McGee, Gordon, Insley, Cook. 
First Row: ]. Spencer, Roberts, Captain Dexter, Ewing, Goodrich, Sehl. 
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Coach Oosting, Heap, Dickinson, Lane, Caffrey, Harrigan, Sands, Manager 0' eil. 
Freshman Cross- ountry .. . 
rrHE first Freshman cross-country team to represent Trinity had an 
unenviable record of five losses and no wins. This hardly sounds like a Trinity team, 
but the fault was largely due to the fact that only two men on the squad were experi-
enced in running. These two, however, make up for the dismal showing. 
Caffrey and Harrigan led the runners across the tape in all but the Springfield 
College meet. Caffrey took three first places, and Harrigan one. If there had been 
more team strength, the record might have been more cheering. umeral winners 
were Caffrey, Harrigan, and Sands. The squad included E. Dickinson, H. A. Heap, 
A. K. Lane, and]. H. Rice. 
Freshman Swimming 
THE first Freshman swimming team that Trinity has ever had 
was disappointing at first glance. After exammmg the schedule which the Blue and 
Gold Yearlings faced, the results seem quite good . The Frosh won two out of six 
meets and made great strides toward producing some fine material for replacements in 
the depleted varsity. 
The first meet was with Hartford Public High School, acknowledged one of the 
finest secondary-school teams in the East. The Hilltoppers went down before Captain 
Ed Conway's alma mater to the score of 21-54. 
In the second meet with Tew London Bulkeley, Trin was able to show the effects 
of Joe Clarke's coaching by overcoming the defeat which was pinned on the Trow-
bridge natators in the first meeting. The final score was : Trinity 43, Bulkeley 23 . In 
the first meet one of the Frosh swimmers made the mistake of swimming four laps 
instead of five. 
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The outstanding man on the squad was the Captain, Ed Conway. Conway held 
the state championship for interscholastic backstroke before joining Trinity's ranks. Ed 
not only swam backstroke and free-style events for easy wins, but he broke a record 
almost every time he went into the water. He holds the college and pool records for 
the roo-yard backstroke, I :04.2, and his time trials in practice show that he will 
be ab le to break the varsity mark in the 150-yard distance next season. 
Bob Broatch turned in a fine ac ount in his first year in college s·wimming. He 
broke the Frosh record in the 50 and beat several of the best swimmers of the state 
during the season. Bob's versati lity was a great asset to the team. Besides swimming 
in the dashes, he was the diver of the team. When he first came out for this branch, 
he cou ld not do more than two or three dives, but under the guidance of Joe Clarke he 
soon improved enough to be able to warrant his replacing losses from the varsity 
riext year. 
Bob Adams walked away with the Freshman record in the 220 in his first year of 
competitive swimming. Don Day was a consistent swimmer during his first year in 
collegiate circles. His wins in the breast stroke kept the team out in front a number 
of times during the season. Feldman, Randall, and Blaisdell should be good additions 
to the varsity next season. 
Second Row: Blaisdell, Day, Feldman, Adams, Coach Clarke. 
First Row: Smith, Captain Conway, Broatch, Stoddard. 
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Freshman BasketbaH , , , 
As FRESHMEN are now prohibited from varsity competition by the 
three-year eligibility rule, Trinity, for the first time in her history, sent a Freshman 
basketball team onto the court. This quintet succeeded fairly well in living up to 
expectations, winning nine out of the fourteen games on its schedule. 
The Yea rlings made their debut in the preliminary to the varsity's opener. They 
started the season off right by taking over the \Yhite-collar men from 1orse Business 
C ollege in an unexciting game, which ended 25-20. 
On D ecember r6 the Frosh entertained :Monson School at a soiree in the Hopkins 
Street G ym. Good teamwork sent the schoolboys home holding the lean end of a 36-r r 
score. 
The Freshman five lived up to the hopes previously instilled in Trinity breas ts 
by ringing up 4+ points against 31 for the Worcester Tech first-year men. The 
accuracy of the Blue and Gold basket shooting added to the fans' confidence in the 
quintet, but enthusiasm mounted still higher when the Frosh annihilated a weak 
L a Sallette team. H arris contributed more than his share to Trinity's 67-23 victory. 
This warmed the boys up for their meeting with the Wesleyan J.V.s a few nights later. 
The Trinity Freshmen overcame the Cardinals in an overtime period. At the end 
of four frames of nip-and-tuck play, marked by Seedman's a::curate shooting, the score 
stood 38-38. The Blue and Gold Frosh staged a spurt in the overtime play to clinch 
the game 45-41. 
Second Row: Manager Eno, Robert s, Cu nningham, Hanley, Harris, Coach Erichon. 
First R ow: Walsh, Borstein, Captain Seedman, Crockett, Thomsen. 
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On February 9 in the first game of the new term 1941 experienced little difficulty 
in running circles around the Berkeley Divinity School five. A scoring fest was enjoyed 
by all Hilltoppers actively concerned, as the 49-22 score should indicate. 
Three days later the Yearlings increased their winning streak to seven consecu-
tive games. Paced by Walsh, high scorer of the day, Trinity snatched a 2o-17 victory 
from under the noses of a hard-fighting St. Thomas quintet. 
Up until the last five minutes of the Springfield Frosh game the Blue and Gold 
was within sight of a win, but the boys from Massachusetts changed all that by piling 
up the points necessary to the 38-26 shellacking. Insult was added to this injury a few 
days later when the Springfield ].V.s squeezed out a 27-25 victory over our boys in a 
hard, fast battle. 
Trinity 1941 celebrated Washington's Birthday by putting on the finest display of 
bad ball-handling, shooting, and passing of the season. As a result St. Thomas, playing 
a return engagement, evened the score by winning 24-15. 
The Freshmen seemingly returned to good form in winning an unexciting 32-24 
victory over Hopkins Grammar, but a rough-and-tumble battle with Wesleyan '41, in 
which Harris and Crockett went out on fouls, resulted in a win for the Cardinals. In 
spite of the fine work of Hanley, the Blue and Gold seemed to lose their early season 
snap, and Trinity was left holding the bag to the tune of 36-28. 
With one minute left in the Suffield S.:hool game, the score was 3D-25 in favor of 
the schoolboys. The Frosh put on the pressure to ring up four points before the final 
w histle. This heartbreaking 3o-29 loss was soon forgotten in the overwhelming defeat 
of :Morse Business College in the final game of the season. Thomsen and Borstein, high 
scorers of the evening, were instrumental in effecting the 43-14 setdown of the Busi-
nessmen. 
Since many bright prospects were brought to light by Coach Erickson, the season 
may be considered a success. It is quite probable that these boys will see plenty of action 
next year with the varsity. 
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Hockey 0 0 o 
0 NCE again an attempt was made to organize ice hockey at Trinity, 
this time with more success than in former years, for one outside game was played. A 
large group of puck-chase rs turned out in answer to Coach Erickson's call , and pro-
ceeded to whip into shape a team which showed fl ashes of brilliance. Practice was held 
whenever the ever-changing weather permitted, sometimes twice a day. The second 
session was held under floodli ghts on the rink erected on the new tennis courts. 
Despi te its sporad ic practice, the team succeeded in holding the Westminster 
School sextet to a 3-3 tie. The first frame saw the schoolboys jumping into a 1-o lead, 
but Trinity, showing at times a fl ashy offensive backed by strong defensive work on the 
part of Frank Jackson, came back to sag the twine twice in the second period, Jackson 
and Clarke Nickerson accounting for the goals. Early in the third period Westminster 
made two successful sallies on the Trinity goal, defended by John 1errill, but this 
sudden reversal served only to bring out the latent abi lity in the Trinity team. The 
linemen turned on the pressure, and voila, John Kiley shot the little black disk past 
one very surprised Westminster goalie. Further attempts on the part of the Trinity out-
fit to score during the last few minutes of play were of no avail. 
Squash Racquets 
1[' HO UG H the squash racquets team showed a marked improvement 
this yea r over previous years, it won only three games out of eleven. Led by Captain 
J ackson, the number-one man , who was ably supported by Benson, L. Bates, Leon, and 
Upham, seeded in that order with vViddifield as the alternate number-five man, the 
Trinity racqueteers faced such superior and powerful agg rega tions as Yale, 1.I.T., 
and Dartmouth, giving a good account of themselves, though routed many times. 
The team downed the Hartford Golf Club 's B squad by a 4-1 score for the first 
victory of the yea r. It also defeated the Hartford Squash Racquets Club for their 
se::ond victory of the season, also by a 4-1 count. In a return engagement with the 
Hartford Golf Club the Trinity squashmen won their third match of the year by a 
3-2 tally. Trinity lost to a superior Yale team by the one-sided sco re of s-o. The 
other teams w ho took the Trinity men were: Dartmouth, Amherst, H artford Golf 
Club B team, and both Wesleyan and l\1.I.T. twice. The first Wesleyan match was 
lost by the close count of 3-2. 
Struggling along for five years, only the last two of w hich saw ·the Trinity team 
with a full-time coach, the squashmen have been faced with a difficult obstacle to over-
come; for they are lacking not on ly in proper material, but also in proper coaching. 
Of late, however, the team has been more fortunate in securing as coaches Dr. Altmaier, 
last year, and D an J essee this year, with the very capable part-time assis tance of Coach 
Kinney of the H artford Golf Club. The addition of a permanently engaged professional 
coach would be a much needed and appreciated improvement. 
Frank J ackson was the winner of the Newton C. Brai nard Trophy in the yearly 




THE INTRAMURAL ATHLETIC COUNCIL is composed of one repre-
sentati ve from each group entered in intram ural athletics. The body is under the direc-
tion of Mr. J oseph C. Clarke of the Department of Physical Education. The purpose 
of the council is to encourage participation in organized athletic activity by the student 
body and to formulate the few necessary rules for the admi nistration of a successful 
intramural program. The g roups which send representatives are the fraternities, the 
Commons C lu b, and the three neutral bodies. 
In former years all men who had not ea rned their letters in particular sports were 
allowed to be intramural competitors in that same sport. This past season the rule 
was changed to exclude all men w ho have made more than one point in varsi ty or 
Freshman competition from entering that event. It was felt that this change would 
eliminate from intramurals men " ·ho were usually superior to the average student in 
athletic ability. Thus the council has stimulated the ent rance of more students in 
organized competition. 
WATER BASEBALL became an intramural spo rt at Trinity two years ago. Since 
then the game's popularity has increased steadil y among the students, and this season 
opened with eight teams entered in the tournament. P si Upsilon and Alpha Delta Phi , 
sluggi ng their way towa rd the championship, met and defeated the Commons Club and 
Sigma u respectively in action-packed semifinal matches. In the deciding game t he 
Alpha Delts' clever handling of the soggy sphere combined with a few good breaks 
enabled them to squelch P si U's strong threat to grab off the L yman O gilby Trophy. 
Sigma N u won over the Commons Club in the consolation game to take third place. 
Second R ow: Driggs, Conn ar, Crane. 
First R ow: Ferguson, Wright, V\Tei ssheimer, Kirkby. 
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BASKETBALL. Early January witnessed the opening of the intramural basketball 
season . The Ieutral Gold team swept to the top of the National League, stopping on 
the way long enough to hand stinging defeats to such powerful fives as Sigma r u and 
Alpha Delta Phi. In the American League there was a three-way fight for first place. 
Alpha Chi Rho had no difficulty in defeating its opponents until it met the strong 
aggregation from St. Anthony Hall. This quintet later staved off defeat at the hands 
of Psi U by a single point to finish at the head of the league. The finals proved less 
exciting than might have been expected. eutral Gold swamped St. Anthony to the 
tune of 4o-10, winning the basketball trophy and gaining twenty points toward the 
Alumni Cup. The Alpha Delts and the Crows, each having tasted defeat only once, 
met in the play-off for the third place. The Crows won by six points. 
SWIMMING. A strong relay team and two good divers paved the way to the win-
ning by Psi Upsilon of the Alexander Ogilby Trophy for intramural swimming. This 
was the second consecutive year that this fraternity has won the cup. These men alone 
accounted for sixteen of the fraternity's total of thirty-one points. High scorers of the 
day were Secchiaroli of the eutral Gold team, winner of the so- and roo-yard dashes, 
and Williams of St. Anthony Hall, who took first in the 1 oo-yard breast stroke and the 
200-yard free style. Both men received gold medals for their feats. 
The struggle for second place in the 100 was very close. Hanna of Alpha Delta 
Phi was nosed out by Sigma u's surprise package, Jack Carey, who had previously 
taken second place in the so. Psi U's Bartlett took first place in the dives, and Alpha 
Chi Rho's Porter and Wilcox captured second and fourth. This started the Crows on 
the way to the second highest team score of the meet. In this event White of AXP 
offered a bit of comedy relief with his forward one and a half somersault with a tuck. 
Other contestants were awkward but eager. 
In the roo-yard backstroke Blaisdell of the Crows swam a spectacular race, win-
ning over Sherman of Psi U . Delta Psi's Williams had little difficulty, after getting the 
200-yard free style under his belt, in repeating his performance in the roo-yard 
breast stroke; second place went to White of AXP. 
The final event of the meet, the 200-yard four-man relay race, proved to be the 
thriller of the afternoon. Psi Upsilon just edged out Delta Kappa Epsilon in a photo 
finish. A win by the Dekes would have tied them with the Psi Us for first place. The 
final point scores were 'l'Y 3 I, AXP I 8, ~KE I 4· 
SQUASH. A strong Delta Psi squash racquets team composed of Crocker, Gordon, 
Blake, Smith, and Dick encountered little difficulty in annexing the trophy awarded 
annually to the intramural squash tournament victors. A s-o walkaway over the Com-
mons Club and a 4-I win over Alpha Tau Kappa quickly placed St. Anthony men in 
the finals, where they met Psi Upsilon who had defeated Sigma Nu and the Dekes by 
4-1 scores. In the final match Widdifield of Psi U was the only man to turn in a win 
for the losers. The play-off for second and third place between Psi U and ~KE 
resulted in a victory for the former. 
SOFTBALL. Forging steadily ahead in its league, Sigma Nu swept on to the finals 
of the 1937 softball tournament, while in the other league Alpha Chi Rho, with two 
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legs on the Softball T rophy and con fi dent of retiring the cup from competition, won all 
of its games by comfortable ma rgins. In what w as expected to be a close and exciting 
game between the fin alists, Sigma N u handed the Crows the smaller end of a 17-11 
sco re, thus keeping the trophy in circul ation fo r ye t another year. 
TRACK. P aced by J. C . Alexander, high scorer for the day " ·ith seventeen points, 
Sigma u dominated the int ramu ra l track meet to come out in front w ith seventy 
points. A lexande r and his teammate, A . J. H eusse r, accounted for thir ty of the win-
ner 's points, star ring the high j ump and hurd les, as well as placing in several other 
events. 
H. H . Keane, third high sco rer of the day, paced Alpha T au K appa to second 
place, ex hi bit ing brillian t r unning in the sp rints and 440-yard race. Sigma N u now 




























FOO T BALL 
Captain H ERBERT VINICK 
Coach DA ]ESSEE, Managn ] OHN LEON 
Opponent Trinity 
Hamilton 0 0 Wesleyan 
Worcester Tech 13 0 Amherst 
Hobart 0 51 Iorwich 
Connecticut State 15 109 Total 
BASKETBALL 
Captain ] AMES KENNEY 
Coach RAY OosTING, Manager WILLYS PETERSON 
Opponent Trinity 
Bard 20 40 Boston 
Colby 34 38 Iorwich 
Haverford 24 45 Alumni 
Worcester Tech 57 54 Clark 
vVesleyan s6 28 Wesleyan 
Brown s6 50 Coast Guard 
482 Total 
SWIMMING 
Captain CLEMENT ·MoTTE r 
Coarh jOSEPH CLARKE, Alfanager ARTHUR SHERMAN 
Opponent Trinity 
:\I.I.T. 18 3+ Springfield 
Union 28 18 Williams 
Colgate 41 57 Worcester Tech 
Coast Guard 16 +.1 Wesleyan 
Boston U. 36 388 Total 
BASEBALL 
Cocaf>tains: RAYMOND PATTO ', RoBERT PARKER 
Coach D AN ] ESSEE, Manager L. i\1oRAY ARMSTRONG 
Opponent Trinity 
Coast Guard 2 4 Amherst 
Vermont 6 9 Wesleyan 
i\Iass State 8 Conn State 
Colby 2 8 Worcester Tech 
Wesleyan 7 W illiams 































Cocaptains: WILSON HAIGHT, STEPHEN TRUEX 























Trinity Opponent Opponent 
Mass State 55~ Second Place Eastern Intercoll. 
Conn State 54 77~ R .P .I. 
Wesleyan 78 78~ Tufts 
SOCCER 
Captain ERNEST C. ScHMID 









C R OSS-COU TRY 





Coach R AY OosTING, Manager L. O'NEILL 
Opponent Trinity 










Bard 38 Fifth Place Conn. Valley Colleges 
Conn State 31 22 Coast Guard 
132 Total 
SQ ASH RACQUETS 
Captain FRA K J ACKSON 
Coach DA jESSEE 
Opponent Trinity 
M.I.T. 5 2 Wesleyan 
Hfd. Golf B 5 .j. Hfd. Club 
Yale 5 4 Hfd. Golf B 
Amherst 4 M.I.T. 
Choate 5 0 Wesleyan 
Dartmouth 5 12 Total 
TE NIS 
Captain WILLIAM R. O'BYRON 
Coach CARL ALTMAIER, Manager SPENCER P . KENNARD 
Opponent Trinity 
Vermont 3 4 Conn State 
Clark 3 4 Wesleyan 
Wesleyan 6 5 Worcester 




















































Coach WALTER E. McCLOUD, Manager RAYMOND WILLIAMSON 
Opponent Trinity 
Conn State 2 Morse 
Wethersfield 3 0 William Hall 
Bloomfield 2 7 Total 
FRESHMAN CROSS-COUNTRY 
Coach RAY OosTING, Mauagn· LEONARD O'NEIL 
Opponent Trinity 
Farmington 24 30 Bristol 
Hartford High I9 32 Springfield 
Wesleyan "-5 166 Total 
FRESHMA BASKETBALL 
Coach RALPH ERICKSON, Manager STANLEY ENO, ]R. 
Opponent Trinity 
Morse 20 26 Springfield, '41 
Munson I I 25 Springfield J.V. 
Worcester 3I IS St. Thomas 
La Sallette 23 32 Hopkins 
Wesleyan ].V. 41 28 Wesleyan, '41 
Berkeley 22 29 Suffield 
Morse I4 ~8~ Total 
FRESHMAN SWIMMING 
Captain EDWARD J. CoNWAY 
Coach JosEPH CLARKE 
Opponent Trinity 
Hartford High 54 41 Suffield 
Canterbury 43 29 Hopkins 























BUILDING FOR THE FUTURE 
As you plan your future, consider well the financial side When ready 
to choose a bank for your checking account or other financial needs, 
se lect the advantages of a good name, a reputation for leadership, 
and a record of progress. 
The Hartford-Connecticut Trust Company 
East Hampton 
Rockville 
Hartford Meriden M 1ddletown 
Wethersfield Stafford Springs 
SAM SLOSSBERG 
THE WELL KNOWN TRINITY TAILOR 
We Do Only High Grade 
TAILORING, CLEAN! G, DYEI NG, 
PRESS! 1G AND REPAIR! G 
If/ e al.ro .rpecialize in tuxedos and full dre.rs 
.ruit.r 
THE CONNECTICUT CO. 
N. ]. ScoTT, Manager 
Deluxe Motor Coaches for All Occasions 
65 LINCOLN Cor. BROAD ST. We solicit your patronage. 
Telephone 5- 143 6 
\[be \[rtnttp \[rtpob 
TRINITY COLLEGE, Hartford , Conn. 
Published twenty-six times during the year. 
1937 Member 
ASSOCIATED COLLEGIATE PRESS 
Patronize your advertisers 
Distributo1· of 
Collegiate Digest 





VITAMIN D MILK 
• • • 
THE BRYANT AND CHAPMAN CO. 
TELEPHONE 6-2241 
Dairy Products 
255 Homestead Ave. 
Agents for WOOD FORD FARM MILK 
HUNTER PRESS, Printers 
A Complete Plant G eared for Service 
Printing of All Kinds .. . .. Linotyping . . . . . Embossing 
Art Work and Engrossing, Direct l\1ail Printing 
Addressing, Multigraphing, 1imeograph ing 
AFFILI ATE : 
BUSINESS SERVICE BUREAU 
Complete 45 or 8o Column Insurance and Commercial Punch-Card Service. 
Statistics: Agency, State, Reinsura nce Companies, Reserves, C la ss ifications 
a nd Rei nsura nce in Force. Unea rned Premium Computations. Comptometer 
Calculations. 
302 ASYLUM STREET T EL. 2-7016 HARTFORD, CONN. 
FOR PARTICULAR PEOPLE : 
THE SUPERIOR LAUNDRY 
59 FENWICK ST. HARTFORD, CONN. 
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A MATTER OF 
GOOD BREEDING 
Compare: A Hottentot with a 
Trinity Man . . . a wild prairie 
flower with a cultivated American 
Beauty rose ... or ordinary milk 
with milk from the great herd of 
pure-bred Golden Jersey cows on 
the Highland Dairy Model Farm 
at Bloomfield (Highland Grade 
A) . It is richer, more delicious , re-
plete with all the elements that 
make milk an ideal food, yet costs 




Phon ~ 3-5223 
Complim ents of 
Home comfort depends 
on the Fuel you use 
70,000 Connecticut homes use 
Koppers Coke and praise it for its 
HEATING ADVANTAGES, 
PERSO AL CONVE lENCE 
and ECONOMY 
Trinity College 
pat1·onage is appreciated 
Telephone 2-222 I 
BALLARD OIL COMPANY OF HARTFORD 
INCORPORATED 
191 Franklin Ave. Hartford, Conn. 
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START EVERY DAY RIGHT ... . 
~be ~artforb QCourant 
DAILY SUNDAY 
Compliments of 
THE NEWTON TUNNEL COAL CO. 
FuEL OrL COAL KoPPERS CoKE 
Agents, OIL-0-MATIC OIL BU RNER 




Yard : 183 Walnut Street 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
A Hartford Institute 
Serving Hartford Merchants 
CENTRAL 
COAT, APRON & TOWEL 
SUPPLY CO. 
692 MAPLE AVENUE 
JoHN DANIEL O'NEIL, Steward 
CoATS, APRONS, AND TowELS 
FOR BUSINESS USE 







JAHN & OLLIER ENGRAVING CO. 
817 West Washington Blvd., Chicago, Ill. - Telephone MONroe 7080 
Commercial Art i sts, Photographers and Makers of Fine Printing Plates for Black and Colors 
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Compliments of 
CHARLES E. PARKER, Agency 
125 TRUMBULL STREET 
YEAR CRAFT 
SUITS 





Without a Wallop to Your Wallet! 
Every Garm ent Guarant eed 
for a Full Yrar's Wear! 
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~ APPRECIATE FINE PRINTING ~ 
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THE FULLER BRUSH COMPANY 




BANK & TRUST CO. 
Main and Pearl Streets 
Branch 70 Farmington Ave. 
Complim ents of 
AIME DUPONT 
509 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 
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THE BOND PRESS 
Incorporated 
]. HELM ER jOHNSON 
President- T1·easurer 





94 Allyn Street Hartford, Conn. 
C omplim ents of 
MAX W . SCHER 
Tel. 7-9II3 
T. B. SIMONDS, INC. 
Printin g - Ph ot o-Offset 
612 CAPITOL AVE. HARTFORD 
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$14,000,000,000 (Billions) Annually 
--of l ife ins ura nce is bou~ht a nnua ll y for protec-
tion. ret irement , edu ca t ional and bu siness pu r-
poses. 
- to those who can qu alify, the opportunity to 
pa rt ic ipa te in th is great business o ffers a bri ght 
a nd satis fyi ng future. 
-send for o ur booklet " A Connecti cut :\Iutua l 
Ca re::: r" a nd learn the requirements for success 
and t he income poss ibilit ies of the life insurance 
business . 
THOMPSON & TAl NTOR 
GENERAL AGENT S 
THE CONNECTICUT MUTUAL 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
75 Pearl St. Hartford, Conn. 
" DEPEND ABLE P ERFORMANCE SINCE 1846" 
Phone 2 - 522I 
EMPIRE LAUNDRY 
L aundry Dry Cleaning 
Fur and Garment Storage 
Special R ates to Trinit y Students 
A GENCY ON CAMPUS 
c~mplim ents of 
LAVALETTE GRILL 
162 WASHINGTON ST. 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
GFOX~CO 
ESl A BLISH ED 1847 HARTFORD 
-An institution that is as much a part 
of Connecticut as the stone walls w hi ch 
demarcate and beautify Connecticut's 
ferti le fields . ... 
Co mpliments of 
SPAGHETTI PALACE 
AND RESTAURANT 
A. DARNA, Proprietor 
67 ASYLUM STREET, HARTFORD, CONN. 





'38 or '41 
Whether they' re lofty senior s or lowly frosh , 
travel -wise Trinity men travel via Yell ow 
Cab-to trains ... buses . . . parties. 
Five R ide Fo1· 
The P1"ice of One 
Dial 2-0234 
Yellow Cab 
TRINITY DRUG CO. 
The Drug Store That Ke eps 
the Trinity Boys in Shape 
1284 BROAD ST. at VERNON ST. 
SMART BUT-





MAX PRESS, INC. 
MIDDLETOWN, CONN. 
HARTFORD OFFICE : HOTEL BOND 
GALLUP & ALFRED, INC. 
MUSI C EXCLUSl f/ELY 
Pianos, R~d :os, Radio Combinations, 
Musi c and Records 
Expert Service on All i nstruments 
Phone s-3121 
201 Asylum Street Hartford, Conn. 
At The Country Life Press 
We offer you the facilities which are required to produce 
outstanding publications, college annuals, house organs, and 
periodicals similar to those illustrated. 
Because of the excellence of workmanship and the high 
honors awarded our products in open contests it is suggested 
that you should avail yourself of a like opportunity to have 
your printing and publishing problems handled by us. 
THE COUNTRY LIFE PRESS GARDEN CITY · NEW YORK 




